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'~enproefschrift is een werkstuk van de hand van de promovendus, waarmee ~
deze blijk geeft tot zel6~tandig wetenschappelijk onderzoek in staat te

zijn'~

(artikel 11, Promotie regelement van de Rijks Universiteit te Groningen,

1.9.81)

Gf1aagwil ik. hie!Lbij ail.en bedank.en,die met hun p~ooYLUjk.e inzet cLLt
plWmoue onde!Lzoek.mogeV..jk.hebben gemaald. Velen hebben :to:t het onde!L-

zoek. en cLLtp~oe6~e~6:t bijge~agen. Enk.elen wil ik. hie!Lbij p~ooYLUjk.
noemen.

Alle!Le~:t mijn p~omo:tM Vouwe Wi~ma, die ui:t AmeJt..tk.a:te!Lugk.wammet een

goed plWmoue onde!LWe!Lp,wa:t aa~-too:t bij mijn we!Lk.zaamheden op da:t mo-

men:t. Zijn en:tho~~me en goede Rijk. op o.a. de op~ehe me.ungen, zo~g-

de e!LVOM da:t de glW:te b~ei in6MmaUe goed en v-to:t :to:t een model Ve!L-
we!L1d k.on wo~den.

Jan KommandeM had de ondaf'!k.bcvr.e:taak. mij :te hetpen bij voo~be~eidende

~ige ENDORexpeJtimen:ten. Wa:tzagen we vaak. mooie Ûgnafen in die ~!
Va:t je aû eMe6e!Len:t wude op~eden :toef'! eindeUjk. de -teuk.e ~MuUa:ten

begonnen :te k.omen, wacvr.dee!Lik. :ten ze~:te.

S:tuden:ten Jaap Bouman en Ka Roel6~ema hielpen mij eno~ in het begin van

het onde!Lzoek.. Jamme!Lgenoeg zagen jullie ook. geen ENDORÛgnafen. Toer.

de e!Lvcvr.ingen opgedaan in die ujd maalde da:t dacvr.na ail.u veel v-to:t:te!L

ve!LÜep. In de ujd dacvr.na hebben Jan F~emeije!L en BeJt:t Ben:them hcvr.dmee-

geho-tpen aan expeJtimen:ten, die vaak. van I~ mo~ge~ v~oeg :to:t I~ avon~

.taa:tduMden. Bovendieng~oeiden jullie ail.eéén~:tail.en. Ve hie!Lbij
geb~uilde .6:t066en, met nagenoeg ail.e mogeV..jk.e i.6o:toop k.ombinaUu, We!L-

den met zee!L veel vak.ma~ehap dOM Be!Lend Kwan:t guyn:theti.6ee!Ld. GeeJt:t

Gee!L:t.6emaVOe!Ldeo~ idee ui:t van "Quan:tum Bea:t.6". Mi.6.6ehien we!Llde het

wel, maM zagen we niw!

G~ van de!L Velde en H~y Jonk.man hadden ~ee~ mooie :theo~e~ehe be-

~ek.eningen aan pcvr.a-benzoehinon veJ1.J1ieh:t. Onze p~eWge .6amenwe!LRing ~e-

~uUee!Lde in het op~pÜ:t.6en van getail.en in 6y~i.6eh in:te!Lp~etee!LbCVte

glWo:theden.
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Ve mwngen bij lage tempeJuLtULUtgu,c.luedden met een vÜJtdubbel.e dewaJt

Me, met een hoog -b:taaR..:tjevan gfu-bbfuMkuYlf>t, doofl. Piet LMkefl. wefl.d ge-
blazen en doofl. L.J. van defl. HolJ.,t met teQh~Qhe ken~ van zaken wefl.d

begele.<.d. Het Vefl.U!Vefl.en van deze dwafl. ga6 heel. wat pfl.oblemen en wefl.d

zel.6-b op de vfl..<.jezatefl.dag udgevoefl.d dOM o.a. Aaldefl..<.kMeulema. Ten-

-blafte heeM Jaap Hu-<--6mant nog veel. mooi en goed wefl.k vaM mij vefl.-

fl..<.Qhto.a. ~ de dewaJt weefl. eeYlf>kapot WM 06, dOM de koude, lekte.

VOOfl.de ENVORmwngen WM veel. extfl.a el.ektfl.on.<.kanOMg zo~ a~eve

nauwbanMge 6-<-lteM, 6Me gevoelige detektofl.en, Qoaxkabw enz. VaM al

deze pfl.Oblemen «U.ót Befl.nafl.dvan MeuM, op ujn e.<.gen fl.Uf.,üge man.<.efl.,ten-

-blafte een oploMing te vinden. Al m.<.jnhu-<-Mge ken~ van de el.ektfl.on.<.ka

heb ik van hem vefl.kegen.

Ik zou bladujden vol kunnen -b~hfl..<.jvenovefl. de mooie en nauwkeUfl..<.gein-

-btfl.umenten Me W-<-llemZevenbefl.g VOOfl.m.<.jmaakte. In het bijzondefl. wit ik

Mefl. noemen de ESR Mvlilj' -b Me je el.ektfl.olyüMh gfl.oe.<.demet kopefl. om een

vefl.zilvefl.de peMpex mal. Ook Henk Bfl.u-<-nenbefl.gen Befl.t van Vammen Mel.pen

vaak mee teQh~Qhe pfl.oblemen op te lO-b-ben.

VaM gfl.Ote Wafl.mtel.ekken in de dewaJt WM ik lange üjd de gfl.Oot-bte gebfl.U.<.-

kefl. van vloe.<.baafl. helium. Ubel. UYlf>tfl.aen J. C. BooYlf>tfl.awit .ik Mefl.bij

danken VOOfl.het 6e.<.t dat zij zeefl. fl.Uf>üg en allijd op fl.edelijk kofl.te tefl.-

m.<.jnde gevfl.aagde hoeveel.heden vloe.<.baafl. helium konden leVefl.en en het te-

fl.uggeblazen heliumgM konden opvangen.

NaMt de expefl..<.menten wefl.d efl. veel. gefl.ekend op het RekenQentfl.um. Hiefl.bij

wit ik enkel.e meYlf>envan het RekenQentfl.um bedanken vaM het meYlf>elijk ge-

UQht dat uj gaven aan zo 'n dood-6e maQMne. L. T. van defl. Weel.e vaM de

vel.e Algol-pfl.Oblemen ondefl.vonden op de TR4, zel.6-b op de late avondUfl.en.

Keu, van defl. Laan VOOfl.het oploMen van de numefl..<.ekepfl.oblemen en de be-

fl.e.<.dhe.<.dUQh te vefl.Mepen in gebfl.u-<-keMpfl.oblemen. Voeke de Vfl..<.u,had al-

üjd de üjd vaM Algol-pfl.oblemen op de cve en Jan KMalz vefl.andefl.de het

bWefl.lzelijlze PLOTUP en PLOTVvoofl. gM6ieken in een maalzelijlz te vefl.Wefl.lzen

KOMPLOTpfl.oQedUfl.e.
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Poplw V--éjlwnabeMel.d een viUte hand b--éjde vel.e tel<.eMngen, Me Mj vaM

m--éjmaaR.te en KlaiU G~Mn veJtzMgde de 60to' -6 aû we weeJt eeVl-6--éw

Mel. R.icwA mOe-6ten hebben, zoaû mee-6tal het geval bleel<. te Ûjn.

TeVl-6lotte Ûjn eJt aLUJd een aantal meVl-6enMe --énCÜJLel<.tb--éjdJtagen tot dil

-6Uc.c.e-6.FJUU EIÛnga bedanR.t vooft de vel.e pftetUge avondj e-6pftaten. Ellen

N--éemujeJt-GeeJt-6bedanR.t vaM de -6limul.eltende aanzet tot het teJtugdJUngen

van anUupaUe-ang-6t, zodat het leven een -6tul<.pftetUgeJt weJtd. Z--le Melt

het fte-6uUaat~ Baftt VJUnl<.enbUftgbedanR.t dat je de laat-6te lijd tot de pftO-

malie zondeJt meelt hebt willen begel.uden, maM 001<.vaM de Mjne -6ame.VlWeJt-

Q--lngb--éjde. e.xpc.JUme.nte.n, Me. Ü op het Te.c.hM-6c.hChem--l-6c.hlabMatoJUum
veJtJUc.htte..

Het --énbe.gJUjpc.üjl<. Ne.deJtiand-6 60ftmul.eJte.n van het pftomolie-ondeJtWeJtp

v--énd--él<.één van de mo~jR.-6te ondeftdel.en. In de -6amenvatUng heb --él<.

teVl-6lotte toc.h een pog--énggewaagd. M--éjnvftouw-AndJtea hee6t dan 001<.vaal<.

Met begftepen waMom wij zo laat nog dooft moeten weftl<.en, wat VOOftpftO-

blemen daMb--éj optftaden en wel.l<.emeVl-6endaM wel. 06 Met aan te piU I<.wa-

men, om maM Met te -6pftel<.en wat al Me mo~jl<.e vaR.teJtmen betel<.enden.

VaMom AndJtea, hafttc.üjl<. danl<.vaM het gedul.d dat je had en het veJttftou-

wen dat j--éj m--éjga6, waMdOOft de a6ftOnMng van dil pftoe6-6c.hJU6t mogc.üjl<.

weJtd.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION AND SUM."1ARY

Many interesting optical measurements [1-9] were made in the past two decennia

on the aromatic diketone p~benzoquinone PBQ (fig. 1). By a symmetrie and

asymmetrie combination of the two n-orbitals in PBQ there are two electronic

nn* states with B1g- and Au-symmetry (with D2h symmetry for PBQ). Trornmsdorff

[2] was the first to propose that the lower nn* (singlet) states in PBQ

crystals, contrary to the accepted view at that time [3], were near-degenerate.

There are nowadays two different interpretations of the observed close lying

states of opposite parity.

CQ~The first one is proposed by Dunn and Francis [4]

and more recently by Goodman and Brus [5]. They

interpret the two states to be purely electronic H H
without any interacting nuclear motion. The fact

-1
that the electronic levels are close (~ 20 cm )

is caused by the localized nature of the nn*
H H

excitations.

The second interpretation was proposed by Hoch- Cö~
strasser et al. [6] and independently by Veen-

vliet and Wiersma [7]. They include a vibronic

coupling between the two electronic B 1
and A

g u

nn* (triplet) states. This coupling is so strong

Fig. 1. p-Benzoquinone

that the potential energy surface of the lowest B1g state contains a double

minimum potential (DMP) weIl along a b1u type nuclear motion. Such a DMP can be

shown to be formed under conditions where the electronic and nuclear motion are

strongly correlated [S].The g- and u-vibronic inversion states of the DMP of

the lowest nn* B1g state have B1g- and a little higher in energy (~ 20 cm-1),



Au-symmetry.

Merienne-Lafore and Trommsdorff [9] performed a theoretical calculation

*
which showed that for the description of the two nearly degenerate nTI Blg

and Au states the molecule could approximately be considered as a dimer.

Ter Horst et al. [10] confirmed this recently with a supersonic jet experi-

ment.

In this vibronic picture a small symmetry disturbance, by e.g. asymmetrie

isotope substi tut ion, wil I have a large influence on the DMP. It will be

accompanied with a relative large change in the optical spectra [1-10] and

the magnetic properties. The Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance (ODMR)

spectra [7b] shows indeed a large isotope dependence.

This all motivated us to a detailed magnetic resonance study, like optically

*
detected EPR and ENDOR of PBQ in its lowest nTI triplet state, which gives

us the spindensity distribution in this state. In combination with a

theoretical calculation of the ab-initio molecular orbitals further identi-

fication of the DMP should be possible.

1.1. EPR AND ENDOR

Isotopic species of PBQ like: PBQ-h4' -dh3' -2,6 d2h2' -d3h, -eH3' -13e and

_170 using PBQ-d4 as a host crystal were used in the study of the zero-point

(g-inversion) level of the lowest triplet state in PBQ at 1.8 K. Primarily

. 13
the opt~cally detected EPR and ENDOR of the protons and e were performed.

The EPR shows the zero field splitting- or fine structure parameter D to be

very sensititve to deuterium and 13e isotope substitution but not to 170- or

18o-substitutions. Our interpretation of this isotope effect is that the

oxygen atom is at rest in the blu mode that vibronically mixes the near

2



degenerate nTI* triplet states. This is in contrast wi th the assumptions of

an asymmetrie c=o biu vibronic mode proposed by other authors [7,10].

At 4.2 K a second, larger fine structure parameter D was determined from

the EPR spectra. This could be from the other Au inversion level. This was

confirmed by optical experiments by Veenvliet and Wiersma [7] and lateron by

rotary spin echo experiments by van 't Hof and Schmidt [11].

The crystal site has C. inversion symmetry and the proton- and 13C-ENDOR~

experiments showed that the nTI* triplet state of PBQ-h4 as guest in PBQ-d4

has a chairform with the carbonyl group in the crystal cleavage plane.

V. Bolhuis and Kiers [12] improved the earlier crystal structure measurements

[13] at 77 K and showed the ground state structure to be achair form too.

Such achair form was not found in the nTI* singlet state as studied in a

supersonic beam by Ter Horst et al. [10].

The ENDOR data of the isotope- and CH3-substitutions in PBQ show that mono-

substitution leaves the C2v symmetry of the unsubstituted half of the molecule

virutally intact. This favours the hypothesis of Merienne-Lafore and

Trommsdorff [9] that PBQ may be considered as a dimer for its lowest nTI*

singlet and triplet states. The hyperfine data, in combination with ab-initio

calculations, can be explained by assuming a slight "localization" of the nTI*

excitation on the oxygen at the substituted fragment.

1.2. HYPERFINE CALCULATIONS

The calculated ab-initio molecular orbitals [14] for the unpaired n- and

TI-orbitals yield hyperfine interaction constants that compare very nicely

with the experimentally observed ones. These ab-initia results were further

3



analyzed in terms of atomic contributions which give insight into the limi-

tations of the semi-empirical analysis of the ENDOR data. Especially the

different spin distribution of the n- and n-orbitals will lead to different

atomic interaction constants for the anisotropic hyperfine interaction for

e.g. oxygen and carbon of the carbonyl group in PBQ.

The semi-empirical calculation of the isotropic proton hyperfine data, how-

ever, fails completely. It lacks completely the large (extra) contribution

of the neighbouring carbon 2s orbital.

The n-unpaired electron is almost equally divided among the carbonyl groups

and the central ring system in contrast with the unpaired n-electron density

which is largely confined (75%) to the oxygen atoms.

1.3. CRENDOR

A high degree of nuclear spin polarization can be achieved at a magnetic

field where cross-relaxation occurs between a triplet excited PBQ molecule

and a doublet spin system (which is photochemically induced). By a radio

frequency this polarization can induce a phosphorescence change which we

cal 1 Cross RElaxation Nuclear Double Resonance (CRENDOR).

In principle this, newly found, phenomenon gives the same information.as

the "high field" ENDOR experiments except that the CRENDOR is detected at

lower magnetic fields and also possible from a different electronic state

(e.g. ms = - 1 for ENDOR and ms = +1 for CRENDOR).

For some crystal orientations detection of the ENDOR signal was not possible

because of a too low signa 1 to noise ratio but, by the larger pOlarization,

CRENDOR detection was still possible. This made a better inter- and extra-

4



polation possible of the hyperfine data at crystal orientations where neither

ENDOR nor CRENDOR was possible.

1.4. LAC

The level-anti-crossing (LAC) of the lowest nTI* triplet state of PBQ only

shows a broad line. This is the result of a combination of a number of LAC's

of the mixing of electronic-nuclear states through the hyperfine interaction

and/or magnetig field misorientations.

A combination ofalow frequency EPR (up to 100 MHz) and a prediction of the

LAC signal, by an exact calculation with the known (hyper-)fine structure

parameters, shows a disorder of 0.90 of the PBQ's of the molecular plane.

1.5. METHYL TUNNELING ROTATION

In experiments on toluquinone (TOL, which is a mono methyl substituted PBQ)

a methyl tunneling rotation is seen in the ENDOR experiments. This phenomenon

was previously extensively studied in doublet radicals with methyl groups

by Clough et al. [15].

A tunneling frequency 3J of 2.9 GHz was derived from the TOL ENDOR spectra,

corresponding to a torsional oscillator barrier of 2.77 kJ/mol, which shows

that rotation of the methyl group at 1.8 K is strongly hindered.

A special optically detected triplet methylgroup tunneling phenomenon are

the LAC side bands which are interpreted by a cross-relaxation between the

lowest rotational lA> states with the higher [E> states (with local methyl

c3symmetry) of translationally equivalent molecules.

5



1.6. MAGNETIC RESONANCE THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL

To complete this thesis an extended chapter on magnetic resonance theory is qiven.

Exact equations for the triplet EPR-, LAC- and cross relaxation are derived.

First order- and exact calculations of ENDOR- and CRENDOR transitions are

given. And the 24th order spin hamiltonian matrix of the methyl group

rotation in the tiplet system is derived. ~his hamiltonian is used for the

second order perturbation energies from which the tunneling frequency 3J

and the methyl group hyperfine data are derived.

In the experimental part, the NMR coil impedance matching conditions are

theoretically derived for the frequency dependent ENDOR experiments. This

leads to the conclusion, after all, that the best way to confirm ENDOR ex-

periments is to use a few-winding-coil and a resistance in serie with an

impedance equal to the impedance of the power amplifier. A new detail is

that the length of the coaxial cables used has to be changed outside a special

frequency range to avoid to much power reflections, and to optimize NMR

field strength.

1.7. CONCLUSION

The optically detected EPR data of para-benzoquinone (PBQ) in its lowest nTI*

triplet state at 1.8 K showed the fine structure parameter D to be very

.t. .
ld b . t

.
b . .. 17

0
18

b
. .

senSl lve to ml su StltU lons, ut lnsensltlve to - or O-su stltutlons.

This shows that the blu vibronie eoupling mode, whieh mixes the near

degenerate nTI* triplet states is not the asymmetrie earbonyl mode, but more

6



likely one of the four other (mixed) b1u modes.

The ENDOR data of PBQ showed that a mild substitution leaves the C2v sym-

metry at the unsubstituted half of the molecule intact, which favours the

dimer or Double Minimum potential (DMP) model of PBQ.

Hyperfine constants calculated by ab-initio are comparable with the experi-

mental ENDOR hyperfine constants and showed the TI*-unpaird electron to be

spread over the molecule, while the unpaired n-electron is largely localized

on the oxygen atoms.

The newly discoverd Cross RElaxation Double Resonance (CRENDOR) technique

makes the inversion of an electronic into nuclear polarization possible, by

a cross relaxation between a triplet and a doublet system. This electronic

polarization enlarges the sensitivity of the optically detected nuclear

transition. And this results in an improvement of the ENDOR data.

The low frequency EPR near the Level Anti Cross (LAC) signal exhibits a

lineform which could be simulated by assuming a disorder of 0.90in the tilt

of the PBQ molecular planes.

The relatively strong dependence of the EPR and ENDOR spectra on mild sub-

stitutions favour the interpretation of the DMP of the lowest nTI* B1g triplet

state of PBQ as guest in PBQ-d4 at 1.8 K. The final conclusion is that the
*

magnetic resonance data in the lowest nTI triplet state in PBQ favour the

interpretation of this level as a vibronic strongly pertubated state.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORY OF OPTICALLY DETECTED MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA

1. INTRODUCTION

The theory of optically detected magnetic resonance (oDlm) for an organic

molecule in its lowest excited triplet state, is summarized in this chapter.

Also short derivations of some equations are given for the interpretation

of angular dependent EPR, -ENDOR, -cross-relaxation (CR), -cross-relaxation-

nuclear-double-resonance (CRENDOR) and level-anti-cross (LAC) spectra of

p-benzoquinone (PBQ) and toluquinone (TQ).

The functions, operators and hamiltonian adapted to the local C3 symmetry

of a hinde red rotated methyl group in TQ are given, which forms the background

of the equations given in the chapter on this subj~ct.

The hamiltonian of a system of a paramagnetic center with electron spin S

and nuclei with nuclear spins Ii is:

with the usual meaning [1] of the electron Zeeman interaction ~1' fine-structure

interaction ~2,hyperfine structure interaction ~3' nuclear Zeeman interaction

~4 and nuclear dipole-dipole and quadrupole interaction ~S.

To calculate EPR and ENDOR transition frequencies for an organic molecule in

its (lowest nTI*) triplet state, some simplifications of the hamiltonian are

allowed. First we neglect the nuclear-nuclear interaction ~5' because the

quadrupole and/or dipole-dipole interactions are zero or small compared to all

other terms and will be mostly smaller than the ENDOR linewidth of 10-50 kHz.
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In all other cases the influence of the quantisation direction of one

nuclear spin on all other will be smallso we can consider each nucleus

by itself and the summation over the nuclei in equation (1) can be ignored.

The nuclear g tensor will be assumed to be isotropie. The simplified EPR--N

and ENDOR hamiltonians therefore reduce to:

d{EPR = S ~.~..§.. + .§...~..§..
(2a)

)( ENDOR = ~.~.!. - SNgN !!..!.
(2b)

With in general the g- and ~-tensors being asymmetrie [2] and the D-tensor

symmetrie [1].

To find the hyperfine tensor from the ENDOR data (given in section 3) the

~- and ~-tensors first have to be extracted from EPR experiments (given in

section 2). Finally in section 4 the C3-grouP adapted nuclear interactions are

given for a hindered rotating methyl group.

2. THE ELECTRONIC TRIPLET SYSTEM

2 . 1. EPR THEORY

Because the fine structure interaction (~2) will be of the same order as the

electron Zeeman interaction (}tl) in X-band EPR experiments for organic molecull

in their lowest excited triplet state, we have to solve the Schrödinger equatio:

for the triplet system exactly, as done e.g. by Kottis [3].

For e.g. the zero-field functions IT >,IT'> and IT> (with IT'>= ~V2(laa>+ISS>
x y z y

see also the appendix)the hamiltonianmatrix is:

IT > IT'> IT >x Y z

IC

-H'

iH)

x z

<T" -H' Y -iH' (3)
y z x

<T I -iH' iH' Z
z Y x

10



with H'= S ~.~ and ~= H 1 where 1 is the unit vector with respect to the

z-axis and X= -D ,Y= -D and Z= -D the eigenvalues of the fine-structure
xx yy zz

Q'-tensor. Note Q'= -~.

The secular equation gives:

E3- M.E + N = 0

with M = (S2H2)g2- A

(4a)

and N = (S2H2)D"- B where
fT T

g = V~- .g.g .~

A = XY + XZ + YZ,
"- T ,T l

D = ~ .g.!2 .g . and B = XYZ. The eigenvalues are found

by substitution:

1
E = EO cos[3(W + 2nTI)]

with
EO= 2V(M/3)

N r-:-'3
costp=-2"V(3/M)- (4b)

and n = 1,2 or 3.

More important in an EPR experiment is the resonance magnetic field at which

the energy difference between two states is equal to the EPR energy ö = hv = ~E.

After some rearrangements a cubic equation in (S2H2) is found which gives us

the two ~ms= 1 and one ~ms= 2 resonance magnetic fields:

4 g6 (S2H2)3 - 3[g4(4A + 3ö2) + 9D"2] (S2H2)2 + 3[l(4A + 2ö2) (A + ö2) +

18BD"] S2H2 - [(4A + ö2)(A + ö2)2 + 27B2] = 0 (5)

By rotation of the molecule in three (nearly) perpendicular planes the g- and

!2-tensors can be found by a least square fitting procedure of the transition

frequencies.

When the principal axes of the g- and !2-tensor coincide it can be shown that

the angular dependent elements g andD" of equation (5) can always be written

as a function of the square elements 12, 12 and 12 (in a special coordinate
x y z

system). This means that in each rotation plane there will be a principal axis

with a symmetrical angular magnetic field dependence. Thus the angular depen-

dence function (even or arbitrary) in a rotation plane shows us whether the

g- and Q-tensors coincide or not. If they do and with the magnetic field exactly

11



parallel to a principal fine-structure axis, then it is possible to derive an

analytical equation for the magnetic field as a function of the principal tenso

element(s) .

Por ~' parallel to the dipolar z-axis [3], onlya 2x2 matrix of the hamiltonia1

of equation (3) has to be diagonalised. By sol ving the quadratic equation or

by a rotation of 450_8 the eigenvalues are found to be:

EO = Z
(6a)

E =! "2 2~ 4H' + (X-Y) - ~Zz (6b)

or E = ![H'+ ~(X-Y) tg8]- ~Z! z
(6c)

The off-diagonal elements after rotation have to be zer~ so tg 28= (X-Y)/2H~.

For 8= 00 the zero field functions IT >,IT'> and IT > are rotated to the high
x y z

field functions 11>,10> and 1-1>. So tg8 is the quotient of the mixing coeffi-

cients of the 11> and 1-1> states. The reason for the use of the rotation is

that in the equations derived, the terms with 8 form the exact corrections

with respect to the "high" field first order terms. For nearly I'ms> states is:

tg8 ~ ~tg28 = (X-Y)/4H~.

The 6m = 1 transition resonance fields are exact:
s

H'
z!

132 2
V(o ! 2 Z) - ~(X - Y)

3
0 ! 2 z - ~(X - Y) tg8!

(7a)

(7b)

When the principal axes of the ~- and ~-tensor coincide, the sum and the

difference of the two magnetic resonance fields give us respectively the

principal values gzz and Izi (for o>21DI):

2hv
(X-Y) (tg8+ + tg8_)

(8a)
gzz = Q (H + H -)"z+ z 2 B(H +H )z+ z-

and
1 1

Izi = I~ S gzz (Hz- - Hz+) + ~ (X-Y) (tg8+ - tg8_) I

(8b)

The second correction terms in the equations (8) are always negative.
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For the EPR field Hl exactly perpendicular to the permanent magnetic field H

and H parallel to a fine-structure axis,the 6ms= 2 transition is not allowed. The

resonance field can be found by interpolation in an angular dependent measure-

ment or in an experiment with Hl//H. This field gives us some extra information

about the other dipolar principal values Ix-YI:

H' = ~hv - ~(X-Y) tg8z (Be)

The calculated value of IX-YI however will relatively be sensitive to small

errors in the measurements. Note that the second correction term in equation (Be)

will always be negative.

2.2. LEVEL-(ANTI)-CROSSING

For the magnetic field parallel to the dipolar z-axis level crossing (LC) is

possible. When the energies of equation (6a) and (6b) are equal the states

I~ > and I~b> will cross at the magnetic field strength H':a z

I~a> = ITz>

rz=y rz=x
I~b> = V ~3 IT > + sign(D.E)V ~3 IT >

Z x Z y

(9a)

(9b)

and H'z = V (Z-X) (Z-Y) (10)

For D.E <0 or >0 there will be another LC for the magnetic field parallel to

respectively the fine-structure x- or y-axis.

This LC mixes two states [4],which can manifest itself in a change in the

phosphorescence from the excited triplet state [5] or by the optical nuclear

spin polarization (ONP) of the ground state [6]. However, by a very small

rotation [5] (10-5 degrees) the LC is changed into a level-anti-crossing(LAC)

by mixing the states by the off-diagonal Zeeman elements H' and/or H'. Also
x y

a hyperfine interaction will change the LC in a LAC even for the magnetic

field direction exactly parallel to the principal axi~ [5,6].
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2.3. CROSS-RELAXATION BETWEEN A TRIPLET- AND DOUBLET SYSTEM

Cross-relaxation (CR) between an electronic triplet- and doublet system

can occur when the energy differences in both systems are equal so energy

exchange is possible while the total energy remains constant [5,7].

The CR magnetic field is found by substitution in equation (5) for the triplet

energydifferenceö = S 9 .H . This gives us a cubic equationin
triplet -doublet-

(S2H2) :

223 2 2 2 2 2 222 2 222 2
(S H) (4gt-gd)(gt-gd) - (S H) 3[A(4gt-2gd)(gt-gd) + 9D" ] +

(S2i) 3[A2(4g~-3g~)+ 18BD"]- [4A3+ 27B2]= 0 (11)

with index t=triplet and d=doublet and g,A,B and D" defined as in equation (4a).

For gt~ gd there is one solution at very high magnetic field (with H ~ 00
for

gt ~ gd)' one solution at a low magnetic field (~0-1000 Gauss) and one imaginary

solution.

2.4. CROSS-RELAXATION BETWEEN TRIPLET SYSTEMS

Energy exchange between two translationally equivalent triplet molecules is

e.g. possible at the same magnetic field as the LAC occurs, for e.g. D<O between

the states 10> ++ 1-1> and 11> ++ 1-1>.

There is another CR between translationally equivalent triplet molecules

possible. For H//z-axis this will occur at:

H' =
z

;;; = 11:. D2 - ~29 (12)

For other magnetic field directions and for CR between translationally inequi-

valent molecules no analytical solution can be derived and only a "trial and

error" method can be used to calculate the magnetic field strengths at which

CR' s occur.
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3. HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS

3 .1. ENDOR

To calculate the nuclear energy levels, it is necessary to know the quanti-

sation direction of the nuclear spin operator I in the hamiltonian of equation

(2b). Through the hyperfine interaction(s), this direct ion will depend on the

quantisation of the electron spin S. If we assume as a first order approximation

that the quantisation direction of S does not dep end on that of I, then the

energies will be:

E = E
PR + I<S>.A - 9 S HI<I'>E - = NN- Z

(13 )

with EEPR given in section 2 and <1;>= mI'

In the case of relatively large hyperfine interactions the second order terms

like I S etc. are responsible for a change in the energy, which are given inx y

the next section 3.2.

The first order ENDOR frequencies are derived from equation (13):

asymmetry can easily be shown by writting ~.~.~= SeSN ~'~e'~"~N'~ + Aiso~'~

with A' the pure "radial" tensor. The product of the three tensors gives in

general an asymmetrie ~-tensor. For organic molecules and special for PBQ and

TQ, the ~e- and ~N-tensors are (nearly) isotropie, so we assume further the

hyperfine tensor ~ to be symmetrie.

In equation (14) the free nuclear frequency is \!N= gNSN H/h= 2TI Y H. The

expectation values <Si> are in the "high field" limit:

<S > = 1 m
x x s

<S > = 1 m
y y s

and <S > = 1 mZ Z s (15)

The expectation values for a gene ral magnetic field direction are calculated

af ter diagonalisation of the EPR hamiltonian of equation (2a), from the

eigenvectors by the equations:
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with A" in frequency units and A" f A" by spin-orbit coupling [1]. This
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1

}

<sx>= iV2 [(C1+ C-1) C~ + Co(C!+ C~l)]

<Sy>= ~ [(C1- C-1) Co - Co(C!- C~l)] for Ims> start-functions

<Sz>= Cl C! - C-1C~1

(tE

or:

<S >= i (C C* - C C*) and cyclic permutations
x y z z y

for pure zero-field start-functions IT >,IT > and IT >.
x Y z

(17)

By an angular dependent ENDOR experiment in three (nearly) perpendicular planes

the hyperfine tensor can be determined by a least square fitting procedure.

Although the ENDOR frequencies in eaah plane depend on aZZ hyperfine elements,

they will e.g. in the xy-plane, mainly depend on A , A and A .

xx yy xy

In contrastwith the EPR magneticfielddependence,the ENDOR frequencyas a

function of the rotation angle will not be symmetrie with respect to any

principal axis. The sign of the rotation angle has therefore to be determined

in an unique way. This can be done by:

1) Performing all experiments using one crystal.

2) Using the asymmetrie EPR angular dependenee of one molecule, in the case

that the ~- and ~-tensors do not coincide.

3) Using the asymmetrie EPR angular dependenee of two translationally inequi-

vaZent molecules in the case of ~- and ~-tensors which coincide.

In all these cases it is possible to distinguish between left- and right handed

rotation. Consult also reference 8.

3.2. CRENDOR

The cross-relaxation nuclear double resonance (CRENDOR) can be detected by

a change of the phosphorescence of the CR of a triplet- and doublet system,
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introducted by a nuclear transition. The CRENDOR frequency is, in principle,

the same as the ENDOR frequency, except that in general the CR magnetic fields

are much lower than the EPR magnetic fields. At this CR field the quantisation

direction of the proton nuclear spin has an influence on the quantisation

direction of the electron spin. It is possible to derive second order corrections

for CRENDOR frequencies in the same way as was done for the ENDOR frequencies

(e.g. [9 through 13]). In practice a better way is to fit the experimental

CRENDOR frequencies to the calculated nuclear transition frequencies, found by

a diagonalisation of the total hamiltonian, by changing (some of) the hyperfine

elements.

The easiest, general way to find the hamiltonian matrix is to expand the

electron- and nuclear functionspace to the total interaction space by a direct

product method, very nicely described by Poole and Farach [14].

80 e.g. for the electronic triplet system and one proton, the nuclear spin

matri;es=a:e
(

~qU~

)

l

x 1 °

to the Pauli matrices:

(

0 -i

)

I = ~
=y i °

and

(

1 0

)

I - ~
=z ° -1

(18)

and the electron spin matrices are:

8
=x

(

0 1 0

) (

0 -i 0

) (

1 ° 0

)

= ~V2 1 ° 1 , gy = ~V2 i ° -i and gz = ° ° °

° 1 OOi 0 0 0-1

(19)

These last equations (19) can be found by a direct product of two Pauli matrices

and followed by a "rotation" to the appropiate function space (from laa>,ISS>,

laS> and ISa> to !aa>, ISS>,~v2(laS>+ISa» and ~v2(laS>-ISa»). All other spin

matrices can be found by matrix summation and multiplication.

If the interaction is e.g. a pure electron spin interaction, the direct product

with the unit nuclear spin matrix has to be executed. E.g. H~ gx Q ~N with

17



(

1 0

)
U =
=N 0 1

(

1 0 0

)

~E= 0 1 0

001

or for a Pure nuclear spin interaction: -gNS H UE
~ I with

N Y = =y

The hamiltonian of equation (1) forms the basis of the direct product equation

of the electron soin matrices S and the nuclear spin matrices I with
. =x,y,z =x,y,z

their connected interaction sizes. The re sult gives us the total hamiltonian

matrix. In our example of S= 1 and I= ~, this hamiltonian will be of the 6th

order. A computer program was written for the total hamiltonian matrix of

equation (1) for the interaction of an electron spin S with more nuclear spins Ii

including the quadrupole and/or nuclear dipole-dipole interaction hamiltonian

matrix }ts [15].

The sign of the hyperfine elements can be determined easily for an electronic

triplet system in contrast with a doublet system. Let us assume a first order

treatment to be allowed for H//z-axis and lA 1< V . In this case the ENDORzz N

frequency is: vENDOR= vN- ms Azz' For a doublet EPR transition <-~I++I~>

there are always two ENDOR frequencies at I~Azz around vN' independent of the

sign of Azz~ In a triplet system however there are two EPR transitions possible.

One <-11++10>,whichgives two ENDOR frequenciesv and v +A whichwill beN N zz

<vN or >V dependinq on the sign of A . The other EPR transition <01++11>N ~ zz

gives the same information except that the ENDOR frequency will be at the

"opposite side" (VN-Azz) compared to vN as in the first case.

If the sign of this principal value is known, then the sign of the other off-

diagonal elements are found by sol ving equation (14) more exactly for some

angles or by a least square fitting procedure.
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4. METHYL GROUP ROTATION

One of the most important original papers of the methyl group rotation is from

Clough and poldy [16]. Unfortunately they never improved wrong equations therein.

This motivated US to give here a more extended theoretical treatment of the

methyl group rotation.

At lower temperatures the methyl group of a molecule, like TQ, will be in its

lowest vibronic torsional oscillator state. It is shown e.g. by Clough [16,17]

that the nuclear spins i=1~2,3Ii can be better described in the local C3 methyl

group symmetry.

A quartet I = 3/2 with A-symmetry has the lowest energy and two degenerated

doublets I= 1/2 states with E-symmetry, which are 3J (=tunneling frequency)

higher in energy and which are given here as Ea and Eb. With the definitions:

and with R for operators or tensors and with index 1,2 and 3 for the three

protons.

The results are given elsewhere e.g. by Lichtenbelt and Wiersma [18], but we

will given here the operators, functions and matrices which form the basis of

the equations derived.

The eigenfunctions of Iz are:

IA3/2>= laaa> and IA1/2>' IE~/2> and IE~/2> are given by equation (20) with

R1= ~ISaa>, R2= ~laSa> and R3=~laaS>. The functions for negative mI-values

are found by exchanging a and S.
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A =
Rl + R2 + R3

}

Ea=
Rl + E R2 + E*R3

2TIi/3 (20)E= e

b

Rl + E*R2 + E R3
E =



The non-zero expectation values are found with the following product rules:

a a a b a a b a* b b* a
A E = E ,E E = A, E E = E , E = E and E = E :

(21 )

<y I rA Ix > = mm z m (22a)

<y I rEa, Eb Ix > = -2m for m= il and 0 for m= ii (22b)m z m 2 2

with m= mand Ix> and Jy > the functionsIA>,IEa>or lEb> connected byr m m

equation (21).

A
<Am+11 r+

<Eb ,al rAm+1 +

IA > = <A I rA
m m-

IEa,b> = <Eb ,al rA
m m

lA
1> = V15/4- m(m+1)m+

IEa,b> = 2m = -,1
m+1

(23a)

(23b)

and

<y I rEa'Eb Im+1 + Xm
> = <y

m I rEa,Eb Ix > = vT574- m(m+1)m+1
(24a)

except~

and
<A, I rEa,Eb IEb;a>= <A 1 I rEa,Eb IE~,a> = -1-, + --, --, - -,

<Ea,bl rEa,Eb lA > = <Ea,bl rEa,Eb lA > = -1
~ + -~ -~ - ~

(24b)

The hamiltonian in symmetry adapted form will be:

, 1 A A E Eb Eb E A
CS\.= g S H Sz + ~.!2.~+ "3 ~. (~ .~ + ~ a.~ + ~ .r a) - gNSNHrz

-J(rA.rA- ~) - l( QApA+ OEapEb+ QEbpEa) ( 25)
- - 4 3 -

with the last term the nucler dipole-dipole and/or quadrupole interaction

term which we first assume to be negligible small (see for this correction

e.g. Allen [19]).
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lA> IEa> lEb>

41(

Eb

Eaj

<Eaj Ea A Eb

<Ebi Eb Ea A

The expectation values are:



The zero-order energy for H parallel to the dipolar z-axis will be:

E(O) = g S 3 2 3 1 A
H m - (- m - 1) Z - g S H m :!: - J + - m m A

s 2 s NNI 2 3 s I zz

with the plus sign for the E-states and the minus sign for the A-states.

(26)

The hyperfine- and electron dipolar(see table 1) interaction will give

off-diagonal elements in the hamiltonian. For the Sz-elements the hyperfine

hamiltonian matrix will be:

<A 3/21

<A 1/21

<[;-1/21

<A-3/21

<Ea1/21

<Eb1/21

<E~1/21

<E~1/21

IA3/2>

kA2 zz
1/3A
~z+

0

1/3AEb
6 z+

1/3Ea
6Az+

0

IA1/2>

~A
6 z-
1 A
-A
6 zz
1 A
JAz+

IA_1/2>

0

0

1.;,A
3 z-

_-kA
6 zz

1/3A
6Az+

-lAEb
6 z-

1 Ea
--='A
6 z-

-kEb
3 zz

1 Ea-A
3 zz

IA-3/2>

0

0

~A
6 z-
1 A--A2 zz

0

1/3Eb-A
6 z-

1/3Ea-A
6 z-

with the index definition: :!:= x :!:iy.

\

0

-lAEb
3 zz

_-kEa
3 zz

1 Eb
-GAz+

1 Ea
-~z+

a >
IE1/2

1/3Ea
6Az-

1 Ea--A
3 zz /

1 Ea
-6Az+

0

0
1 A
--A
6 zz

1 Eb--"-lA
3 zz
1 A

--A
6 z+

1 Eb
JAz+

b

IE1/2>

1/3Eb-A
6 z-

1 Eb
-JAzz

1 Eb
-GAz+

-lAEa
3 zz
1 A
-A
6 zz

1 Ea-A
3 z+
1 A

--A
6 z+

IE~1/2>

0

0

1 Ea--A
6 z-

lAEa
3 zz

1/3Ea-A
6 z+
1 A

--"cA
6 z-

-kEb3 z-
1 A

--:CA
6 zz

1 Eb-A
3 zz

b >
IE-1/2

0

1 Eb--A
6 z-

-kEb
3 zz

1/3Eb-A
6 z+

-kEa
3 z-
1 A

--='A
6 z-

-kEa
3 zz
1 A

--A
6 zz

All elements have to be multiplied by the electronic expectation value

(27)

0

<m 1 S Im > = m . For the s+ and S
s z s s operators the matrix elements are found

by substitution respectively of ~A-i and ~A+i for Azi and have to be multiplied

by the electronic expectation value <m +1IS+lm >=<m Is-lm +1>= I/S(S+1)-m (m +1).
s s s s s s

It is seen directly in equation (26) that the zeroth order eigenvalues of Eam

are equal to the of Eb. This degeneracy has to be removed and will depend onm

the product-off-diagonal elements: AEa.AEb .zz zz
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Clough and Poldy [16] could solve this further for an electronic doublet

system, by assuming:

1,2,3 1,2,3 2
I I

. .
A ~ A. ~ B2

cos ~ 1 2 3 » A.. , wlth ~ the angle between the n-orbltal
zz lSO , , lJ

and the methyl C-H projection on the H3-plane.

For the lowest nn* triplet system of TQ this angular dependence will be differer

and we can perform this diagonalisation in an analytical way only if we assume

a mirror plane through the methyl group for the hyperfine interaction descriptior

Then Al = A2 ~ A3 and Al = -A2zz zz zz zx zx
etc.

After diagonalisation the following new functions are found:

The new matrix elements of equation (27) are found by a rotation using the

rotation matrix formed by elements which are equal with coefficients in equation

(28). After this diagonalisation the following definition turns out to be useful

IJ 1 2
A..= A..- A..
lJ lJ lJ

with A~ = O.
lSO

In the case of TQ in its lowest nn* triplet state, it was found (experimentally

that IA~ I exceeds all other hyperfine elements and therefore the hamiltonianlSO

matrix becomes like table 1. Herein small- and zero-element values are not given

This table forms the basis for the second order equations given by Lichtenbelt

and Wiersma [18].
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JE'> = V2 (SIEa> + s*IEb» with eigenvalue tm m C? - 2A6) (28a)mmm s 1 zz zz

IEn>= V2 (sIEa>- E*IEb» with eigenvalue!m m (AA + 2A6) (28b)mmm 3 s 1 zz zz

with A.= A.- (A.+ A.).
lJ lJ lJ lJ



Ms
= 1 M = 0 Ms

= -15
A!, A " A-" A-l, E'" EU" E'-" EU-" A J, A" A-" A- E'" EU" E'-" EU-" A A" A-!, A- E'" EU" E'-" EU-"

A ., X z

A" X -sI/'LA zI
A-" X dZA -sA z
A- X

I
sV3A

IZ
- - - - - - M = 1E'" -c*V2A s*V3A 5

EU" Y Z

E'-" s*V2A Y -s*A V2A

I
Z

EU-" Y -V2A Z

A 1, d3A X

A " -SA X

A-"

I

X

I I-SA
A-l, X - SV3A- - - - - - - -

----, M = 0E'" -S*A V2A Y S*V3A 5

EU" I -V2A

I

Y

IV2AE'-" s*V3A Y -S*A

EU-" Y -V2A

A J, Z

I ISV3A

X

ISV2AA " Z -SA X

A-" Z X -SV2A

A-1, Z

t- -t
-

2-ly
- -- - - -

I MS=-lE'" -S*A V2A S*V2A

EU" Z -V2A Y

E'-" Z s*V3A -S*V2A Y

EU-" Z Y

Table1.Thehamiltonianmatrix of an electronic triplet system with a rotating methyl group. A mirror plane is assumed for

the hyperfine interaction description and At. is the largest hyperfine interaction.
21Ti/3 . A= At. . z= (Y-X) /2 andS= eso so

X and y are the first-order eigenvalues as given by a combination of equations (26) and (28).
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5. APPENDIX

5.1. TRIPLET FUNCTIONS

Three kind of triplet functions are encountered. They are defined as:

"High magnetic field" functions:

11> = 1aa> , 10> = ~V2(laS> + 1Sa» and 1-1> = ISS> (Al)

The "zero-field" functions:

1 .
ITx>= ~ ( 1SS>-I aa», ITy>= ~ ( ISS>+ Iaa» and

1
ITz>= !jI2( laS>+ I Sa» (A2)

and the real zero-field functions, which can, by a real rotation,

be changed into the "high magnetic field" functions:

1
IT >, IT' >= ~2 (I SS>+ laa»

x y

5.2. THE FINE-STRUCTURE EIGENVALUES

and IT >z (A3)

The eigenvalues of the fine-structure tensor D' are defined as:

-D = X = ! D - E
xx 3 '

-D = Y = ! D + E
yy 3

and
2

-D = Z = -- D
zz 3 (A4)
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CHAPTER 3

Il. An optically detected EPR and proton ENDOR study

STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF THE LOWEST TRIPLET ST A TE IN p-BENZOQUINONE

Jan H. LICHTENBELT, Jan G.F.M. FREMEYER, Hendrik VEENVLIET and Douwe A. WIERSMA

Laboratory for PhysicalChemistry, Universityof Groningen,Groningen. The Netherlands

Optically detected high field EPR and proton ENDOR experiments on the zero-point (g-inversion) level of the lowest
triplet state in p-benzoquinone-h4 as guest in p-benzoquinone-d4 are reported. The results are used to obtain the param-
eters of the molecular spin hamiltonian and the following results are obtained at 1.8 K: The fine-structure principal values
are X = -798.2' 0.6 MHz, Y = -569.1' 0.6 MHz, and Z = 1367.3' 0.6 MHz; while the molecular g-values are found to be

gxx = 2.0045' 0.0005"gyy = 2.0035' 0.0005, and gzz = 2.00994 '0.00008.
Theprincipal z axes of both the fine-structure and g-tensor are found to coincide with the carbonyl bond direction of

the p-benzoquinone ground state structure.
The orientation of the x and y axes of the fine-structure and proton hyperfine-structure tensor however indicates that

the molecule in the excited state is distorted into a centrosymmetric chair-form, which also imp lies that the symmetry of

this state is only Ag. The ~trace of the proton hyperfine interaction tensor is found to be 9.6 MHz and from this we cal-
culate that 1.8% of the unpaired n-electron density is at each proton.

We further report the effect of mono deuteration on the fine-;,;tructure andg-tensor principal values and these data are
used to calculate the fine-structure parameter Z of the u-inversion level (20 cm-l above the zero-point level) in the triplet
state of p-benzoquinone-h4. This method yields Z =5.8 GHz which is to be compared with the value 6' 1.3 GHzobtain-
ed from the temperature dependenee of the corresponding fine-;,;tructure parameter of the zero-point level.

Finally, a new effect - the observation of radio-frequency induced changes in the phosphorescence cross relaxation
signal - is reported and used to identify the electron spin state, in which the (ENDOR) proton spin flips take place.

1. Introduction

The spectroscopic interesting properties of aromatic
diketones mainly stem from the near degeneracy of
the 10west mr' excitations in these molecules. As a re-

sult of this near degeneracy, vibronic coupling strongiy
mixes these electronic excitations and the potential
energy surface of the lower state may then acquire a
double minimum potential (DMP) weil along a vibronic
coupling mode rl ,2] .

The pseudo Jahn- Teller character of the lowest ex-
cited triplet state in the prototype aromatic diketone
p-benzoquinone was recently demonstrated through a
series of experiments [3,4] of which the observed
large isotope effects on the fine-structure parameter D
[5] was most intriguing. In p-benzoquinone (PBQ (L

=z, M = y)) vibronic coupling between the Blgand
~ mr' triplet states is sa strong that the potential

energy surface of the lowest (BIg) triplet state indeed

contains a DMP weil along a biu type nuclear motion.
Much of oUr effort in the past was devoted to an

optical study aimed at further identification of the
lowest inversion levels in the DMP weil of the lowest

triplet state in PBQ and in part lof the series [6] we
reported results of an isotape effect study on the ab-
sorption, emission and ODMR spectra of the lowest
triplet state. Next to a detailed optical study, we are
also engaged in an EPR and ENDOR study of the
lowest triplet state in PBQ of several isotopic species

such as: PBQ-h4' -dh3' -2,6-d2h2' -d3h, _l3C and _170
using PBQ-d4 as a host crystal. In the present paper
we are primarily concerned with the results of an EPR

and proton ENDOR study of the zero-point (g-inver-
sion) level of the lowest triplet state in PBQ-h4 as
guest in PBQ-d4 at 1.8 K.

The preliminary results of EPR experiments at
4.2 K on the u-inversion level of the DMP weil in

PBQ-h4 will also be presented and discussed.
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Fig.!. Location of the inversian levels in the lowest triplet
state of p-benzoquinone-h. with respect to the lowest triplet
exciton band of p-benzoquinone-d.. The data in this figure
have been taken from ref. [6]. It should be further noted that
the zero field splitting of the inversion levels has been expand-
ed (about 120 times) and that the ordering of the x and y
spin sublevels in the u-inversion level is unknown.

Finally we demonstrate the usage of a new phenom-
enon: the observation of Lf. induced changes in the
cross relaxation effect, which is used to determine the

absolute sign of the proton hyperfine coupling con-

stants in the lowest mi' triplet state of PBQ-h4'

2. EPR measurements

Fig. 1 schematically shows the energy level diagram

of the PBQ-h4 molecular trap inside the PBQ-d4 host

crystal. The zero-point (g-inversion) level of the PBQ-h4
trap is 39 cm-I and the u-inversion (vibronic) level is
only 19 cm-I below the host triplet exciton band [6].
In part I we have shown that the dynamics of this sys-
tem is very much temperature dependent, however de-

tailed knowledge of the communication process
among the inversion levels is lacking at present. In
case of Boltzmann equilibrium among the inversion
levels at all temperatures, only at very low tempera-
ture, e.g., 1.8 K, the g-inversion level, for its magnetic
properties, may be considered isolated [consult also
eq. (2)]. At, e.g., 4.2 K however, EPR and ENDOR
measurements on the g-inversion level indirectly probe

magnetic properties of the u-inversion level and vice
versa.

In a recent communication [SJ we reported the
fine-structure parameters and g-tensor principal values
of the zero-point level of the lowest mr' triplet state

of PBQ-h4and PBQ-dh3 as guest in a PBQ.d4 host
crystal at 1.8 K. In the meantime we have been able to

èonsiderably improve the accuracy of these data, espe-
cialIy the g-tensor principal values, by using much
more accurate magnetic field measurements then in
the previous report. The parameters in table I were
calculated from angular dependent EPR measurements
at 1.8 K performed in orthogonal crystal plan es, where-
by the resonance field positions of both inequivalent
molecules in the unit celI were accurately determined.
They were further adjusted such that the magnetic re-
sonance data of the symmetry related molecules in the
unit celI [7] were simultaneously optimal fitted to the

folIowing well known spin hamiltonian:

H': I 13eI(SxgxxHx + SygyyHy +SzgzzHz)

-h(XS~+YS~+ZS;). (I)

Herein are gxx' gyy and gzz the principal values of the
g-tensor of the triplet spin system, X. Y and Z the
principal values of the fine-structure tensor with zero

trace, Sx' Sy and Sz components of the spin angular

Table 1
Fine-structure parameters and K-tensorprincipal valuesin the lowest triplet state of PBQ-h. and PBQ-dh3 as guest (1 mol%)in
PBQ-d. at 1.8K as obtained from high field EPR measurements. The numbers in parentheses are obtained from zero-field ODMR
experiments [6]

X (MHz)
Y(MHz)
Z (MHz)
Kxx
Kyy
Kzz

PBQ-h.

-798.2 z 0.6
-569.1 z 0.6
1367.h 0.6

2-0045 z 0.0005
2.0035 z 0.0005
2.00994 z 0.00008

PBQ-dh3

(-797.3~0.8)
(-569.3 ~ 0.8)
( 1366.6 ~0.8)

-915.5 ~ 0.6
-705.HO.6
1621.0 ~ 0.6

2.0045 ~ 0.0005
2.0038 ~ 0.0005
2.01038 ~ 0.00008
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momentum in the molecular axes system and Il3eI/h
a constant which in this paper is taken from ref. [8].

(1l3el/h = 1.3996109 GHz/kG.)
We have further assumed in the treatment of oUr

data that the principal axes system of the fine-struc-

ture- and g-tensor coincide. Our experiments indeed
show this to be the case for the z axes, but positive
evidence that this is also the case for the x and y axes
could not be produced.

This is primarily due to the fact that the splitting
between the X and Y spin substates is very smalI,
which makes the fitting procedure rather insensitive
to a small rotation around the z-axis of the g-tensor
versus the fine-structure tensor.

It is gratifying to see in table I, that the fine-struc-

ture parameters obtained in this manner. very nicely
agree with the refined ODMR data obtained in zero
field.

We would like to point out that, although the

spread in the reported gzz values is rather large, the

absolute difference in these parameters for PBQ-h4
and PBQ-dh3 can be determined quite accurately as
all EPR measurements were made on crystals that

simultaneously contained these species. The observed
isotope effect on 'the g- and fine-structure tensor re-

ported here are unprecedented and it is interesting to
note that gzz and ID I both significantly increase on
mono deuteration.

In part I of these series we have shown that this can

be explained as a change in spin-orbit contribution to
these parameters. When we compare the g-tensor prin-

cipal values of PBQ-h4 with those of benzophenone-hlO
[9] we note that gzz is of similar magnitude in both

compounds, while gxx and gyy in benzophenone-hlO
both are smaller than the free electron g-value, but in

PBQ-h4 they are both larger. This most likely illustrat-
es the fact that gzz values in mr' triplet states of aro-
matic carbonyls are malnly determined by spin-orbit
coupling with the nearest higher 111('triplet state of

the correct symmetry [10]. The gxx and gyy values
however probably result from many such interfering
spin-orbit coupling terms and a simple interpretation
of these parameters therefore seems impossible.

Our EPR results for PBQ-h4 further show that the
z -axis of. the fine-structure tensor in the zero-point
level coincides with the oxygen -oxygen (L) direction

of the PBQ-h4 ground state structure [7]. The x(N)
andy(M) axes ofthis tensor however deviate slightly

(5 :t 2°) from the ground state molecular axes system.

Weconclude that the lowest triplet state in PBQ-h4 is
no longer planar and this is confirmed by the proton
ENDOR experiments (vide infra).

Fig. 2 shows a typical tracing of the optical!y de-
tected EPR spectrum of PBQ-h4 in a PBQ-d4 host
crystal at 1.8 K for the magnetic field parallel to the
z-axis of one of the two molecules (0:) in the unit cell.
The figure also shows the cross relaxation (CR) and

leyel anti-cross (LAC) signals observed in this crystal.
The CR signal at 362 :t I gauss$ is due to cross relaxa-

tion between an unknown doublet (S =i ) and a
PBQ-h4 (0:)excited triplet species.Wewill show in
section 5 that the CR signal can be used to probe
hyperfine interactions in the triplet excited state of
PBQ-h4' The LAC signal observed at 726 :t 2 gauss$
(minimum line-width observed 60 MHz) is due to LAC
between the Zand Y spin substates of the o:-species
and its position is in good agreement with the one cal-
culated (727.7 gauss) from the parameters in table I.

Sofar the experiments discussed here refer to the
isolated zero-point level of the lowest triplet state of

PBQ-h4 in a PBQ-d4host crystal at 1.8 K. Whenthe
temperature is raised to 4.2 K and assuming Boltzmann
equilibrium among the inversion levels we expect to

measure a change in Dg (the fine-structure parameter
of the zero-point (g-inversion) level) according to the
following expression :

Dg(T) =Z-l [DgCO)+ Du(O) e-ilE /kT], (2)

wher~n Dg(O) and Du(O) are the fme-structure param-
eters of the g- and u-level under isolated conditions,
t:..E the gap between the inversion levels (20 cm-I)
and Z-l the partition function of the system. We can
write Z-l to a very good approximation as
(1 + e-ilE/kT)-l. Eq. (2) shows that for identical

Dg(O) and Du(O) we expect DgCT) to be temperature
independent. We have measured IDg(T)1 at 4.2 K and
found an average increase of 8 :t 2 MHz versus the
value measured at 1.8 K.

From eq. (2) we then calculate the fine-structere
parameter Dof the vibronic (u-inversion) level and

find Du (0) = -9 :t 2 GHz. There are two other pieces
of information that support such a large value of the

$ The accuracy of our field measurements below 750 gauss is
low due to the fact that oUr AEG pro bes do not cover this
area.
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Fig. 2. Optically detected EPR spectrum of the lowest triplet state in p-benzoquinone-h4 as guest in p-benzoquinone-d4 at \.8 K.
The signaIs are taken for the magnetic field parallel to the z-axis of one of the molecules (a) in the unit cello The signa! denoted by
LAC is due to level anticrossing between the zand y spin sublevels of the a-species and the signa!s denoted by CR are due to cross
relaxation between a triplet species (the most int~nse one a) and a doublet spin system. Note that the CR and LAC signa!s are
persistent in the absence of a micro wave field.
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fine-structure parameter D in the u-inversicrn level of

the lowest triplet state in PBQ-h4'
First, from integrated oscillator strength intensity

measurements on the inversion levels in pure PBQ-h4

and PBQ-dh3 crystals [6] one concludes that, in a
two-state model, the zero-point level of the lowest

triplet state in PBQ-dh3 (compared to PBQ-h4)
should be described as

!g')=0.97Ig)+0.24Iu).

Herein is Ig) the wave function of the zero-point and
Iu) the wave function of the u-inversion level in

PBQ-h4' From eq. (3) and the magnetic resonance
data of table I we calculate the fine-structure param-
eter D of the u-inversion level to be -8.7 :t 1.0 GHz.

Secondly, rlirect polarized Zeeman absorption ex-

periments on pure PBQ-d4 crystals [4] show the fine-
structure parameter D of the u-inversion level in this
molecule to be -10:t 3 GHz.

These results stimulated us to search for EPR signals
that could be attributed to micro wave transitions in

the spin system of the u-inversion level. And indeed in

a I mol% PBQ-h4 in PBQ-d4 iso topic mixed crystal at
4.2 K intense EPR, CR and LAC signals (the latter at

30

ex ex

3000 4000

(3)

3635 gauss for Hllz ofone ofthe PBQ-molecules in
the unit cell) we re observed that must be due to a
triplet species withD = -10.2 :t0.1 GHz.

We are however, at this point, not able to exclude

the possibility of other transients (like photochemical-
Iy produced carbenes) to be responsible for the signals
observed at 4.2 K. This is a point of further investiga-
tion in oUr laboratory .

We have further in mind to probe the fine-structure

parameters of the u-inversion level indirectly by an
electric field effect study on the ODMR spectra of the

g-inversion level at 1.8 K.

3. EPR hyperfine strueture

In only the best PBQ-h4 in PBQ-d4 host mixed
crystals that we re grown, we have been able to ob-
serve at 1.8 K hyperfine structure for the magnetic
field approximately parallel to the short (y) molecular
axis. A five line pattern, with a splitting of ~ 14 MHz
and intensity distribution charaeteristic to four
equivalent protons, was observed. Along other magnet-

ic field direetions, under the same eonditions, no sueh



weil resolved splittings we re obtained. This indieates

that the hyperfine interaction constants along the

x (Axx) and z (Azz) molecular axes apparently are
smaller than the one along the y (A yy) molecular axis.
Usually the optically detected EPR lines were 30-45
MHz wide and it soon became clear th at the EPR hyper-

fine structure would not yield us the hyperfine interac-
tion constan ts nor principal axes system to an acurracy
we wanted. We therefore decided to try to obtain these

data from optical detected ENDOR measurements.
p-Benzoquinone seemed quite a good candidate for
optical detection of ENDOR transitions, since the phos-
phorescence lifetime is very short (Tz= 100f.1s)and the
optically detected EPR signals quite often showed a
signa! to noise ratio of 500 or even better. Fig. 3 shows
an optically detected ENDOR spectrum ofPBQ-h4 in a

PBQ-d4 mixed crystal at 1.8 K for a magnetic field
parallel to the long (z) molecular axis of one of the
molecules in the unit cell.

4. Proton ENDOR measurements

The basic principles underlying the electron nuclear
double resonance (ENDOR) technique are weil estab-

lished (I I] . Nuclear spinflips, induced by a tuned r J.
source are used to (de )saturate a partly saturated EPR
transition. We are thus interested in a calculation of

the nuclear spin energy levels in a triplet state electron
spin system. These energy levels are determined by the
following weU-known spin hamiltonian:

H=I~ IS'g 'R O -h(XS2+YS2+ZS2)
~, x y z,

Hl H2

- I~nIgnHO'6 Ik + s.6 Ak' [k 'k k
' v ' '

H3 H4

where S = 1; Ik =~, for protons and k sums over aU

nuclei.

Hutchison and Pearson [12] have shown that, to a
very good approximation, the nuclear eigenvalues may
be calculated from a first-order perturbation treatment
ofH.ln th is approximation, the exact eigenfunctions

of Hl + H 2 are used to calculate the diagonal contribu-
tions of H3 + H4 to the energy of the compound e1ec-
tron-nuclear spin state. A calculation of the off-

B
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Fig. 3. Optically detected ENDOR(A) and CRENDOR(B)
transitions in the lowest triplet state of p-benzoquinone-h4
as guest in p-benzoquinonc-d4 at 1.8 K. Thc magnetic field in
both casesis oriented along the long molecular (z) axis of
one of the inequivalent PBQmolecules in the unit celloThe
ENDOR signals are obscrved on the low field <01-1-1) EPR
transition and the CRENDOR signals on the cross relaxation
<OI+-+I+U transition.

(4)

diagonal elements of H3 + H4 for the case of PBQ-h4
shows that the maximum error in the nuclear eigen-

values is expected to be (Ayy)2/VEPR "" 20 kHz. It
does not seem unreasonable then to neglect these
second order contributions as the narrowest ENDOR

lines observed had a linewidth of 50 kHz. Using the
above outlined procedure one calculates for the
ENDOR shift ofthe kth proton (12]:

!1vk =h-I[«Sx)A~x +<Sy)A~y +<Sz)A~z -lh Vp)2

+ «Sx) A~x +<Sy)A~y +<Sz)A~z - rnh VpP

+«S)A~x +<Sy)A~y +<Sz)A~z - nh Vp)2] 1/2- vp'
(5)

in whieh I, rn and nare the direction cosines of Ho in

the molecular axes system. A t are the elements of the
hyperfine tensor of the kth proton in the molecular

axes ;ystem. The A t tensor is only symmetrie for an
isotropie ge tensor. In PBQ-h4 this is not the case but
the largest difference bet ween At and At (i =Fj) is
only expected to be (I-gyy/gzz) X 100% = 0.3%. In
our present treatment of the ENDOR data we have

i gnored these uifferences and taken the At tensor to

be symmetrie. The expectation values of<S), <Sy)
and <Sz) were calculated by computer, using the pa-
rameters of table 1.
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Fig. 4. Experimental proton ENDOR data (cirdes) and com.
puter fitted curves for the lowest triplet state in p-benzoquinonc-
h4 at 1.8 K. The magnetic field is rotated in !he (20ï) deavage
plane (nearly yz molecular plane) and at zero degrees is parallel
to the long molecular (z) axis. Ilv represents the difference be-
tween the measured proton ENDOR frequency and !he free
proton frequency at the EPR transition studied.

In the case of PBQ-h4' with the magnetic field in
the neighbourhood of the y-axis, we were only able to
observe ENDOR transitions occurring in the 10) elec-
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Fig. 5. Experimental proton ENDOR data (cirdes) and com-
puter titted curves for !he lowest triplet state in p-benzo-
quinone-h4 at 1.8 K. The magnetic field is rotated in !he
(nearly) xz molecular plane and at zero degrees is parallel to

the long molecular (z) axis. See also the caption of fig.4.

*
note: A correcti on of the proton hyperfi ne data is gi ven
in Chapter 6.
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*
Table 2

Hyperfine tensors (in MHz) of the two inequivalent protons
in the lowest triplet state of PBQ-h4 as guest in PBQ-d4 at
1.8 K. The tensors are assumed to he symmetrie and described

in the molecular ground state principal axes system (7 I.
The principal values (A p) together with the direction

cosines of the principal axes system are also given.
The numbers in parentheses represent standard deviations

(in MHz) of the computer fittings of the END OR data

At=

AP
1

L
M
N

50

A2 =

AP2
L
M
N

50

tron spin state (strong field approximation). For mag.
netic fields in the neighbourhood of the z-axis, ENDOR
transitions occurring in the I-I} electron spin state
were most intense. This feature is probably due to the

fact that Tz is the most radiative level in PBQ-h4 and
that ENDOR transitions are dominant in those electron

spin states for which longitudinal relaxation is slowest.
We have also been able to measure ENDOR transitions

on the "~m = 2" (half field) EPR signal and again only
ENDOR transitions that could be correlated with the

I-I} electron spin state were observed. The ENDOR
data obtained were in a self-consistent manner, least-

squares fitted to expression (5) with vp being the free
proton frequency measured during each ENDOR scan.
The plane of rotation was in each experiment deter-

mined by fitting the observed EPR magnetic field data

to a spin hamiltonian [(Hl + H2) of eq. (4)] using the
parameters of table 1. Figs. 4 and 5 show some of the

experimental E~DOR data and the computer fitted
curves for the zero-point level of PBQ-h4 as trap in
PBQ-d4 at 1.8 K. Table2 contains a11the hyperfine
coupling data that were obtained from the present
proton ENDOR study.

There are two important structural features of the

(6.5

(0.2)

(0.1) )

0.8 (0.3) 13.6 (0.2)
-0.21 (0.02) -1.87 (0.01) 8.6

6.4 (0.3) 14.3 (0.2) 8.0 (0.2)

0.005 -0.312 0.950
-0.105 0.945 0.311

0.994 0.101 0.028

(6.7

(0.2)

(0.1) )

-0.5 (0.3) 13.7 (0.2)
-0.11 (0.02) 1.50 (0.01) 8.4

6.7 (0.2) 14.1 (0.2) 8.0 (0.1)

0.003 0.252 0.968
0.071 0.965 -0.252
0.997 -0.069 0.015



PBQ-h4 molecule in its zero-point level of the lowest
triplet state that are immediately obvious from this
proton ENDOR study.

First, fig. 3 already shows that for Hllz of one of
the molecules in the unit cell there are 2 proton

ENDOR signals, instead of 1 expected for a DZh sym-
metrie molecule.

Secondly, fig. 5 and table 2 clearly show that the
z-axis is not an ENDOR shift stationary point for rota-
tion in the nearly xz molecular plane, which means
that the PBQ-molecule in its lowest triplet state is no
longer planar.

The conclusion from the proton ENDOR study

thus is that the PBQ-h4 molecule in its lowest excited
triplet state only preserves site inversion symmetry.
X-ray examination of the p-benzoquinone crystal at
room temperature further showed [7] that the mole-
cule in the ground state is planar. The non-planarity
of the molecule in the excited state thus seems a

purely molecular property similar to the reported non-

planarity of the lowest triplet mr' state of formalde-
hyde [13].

The minor inequivalence of the ortho-ring prot ons
is probably due to hydrogen bonding effects whieh
have shown to be very important in PBQ crystals [6].
The proton ENDOR experiments further show that
the x-axes of the proton hyperfine structure tensors

are counter rotated some 5 degrees and this strongly
suggests a chair-form structure of the molecule in the
lowest triplet state.

The magnitude of the out-of-plane distortion is not
extraetabie from the present proton ENDO R experi-
ments. The analysis of the phosphorescence spectrum

of PBQ-h4 in PBQ-d4 [5] (no progressions in out-of-
plane modes!) however indicates the out-of-plane dis-
tortion to be minor. We hope to probe the distortion
more directly by measuring l3C-ENDOR on ringsub-
stituted 13C-PBQ-h4 isotopes. Preliminary l3C-ENDOR
experiments on one of the l3C-PBQ-h4 isotopes in-
deed show that we can certainly complete such a
study.

Next to the structural information of the PBQ-h4
molecule in its lowest excited triplet state that is ob-
tained from the proton ENDOR study, we are also
able to discuss some qualitative features of the spin-
density distribution in this state. From table 2 we cal-
culate the iso tropie proton hyperfine interaction con-

stant (h.i.c.) to be +9.6 MHz. Venkataraman et al. [14]

have measured the corresponding hyperfine constant

of the PBQ-h4 negative ion and found it to be -6.7
MHz. If correlation effects between the unpaired elec-
trons are assumed to be small, whieh was shown to be

the case for the naphthalene lowest excited triplet
state [15], we can calculate from the above data the
unpaired n-electron density at the protons in the zero-

point levelof the lowest triplet state in PBQ-h4' As-
suming for calculation purposes aplanar structure for

the PBQ-h4 molecule in its lowest triplet state and its
reduced form (negative ion), the isotropie proton h.i.c.

for the lowest triplet state can be expressed by the
following McConnell type relation:

aH =~(a~) + p~ Qo), (6)

werein a\J is the iso tropie h.i.c. for the negative ion
and pA is the unpaired n-electron spin density at the

proton and Qo a constant that is 1420.4 MHz [16].
With eq. (6) and the hyperfine data quoted (vide

retro) we calculate p~ is 1.8 X 1O-Z. The proton
ENDO R measurements thus provide in this case direct
evidence for the suggested delocalization of the un-
paired n-electron density throughout the molecular
frame [17]. The anisotropie part of the proton hyper-

fine interaction in the lowest triplet state of PBQ-h4
is determined by the tot al spin-density distribution in
this state. A manifestation hereof is the observed

15 :t2° rotation ofthe largest principal value ofthe
hyperfine-interaction tensor versus the C-H ground
state bond direct ion [18]. We are now pursuing l3C-
and 17O-ENDOR measurements to completely solve
the spin-density distribution in the zero-point level of

the lowest triplet of PBQ-h4' We are also engaged in a
proton ENDOR study of the lowest triplet state in
PBQ-dh3' -2,6-dzhz, -d3h and -CH3 in the hope of ob-
taining a better insight in the cause and consequences
of the non-Born-Oppenheimer effects that we ob-
serve in the lowest mr' triplet state of PBQ.

In a following paper we will report the results of
all these ENDOR experiments and compare the results
with theoretica! calculations of the spin density dis-

tribution in the lowest triplet state of PBQ.

S. Cross relaxation nuclear double resonance

(CRENDOR)

An important advantage of ENDOR experiments
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over EPR hyperfine measurements is that, knowing
the electron spin state wherein the nuclear transitions
occur one can determine directly the absolute sign of

the hyperfine coupling constants. In PBQ-h4 we ob-
serve stron ENDOR transitions on the EPR low field

(01+-+1-\)) line and weak ENDOR transitions on the
high field (+II+-+IO»line. However, both set of
transitions are found on the same side of the free pro-

ton ENDOR signaI and thus occur in the same elec-

tron spin state. Although one would guess from inten-
sity considerations that the ENDOR transitions ob-

served we re due to nuclear spin flips in the 1-1> state
(st rong field approximation), definite proof for this

assumption was lacking.
We have however obtained such proof from the ob-

servation of rJ. induced changes in the cross relaxa-
tion signal, where the electron spin state, in which the
nuclear spin flips we re induced, was known.

For a magnetic field parallel to the z-axis of one of

the PBQ-h4 molecules in the unit cell, at a field value
that corresponds to ~ + D the energy gap between the
10>and 1+1>electron spin levels (high field approxima-

tion) is identical to the Zeeman splitting in a doublet
spin system. At this point cross relaxation [19] (popu-
lation exchange) between the triplet excited molecule
and this doublet spin system can occur which is ob-
served as an increase in the phosphorescence intensity
from the PBQ-molecule monitored (see fig. 2). As

cross relaxation is a nuclear spin conserving process,
the transitions in the triplet and radical spin system
thus take place between electron spin states of the
same nuclear spin configuration. If for some reason
(e.g., temperature) the population ofthe nuclear spin
states is different, rJ. induced nuclear spin flips will

change the population of the cross relaxing electron-
nuclear spin state and thus modulate the cross relaxa-
tion signal intensity. The results of such an experiment
are also shown in fig. 3 and as we know now that
these nuclear spin flips must occur in the 1+1>electron
spin state the results are unambiguous. This CRENDOR

experiment thus shows that the ENDOR transitions
that we observe (see also fig. 3) in deed occur in the

1-1) electron spin state as was guessed. An angular de-
pendent CRENDOR study can be made in the case of

PBQ-h4 and the results obtained are in very good
agreement with those predicted on basis of the results
of our ENDOR experiments.

This new CRENDOR technique may thus be help-
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ful in obtaining additional information regarding hyper-
fine interactions in excited states. We expect such rJ.
induced nuclear spin flips also to be observable in the

doublet spin system.

6. Experimental

The p-benzoquinone iso topic mixed crystals were
grown from a Bridgeman furnace and cleaved or cut with
a sharp razor blade in the desired direction.

Optical detection of EPR and ENDOR was accom-

plished as follows.;-The PBQ crystal was mounted
against a rotatabie quartz light pipe inside a quartz

cold finger tip glass dewar of the type used by Hornig
et al. [20], and excited with a 1000 watt Xenon lamp
through the bottom of the cavity. The excitation light
was filtered by the Corning filters 4-72 and 7-54 and

the total phosphorescence output was detected
through a Corning filter 3-71 by a Philips 150 UVP
photomultiplier. Field measurements were made using
an AEG proton flux meter, while EPR frequency
measurements we re made with an HP 340B transfer

oscillator, a 30 MHz Dymec transfer oscillator syn-
chronizer and an HP 5245 L electronic counter. Meas-

urements below 750 gauss were not possible due to

lack of a probe in this area. The ENDEJR set up used,
basically consisted out of a Varian-E9 ~PR spectro-
meter and a HP 8601 A (100 kHz-IlO MHz) sweep
generator. The output of the HP 8601 A was ampli-
fied by an IFI M 5000 wide band amplifier (max. out-
put 10 watt) and fed into the ENDOR coil that was in
series with a 50 D terminating resistor.

The ENDOR coil mounted inside the dewar con-

sisted out of three windings in the center of which

was the sample. Optimum ENDOR signals we re ob-
taineq through 1kHz FM modulation of the r.f. source
while using a microwave power of 2-10 mW. At 4.2 K

optical detection of EPR signals of the g-inversion
level was just possible, but all the ENDOR experiments
on the g-inversion level reported here we re performed
at ~ 1.8K.

7. Summary and conclusions

This paper contains the results of EPR and proton
ENDOR experiments on the lowest inversion levels



of the p-benzoquinone-h4 triplet state in an isotopic
mixed crystal.

An interesting conclusion of the present study is
that the molecule in its lowest excited state is non-

planar, much like what would be expected if p-benzo-
quinone would be considered as a formaldehyde dimer.

Our experiments further show that the deuteration
effects observed on the fine-structure and g-tensor

principal values are due to the widely different values
that these parameters attain in both inversion levels.

The proton ENDOR experiments have also shown
the expected delocalization of the n-electron density
throughout the molecular frame to occur.

Finally we expect the reported CRENDOR effects
occasionally to be a useful tooi in the study of hyper-
fine interactions in excited states.

We consider the results reported here a first step
towards our goal of a better understanding of the
pseudo Jahn- Teller effects that occur in the lowest
triplet state of p-benzoquinone. In a forthcoming
paper (part III of dris series) we wil! present additional
results of proton, carbon-l3 and oxygen-17 ENDOR
experiments on isotopic species of p-benzoquinone.
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CHAPTER 4

OPTICAL NUCLEAR POLARIZATION IN THE EXCITED STATE THROUGH CROSS-RELAXATION

AND lTS USE IN THE STUDY OF THE CARBON-I3 HYPERFINE COUPLING IN THE LOWEST TRIPLET

STATE OF 1_13C-p-BENZOQUINONE

Jan H. LICHTENBELT, Jan G.F.M. FREMEIJER and Douwe A. WIERSMA

Laboratory for PhysicalChemistry, Universityof Groningen,
Zernikelaan, Paddepoei, Groningen, The Netherlands

In this paper the phenomenon of optical nuelear polarization in the excited state through cross-relaxation is described. It

is shown that when the populating and depopulating rates of the triplet spin sublevels are known the absolute nuelear polari-
zations can be ca!culated and that optica! detection of the nuelear alignment in at least one electron spin state is quite of ten
feasible.

The paper further deals with the magnetic resonance proper ties of the lowest triplet state in 1_13C-p-benzoquinone wh ere-
of the zero-field splitting parameters and carbon-13 hyperfine data are reported. The carbon-l 3 hyperfine data, obtained by
optical detection of ENDOR and CRENDOR, indicate that in the lowest ll1T*triplet state of p-benzoquinone the 7T-electron
spin density at the carbonyl carbon and oxygen are about equal while the remaining carbon atoms carry about half this spin
density.

I. Introduction

The phenomenon of nuclear spin polarization in the
ground state through optieal pumping has been the sub-
ject of several studies in the past decade [I] . The effect
originates from the combination of electron spin-selec-
tive intersystem crossing and hyperfine interaction.

The presence of nuclear spin alignment in triplet ex-
cited states is naturally of great interest as it may enable
us to detect nuclear transitions with greatly enhanced
sensitivity.

In a previous paper [2] we showed that a very high
degree of nuclear spin polarization can be achieved at

the cross-relaxation magnetie field of a triplet excited
molecule and a doublet spin system. In the present pao
per we describe and analyze this effect in greater detail.

We further report usage of the effect to obtain the

hyperfine coupling tensor of the carbonyl13C nucleus

in the lowest triplet state of 1_13C-p-benzoquinone-h4
and discuss the implications of this measurement to-
wards the geometry of and spin density distribution in
this state of the molecule.

2. Nuclear spin polarization through cross-relaxation

Veeman et al. [3,4] recently described and analyzed
in detail the level antierossing (LAC) and cross-relaxa-
tion (CR) effects that occur in phosphorescent organic
crystals.

One of the conclusions reached was that these effects

might possibly be used to achieve nuclear spin align-
ment in triplet excited states of molecules.

In the course of our EPR and ENDOR experiments
on the lowest triplet state of PBQ [2] we found clear
evidence that at least CR produces a high degree of
nuclear spin polarization.

This nuclear alignment was optieally detected through
observation of radio frequency induced changes of the
phosphorescence cross-relaxation signal and this new

technique was named CRENDOR, an acronym for ~ross
~laxation !}uclear 12uble ~esonance. In th is note we
wil! further analyze the cross-relaxation effect at 1.8 K

between a triplet excited p-benzoquinone-carbonyl-13C

(1)3C-PBQ-h4) molecule and a photochemically pro-

duced radieal both as guests in a PBQ-d4 host lattice.
For the moment we wil! only consider the 13C nuclear

spin in the triplet state and a doublet electron-spin sys-
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Fig. 1. Energy level schemeat cross-relaxation of a system con-
sisting out of a triplet state spin system with a nuclear spin ~
(S = I, I = hand a doublet spin system (S = !. I = 0) for a mag-
netic field along the fine-structure z-axis. Note that D is nega-
tive. P stands for populating rate, k for tc:al decay rate, kr for
radiative decay rate, kcr for cross-relaxation rate and kdl for
spin-Iattice relaxation rate.

tem without nucJear spins. This model is realistic in the
sense that in the doublet electron-spin system no nu-
cJear alignment is observed (vide infra).

For a magnetic field parallel to the principal z-axis
of the fine-structure tensor, whieh coincides with the

long molecular (z) axis of 1-13C-PBQ-h4' the cross.re.
laxation situation sketched in fig. 1 is reached at a mag-
netie field of -386 gauss.

First consider the situation outside the crossing re-

gion, where the two spin systems are uncoupled.
As spin-Iattice relaxation at 1.8 K among the trip-

let spin components is slow compared to all decay con-

stants [2], the steady state populationsNo andNI of
the 10) and 1+1) triplet spin sub levels are only deter-
mined by the populating (P) and decay (k} rates as fol-
lows:

NO/NI =Pokl/Plko' (I)

In the specific case of PBQ the populating rates are un-
known, but as feeding of the triplet spin system occurs

via the host exciton band, we irnagine that P0 and P I
are almost identieal, which irnplies [5] that

No/NI =kl/ko = Hkx +ky)!kz =11>.

Outside the crossing region the electron spin system
thus is strongly polarized. Note however that the ratio

POkl/Plko is dependent ofthe magnetie field orienta-
tion and this directly determines the maximum attain-

able electron spin polarization.
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The spin system of the stabie photochemieally pro-
duced radieal is outside the crossing region most likely
in Boltzmann equilibrium with the lattiee.

When the two spin systems are brought into contact
with each other at the cross-relaxation field then what

happens depends on the relative magnitudes of the dif-
ferent rate constants of the coupled systems. Veeman
et al. [4] showed that when cross-relaxation is described
as a contact between heat reservoirs of different tem-

peratures, a permanent change of the phosphorescence
intensity due to CR, as observed in PBQ, only occurs

if the following inequality holds:

kl < kcr < kdl'

Herein kl is the decay rate of the 1+ 1) triplet state level,
kcr the CR rate between the triplet and doublet spin
system and k dl the spin-Iattiee relaxation rate of the
doublet spin system. In this case CR effectively induces
spin-Iattiee relaxation among the triplet spin sublevels.

This process however is only nucJear spin selective

when also the followingjelation holds: kcr< 21TAvN;
whereby AVN is the energy difference between the
nucJear spin states of the same electr9n spin level. This

inequality assures that the nucJear spinstates are not
within the uncertainty energy-width of the cross-relaxa-

tion process. In only that case, and assuming slow nucJear
spin-Iattice relaxation, we succeed in converting the
electron spin polarization into nucJear polarization.
With reference to fig. 1 we ca1culate (ignoring the Boltz-
mann factor) for the steady state populations of the
different hyperfine levels at low temperature:

(2a)NI =Po/kO'

N2 = [kIPO +kcr(Po +PI)]![klko+kcr(ko+kl)] ,(2b)

N3 = [kOPI +kc/Po +PI)] ![klko +kcr(ko+kl)),(2c)

N4 =PI/kl' (2d)

When kcr ~ kl' ko one ca1culates'for the phosphores-
cence intensity change induced by CR from eqs. (2):

Al= [(Po +PI)!(ko +kl)] (kó + kD

- (Po/ko) kó - (PI/k I)kl' (3)

whereby kó and kl are the radiative constants of the
10) and 1+1) spin sublevels.

For PBQ it is further known [5] that ko ~ kl whieh



implies that 61 becomes:

- (kó+kW+PO/Pl) k~)M-Pl\ k -T'0 1

Under the same condition ker}> kO' kl we calculate
for the absolute nuc1ear polarization (ANP) defined as

INi-Njl/(Ni+Nj)' in the 10) and 1+I) electron spin level
respectively the following:

IkoPl-klPol/ [ko(2PO+Pl) + klPO]

and

(Sa)

IkoPl -klPO 1/[f't(2Pl +Po) + kOP 1]. (Sb)

For a magnetic field along the fine-structure z-axis of

PBQ and assuming P 0 =P 1 we find, using the fact that

kl/ko=iö:

ANPIO>= 29/91 and ANPI+l> = 29/33.

CR in the case of PBQ thus produces a high degree of
nuc1ear spin polarization especially in the 1+1) electron
spin level for a magnetic field parallel z.

This nuc1ear spin alignment was previously detected
[2] through observation of radio frequency induced
changes in the CR effect of PBQ and we will now pro-
ceed by calculating the expected change of the CR ef-
fect. Consider therefore the effect of a st rong rf field
that is resonant with a nuc1ear transition in the 1+1)

electron spin state. CR than effectively occurs between
the levels 2 and 3,4 of fig.land produces a change in

the steady state populations. Assuming again ker to
greatly exceed ko and kl we calculate in this situation
the following steady state populations:

NI =Po/ko'

N2=N3=N4=(PO+2Pl)/(ko+2kl)' (6b)

The phosphorescence intensity change of the CRENDOR
effect is then calculated to be:

61= [(PO+2Pl)/(ko+2kl)] (kó+2k1)

-[(PO+Pl)/(kO+kl)] (kó+k~) - (Pl/kl)k~. (7)

Utilizing the fact that kO }>kl in PBQ 61 is found to
be:

- (kó+k~(3+Po/Pl) kI)
M-Pl k -- k

'
0 1)

(4)

Comparison ofthis expression with eq. (4) shows that
the CRENDOR effect in the 1+1) electron spin state
even exceeds the CR effect. Using the same approxima-
tions we calculate for the CRENDOR effect in the 10)

electron spin state:

61= -Plk~/2ko' (9)

(6a)

1t is interesting to no te here that, despite considerable
effort, we have so far only be~n able to detect these
CRENDOR transitions in the 1+1) electron spin state
of PBQ.

This could be due to either a negligible value of 61

in (9) or to the fact that the relation ker < 211D.VNno
longer holds. Unfortunately in the case of PBQ the ra-
diative rate constants are unknown so we cannot decide
in this matter.

So far in the analysis of the CRENDOR effect we

have assumed that the relation ker}> ko' kl holds. As
yet we have not been able to verify this, but an upper

estimate of ker may be obtained from our CRENDOR
spectra where the lowest observed transition is found
at 6 MHz. This ascertains that k < 211X 6 MHz. Ascr
~er is directly related to the intermolecular interaction
between the cross-relaxing species one expects of course

a whole range of ker values. As shown in fig. 3, we in-
deed observe a change in the phosphorescence intensity
of PBQ crystals in a magnetic field from zero up to

~ 760 gauss and the "sharp" CR resonance on this
broad feature then must be due to CR between a triplet
species and specific non-neighbour doublet spin-systems.

The quoted upper limit for k cr and the nuc1ear spin po-
larizations calculated thus only refer to the "sharp"

CR signal at 386 gauss in fig. 3. So far we have not con-
cerned ourselves with the effect of cross-relaxation on

possible nuc1ear spin polarization in the doublet spin
system. Veeman et al. (4) showed that in order not to

saturate the CR effect one demands k cr ~ k dl which re-
sults in a negligible nuc1ear polarization in the doublet
species. In conc1usion of this section we state that ana!-
ysis of the CR effect shows that, knowing the populating
and depopulation rates of a triplet spin system, one can
easily calculate the induced absolute nuc1ear spin po-
larizations. The possibility of optical detection of this
nuc1ear alignment however critically depends on the
ratio between the radiative and non-radiative decay con-
stants of the system.

(8)
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3. Angular dependenee of the cross-relaxation field

In PBQ, and most likely in many other molecules,

the nuclear polarization induced by CR can be optical-
Iy detected and used to obtain excited state hyperfine
parameters.

To fully exploit the possibilities of this new CREN-
DOR technique the angular dep enden ce of the cross-
relaxation field needs to be known and in this section

we therefore examine the energy-match between a
triplet and doublet spin system in greater detail.

The energy of the triplet electron spin states is in

first approximation deten:nined by the spin hamilto-
nian:

9{t =!3eH' 9t . S - (XS; + YS; +zS;), (10)

whereby X, Y and Z are the energies of the three spin

sub levels in zero-field and the 9t tensor in general is
anisotropic. For the doublet spin-system the energies
are determined by the Zeeman-term only:

9{d =!3eH'9d 'S. (11)

To match the energy difference in the doublet spin
system with one of the energy gaps in the triplet spin
system the following third degree polynominH2 de-
termines the CR magnetic field:

({3~H2)3 [(4g; - g~)(g; - g~)2]

- (!3~H2)2 3 [A(4g; - 2g~)(g; - g~) + 9F'2]

+ ({3~H2) 3 [A2(4g; - 3g~) + 18BF']

-(4A3 +27B2)=0. (12)

In eq. (12) the following definitions have been used:

g;=(JT'9;'9J-1)1/2, i=t,d,

F' = 1T . 9t ' F' 9r ' 1,

whereby F is the fine structure tensor, with eigenvalues
X, YandZ;

H=1H,

with 1 the unit magnetic field vector;

A = (XY +XZ + YZ), B = (XYZ).

Note that 9d' 9t' F and 1 should be defined with respect
to the same axis system.
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For most organic moleculesgt "" gd which ensures
that one root of eq. (12) will greatly exceed the other
two. Physically this means that CR then occurs between

Zeeman states, where the difference in g-values com-

pensates for the zero-field splitting in the triplet spin
system. However only the real root of eq. (12) at 10'.1'
magnetic fields is the physically interesting one and we

now proceed by assuming that g t =gd . An analytic so-
lution of this simplified equation can only be obtained
if in addition we assume X = Y. In that case the cross-

relaxation field (Her) is calculated to be:

H = I
I

Z

Icr 2g!3e 31;-1 [3(41;-1)]1/2,
(13)

where 1z is the z-component of 1 in the fine-structure
axis system.

This expression for Her shows that Her -> 00 at the
magic angle and that cross-relaxation no longer occurs
when the angle between the magnetic field and the z-
axis of the fine-structure-tensor exceeds 60°. Fig. 2
shows the angular dependenee of the cross.relaxation

4000

H IGAUSSI

3000

2000

1000

--------
30 60

ANGLE IDEG,I FROM Z

Fig. 2. Cross-relaxation field of a triplet-doublet spin system
versus angle of rotation in the xz prineipal plane of the triplet
state spin system. At zero degrees the magnetic field is along
the z-axis of the fine-structure tensor. For the solid curve D ~

-2174 MHz,E ~ 0 and gt~gd ~ge while for the dashed curve
gd ~ge and for the triplet state species the fine structure and
g-tensor values for 1_13C-PBQ-h4 of table 1 were taken.
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field in this simple case. In fig. 2 we have further inclu.
ded an example where X 0/=Y 0/=Z which requires nu.
merical solution of eq. (12).

Finally it should be realized that at the low fields

where CR occurs in these organic solids a first order
solution of the CRENDOR transition frequency, as is
custumory in the treatment of the high field ENDOR

data [6], is no longer warranted.

In the case of 1-13C-PBQ-h4 we therefore extracted
the 13C hyperfine coupling constants from the CREN-
DOR data through diagonalization of the 6 by 6 inter-
action matrix resulting from a spin S = I and I = t sys-

tem. The hamiltonian describing this system is

g{= ~ H' 9 .S- (Xf;2 + YS2 + ZS2)
e x y Z'

+Î'A'S-gn~nH'Î. (14)

Finally we note that the difference in CRENDOR tran.

sition frequency calculated from a first order and exact
treatment ofthe spin.hamiltonian of eq. (14) for

1-13C-PBQ-h4 amounts to 3S kHz. This is 3.5 times the
standard deviation of eachmeasured frequency and
therefore exact solution of the energies is preferred.

4. Optically detected EPR, ENDOR and CRENDOR of

1_13C-PBQ-h4

In a recent paper [2] we reported the results of an
optically detected EPR and proton ENDOR study of

PBQ-h4 in a PBQ-d4 host crystal at 1.8 K. The results
showed that the molecule in the excited state is some-

what distorted, into most likely achair form, and that

the unpaired n-electron density is not completely 10-
calized at oxygen. We further reported the unpreceden-
ted large effects of mono-deuteration on b oth the fine-

structure parameters and gzzvalue of PBQ-h4 and ex-
plained this as arising from mixing of the lowest inver-

sion levels in the triplet state of PBQ-h4 [S ,7] .
These unusual features of PBQ motivated us to a

detailed study of some isotopic species of PBQ a,p.din
this paper we report and discuss the magnetic resonance

properties of 1.13C-PBQ-h4' where one of the carbonyl
carbons is a carbon-13 nucleus, as guest in a PBQ-d4
host crystal at 1.8 K.

In connection with the nuclear spin polarization ef-
fects discussed in a previous section, we note here that
the hyperfine coupling of the carbon-13 nucleus only

Table 1

Fine-structure parameters and g-tensor principal values in the
lowest triplet state of p-benzoquinone-h4 [21 and 1_13C-p-
benzoquinone-h4 as quests (1 mol%) in p-benzoquinone-d4 at
1.8 K as obtained from high field optically detected EPR mea-
surements
-------

1_13C-PBQ-h4 PBQ-h4

D (MHz)

E(MHz)

-2174 t 1.5

115 t 1

2.0053 t 0.0010

2.0043 t 0.0010

2.01026" 0.00010

-2051 t 1

115 t 1

2.0045 t 0.0005

2.0035 t 0.0005

2.00994 t 0.00008

gxx

gyy
gzz
-.----

could be obtained by performing next to ENDOR also
CRENDOR experiments. In order to extract from these
experiments the carbon-I 3 hyperfine coupling param-
eters the fine-structure parameters and g-tensor of

1-13C-PBQ-h4 need to be known. These data were ob-
tained from angular dependent EPR measurements per-
formed and analyzed as previously [2] reported. As in

case ofPBQ-h4 [2] aSo out-of.plane rotation of the
y-axis of the fine-structure tensor was observed and
table I contains the fine-structure parameters where for

comparison we have also included the analogous data

of PBQ-h4'
The increase in the ID land gzz parameter on carbon-

13 isotopic substitution only is again surprisingly large
and further supports the interpretation of these effects
in terms of mixing of molecular [2,S ,7] rather than
crystal [8] states. The difference in the fine.structure
parameter ID I of the two isotopic species in fact is so
large that this allows their seperate observation in the
CR and LAC effect as is shown in fig. 3.

The carbon-13 hyperfine coupling parameters were
obtained by performing ENDOR measurements on the

l6.ms I = I EPR transitions for the magnetic field in the
molecular (yz) plane and CRENDORmeasurements in
a perpendicular (xz) plane. For a magnetic field along
the molecular z-axis both ENDOR and CRENDOR tran-

sitions could be observed. However a So! out-of.plane
rotation from this axis permitted no longer observation
of the ENDOR transitions.

Fig. 4 shows the CRENDOR spectrum obtained for
a magnetic field along the molecular z.axis. The single
line at 17.6 MHz is due to a 13C-nuclear transition and

the quadruplet of lines at 6.9 MHz is due to proton

nuclear transitions in the m s = I level.
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Fig. 3. Cross-relaxation (386 gauss) and level anticross effect
(772 gauss) in the phosphorescence of 1'3-C-p-benzoquinone-
h4 at 1.8 K for a magnetic field parallel to the molecular z-
axis. Note the broad underlying cross-relaxation effect at low
magnetic field.

The observation of four proton CRENDOR lines

shows that the introduction of a single l3C-nucleus in
the carbonyl position leads to an observable loss of

molecular (not crystal site) inversion symmetry. The
coupling between the electronic and nuclear motions
indeed must be very strong!

The angular dependence in the xz plane of the CR
effect and of the carbon-l3 CRENDOR difference fre-

quency together with the computer fitted curves is
shown in fig. 5.

The angular dependence in the yz plane of one of
the EPR transitions (Ol" [-I) and the carbon-l3

ENDOR sum frequency is shown in fig. 6.
The computer fittings of figs. 5 and 6 were obtained

as follows: The angular dependence of the EPR effect
was used to obtain the data of table 1.

The CR effect was calculated from the data in table

1 and eq. (12) whereby an isotropic ge value for the ra-
dical was assumed. The CRENDOR transition frequen-
cy was least squares fitted to the exact solution of eq.
(14) together with the ENDOR transition frequency
which was calcu1ated from a first order expression given
previously (eq. (5) of reL [2]).

The carbon-l3 hyperfine data obtained from these
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Fig. 4. Optical detection of the nuc1ear spin alignment at the
cross-relaxation field (- 386 gauss) (CRENDOR) in the lowest

triplet state of 1-13C-p-benzoquinone-h4 as guest in p-benzo-
quinone-d4 at 1.8 K. The magnetic field is oriented along the
molecular z-axis of one of the PBQ molecules in the unit cello

The single line (T13C) is due to carbon-13 and the quadruplet

(T p) arises from tbe protons.

results are presented in table 2 and refer to the ground-
state molecular axis system [9] . The absolute signs of

the hyperfine e1ements were secured through observa-
tion of l3C ENDOR transitions on both the [+I) and

I-I) electron spin states while in case of the l3C CREN.
DOR transition the electron spin state in which the
nuclear transition occurred was known. We further note

here that although coincidence of the z-principal axis
of the l3C-hyperfine tensor with the carbonyl direc-
tion of PBQ in the groundstate is demanded by our ex-
periments, a small out-of-p1ane rotation of the y-axis
would have escaped detection in the present experi-
ment. This is due to the fact that neither ENDOR nOr

CRENDOR spectra could be obtained for a magnetic
field rotation in the xy molecular p1ane.

The implication of the alignment of the z-axis of the
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Fig. 6. Angular dependenee of the EPR «Ol -1-1» transition field (squares) and carbon-I 3 ENDOR sum frequency (cireles) for the
lowest triplet state in 1-I3C-p-benzoquinone-h4at 1.8 K. The soUd lines are computer fittings using the data displayed in tables I
and 2. ~v represents the sum of the carbon-13 ENDOR frequency and the free carbon-I 3 frequency at the EPR transition field
studied. The magnetic field is rotated in the (nearly) yz molecular plane and at zero degrees is (nearly) parallel to the long molecular
z-axis.
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Fig. 5. Angular dependenee of the cross-relaxation field
(squares) and carbon-I 3 CRENDOR difference frequency (cir-
eles) for the lowest triplet state in 1-I3C-p-benzoquinone-h4
at 1.8 K. The solid lines are computer fittings using the data

displayed in tables land 2. ~v represents the differel1ce be-
tween"the measured carbon-l3 CRENDOR frequency and the
free carbon-l3 frequency at the cross-relaxation field. The mag-
netic field is rotated in the (nearly) xz molecular plane and at
zero degrees is (neady) parallel to the long molecular z-axis.
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Table 2

The carbon-I 3 hyperfine tensor principle values of the lowest
triplet state in 1_13C-p-benzoquinone-h4 as guest in p-benzo-
quinonw4 at 1.8 K. The principal axis system of the I3C-hyper-
fine tensor coincides (within the accuracy of our measurements)
with the ground state molecular axis system. The numbers be-
tween parentheses were obtained from ab initio calculations on
PBQ [12]
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rection is that the excited state chairform [2] of PBQ
has been reached thtough only out of plane displace-
ment of the non-carbonyl carbon atoms. Our recently
reported [2] proton-ENDOR measurements did not
allow such a conclusion. The l3C-hyperfme tensor ele-
ments themselves contain information about the spin-

density distribution in the excited state of the molecule.
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Experirnental lsotropie part Anisotropie part
(MHz) (MHz) (MHz)

Axx=- 2.7 Ax = +9.0 ( 7.54)

Ayy = -15.15 A iso = -11.7 Ayy = -3.5 (-3.55)

Azz =-17.26 Az = -5.5 (-3.99)



From the fact that the pure anisotropic 13C-hyper-
fine elements are not far from a 2:-1:-1 ratio we con-

clude that the l1-electron spin density residing at the
13C-nucleus itself is mainly responsible for the aniso-
tropie hyperfine coupling.

Fm a spin-density of 1 at the 13C-nucleus the prin-
cipal hyperfine elements are 128, -64 and -64 MHz

[10] and this yields for the l1-spin density at the car-

bonyl carbon (p']) 0.14 *. This is a lower limit for p']
since the effect of n-spin density at oxygen will de-
crease the (absolute) values of the anisotropic hyper-

fine elements caused by p'] and therefore p'] ;;;,0.14.
Das and Fráenkel [11] determined p'] in the negative
ion ofPBQ to be between 0.15 and 0.18 depending on
the solvent. Our measurements therefore indicate that

correlation effects between the n and 11unpaired e1ec-
trons indeed are small as assumed previously [2] . The
non-carbonyl carbon l1-spin density in the lowest trip-
let state of PBQ will therefore be quite close to its
value (0.09) in the negative ion.

We then calculate for the l1-spin density at oxygen

(p'.):;;; 0.18. This means that in the lowest nl1* triplet
state of PBQ the electron excited out of the oxygen
lone pair orbital into the 11*orbital is delocalized over

the molecule with ab out equal density at the carbonyl-
carbon and oxygen and half th is density at the other
carbon atoms.

We further note that the sign and magnitude of the
isotropic hyperfine coupling constant of the carbon-13
nucleus support this picture.

Using the McConnell type relation employed by Das
and Fraenkel [11] , we calculate for the l1-contribution
to A ~o in the lowest triplet state of PBQ, with the quoted
l1-spin densities, -3.7 MHz. Experimentally we find

A~ = -11.7 MHz and the difference between these
numbers must be primarily due to the polarization ef-
fect of the n-density at oxygen.

We finally wish to mention here that we [12] have
used the wave functions obtained from ab-initio calcu-

lations on PBQ by Jonkman et al. [13] to calculate the
anisotropic hyperfine interaction constants of all nuclei.

In table 2 we have included the numbers calculated

for the 13C-nucleus and the agreement between theory
and experiment is seen to be very satisfactory. The cal-
culations and detailed discussion thereof will be pre-
sented in a future publication.

* The tota! ,,-spin density is normalized to 1.
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s. Experimental

1)3C-PBQ-h4 was prepared from 90% enriched
1)3C-benzoic acid as supplied by Stohler Isotopic
ChemicaIs, Azusa (California) as follows. The 1)3C-
benzoic acid was first converted into 1_13C-aniline as

described by Bachman and Goldmacher [14] and

Snyder et al. [15] and then oxidized to I )3C-PBQ-h4
following the procedure reported by Willstätter [16] .
The isotopically mixed crystals (~ I mol%)of 1)3C-
PBQ-h4 in PBQ-d4 were grown from a Bridgeman fur-
nace and oriented using a polarizing micro scope.

Excitation of the PBQ mixed crystal was done using
a Philips Cs 200 Watt Mercury arc instead of a Xenon
source employed previously. The advantage of the
mercury arc is that we obtain comparable signal to noise
ratio in our experiments while less heating the sample.
The concentration of the photochemically produced
radicals was optimized by exciting the crystal at 4.2 K

for about 5 minutes with the unfiltered output of the
excitation source.

For further details on detection of EPR, ENDOR and

CRENDOR ref. [2] should be consulted.

6. Summary and conclusions

This paper shows that at low temperature cross-re-
laxat"ion between a radical and a triplet state excited

molecule can produce a high degree of nuclear spin po-
larization in the molecule.

The prerequisite for such nuclear alignment is formu-
lated and it is also shown that the exact degree of nu-
clear polarization can be calculated if the populating
and decay rates of the individual spin sublevels are known

The possibility of optical detection of this nuclear

spin polarization (CRENDOR) is also examined and
found only to be feasible for the least radiative electron
spin sub level.

The paper further contains report of the fine-struc-

ture and g-tensor and 13C-hyperfine coupling param-
eters of 1-13C-p-benzoquinone-h4 in its lowest triplet
state, which were obtained through optical detection
of EPR, ENDOR and CRENDOR transitions at 1.8 K.

From the 13C-hyperfine data it was concluded that
in the lowest triplet state of p-benzoquinone the l1-elec-
tron spin density distribution is such that the carbonyl
carbon and oxygen carry about equal density while the



non-carbonyl carbons each carry approximately half
this density.
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CHAPTER 5

STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF THE LOWEST TRIPLET STATE IN p-BENZOQUINONE.

lIl. A STUDY OF THE n AND 11SPIN-DENSITY DISTRIBUTION

Jan H. LICHTENBELT, Douwe A. WIERSMA
Laboratory for PhysicalChemlstry, Universlty of Groningen, Groningen,The Netherlands

and

Harry T. JONKMAN and Gerrit A. V AN DER VELDE
Laboratory for TheoretlcalChemistry, Unlversity of Groningen,Groningen, The Netherlands

The results of an ab-initio SCF calculation of the hyperline coupling parameters in the n7r* lowest triplet state of p-ben-
zoquinone are reported and discussed. New results of a ring carbon-13 and oxygen-17 ENDOR study on the lowest triplet
state of p-benzoquinone are also reported. Excellent agreement with experiment is obtained for the anisotropic hyperfine
interaction constants which implies that the SCF description of the singly occupied orbitaIs is basically correct. The basic
picture of the lowest triplet excited state spin-density distribution that is obtained from theory and experiment is, that the
excited 7r-electron is delocalized over the molecule, while the n-electron is largely (0, 75%) confined to the oxygen atoms.
The effect of the delocalization of the n-electron however is clearly evident from the experiments.

I. Introduction

In the past couple ofyears there has been significant
progress in !he understanding of.the spectroscopie prop-
erties of the lowest D1T*states in p-benzoquinone
(PBQ). Especially from the pioneering work of Tromms-
dorff [I] it became clear that the quinones are very
special in the sense that their lowest optieally accessible
g and u D1T*electronie states are only split by a few
hundred wavenumbers. Moreover the lowest D1T*states

are quite isolated from higher excited stat es of the mo-
lecule. These features then make the p-benzoquinones

unique candidates for a detailed study of the effect of
pseudo Jahn- Teller coupling among near degenerate
states.

The qualitative effect of such a ne ar degeneracy is
weil understood [2] but a quantitative understanding

of the details of the optieal spectra in the quinones has
not been obtained yet.

In oUr laboratory we have made special studyof the

lowest D7T*triplet state in PBQ and some of its isotopes.
The lowest triplet state of PBQ is attractive for a

spectroscopie study as it shows sharp absorption and
emission spectra and therefore the effect of electric [3]
and magnetic [4] fields on these spectra can be analyzed

in great detail. Also EPR and ENDOR spectra of this
state of the molecule in mixed [5] and isotopieally
mixed [6,7] crystals may be obtained. Especially the
ENDOR experiments give new information on the wave-
functions of the unpaired electrons which play a domi-
nant Tole in the vibronie coupling process.

lri part I of this series [6] we have reported on the

spectroscopy of the lowest D1T*triplet state in PBQ. In
part 11 [7] the results of an EPR and proton-ENDOR
investigation on this state we re reported. In a recent
paper [8] we reported the results of an ENDOR study
on the carbonyl-carbon-13 hyperfine coupling in the

same state. In the present paper (part 111)we wish to
report some new ENDOR data on the lowest triplet
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Fig. 1. Choice ofaxis system and numbering of !he atoms in
p-benzoquinone.

state of p-benzoquinone and to confront all the ENDOR
data obtained so far [7,8] with the results of an ab-
initio SCF calculation on PBQ.

It will be shown that the ab-initio molecular orbitals

for the unpaired n and 1T-orbitals yield hyperfine inter-
action constants that compare very favourably with the
experimentally observed ones. From this fact it is con-
cluded that the SCF description of the singly occupied
orbitals is basically correct.

The ab-initio results are further decomposed into
atomic contributions which gives a detailed insight into
the various contributions to the hyperfine coupling.

From these calculations the limitations of a purely
semi-empirical analysis of the ENDOR data also be-
comes very clear.

2. Computational details

The ab-initio SCF calculation of the hyperfine cou-

pling constant in the lowest n1T*triplet state of PBQ
were carried out with the program SYMOL [9] writ-
ten by van der Velde. In the calculations the experi-
mental geometry ofthe ground state ofPBQ as reported
by Trotter [10] was used and the atoms are numered

as shown in fig. 1. The basis set used consisted of six
s and three p gaussian type orbitals (GTO's) on the C
and 0 atoms, and three s GTO's on the H atoms.

The basis functions were contracted to a double

zeta basis and the orbital exponents and the contraction
coefficients used .are identical to those previously em-
ployed by Jonkman et al. [11] in their calèulation of

the excitation energies of PBQ.
The main error in the present spin-density calcula-
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tion probably sterns from the neglect of all correlation

(spin-polarization) effects. Especially the ca1culated
spin-density of the s-orbitals on the carbonyl carbon
and oxygen is zero, because both open sheU orbitals
have nodes on these atoms. F or allother atoms both

the isotropie and anisotropic hyperfine parameters are
ca1culated. It should be noted that recently reported
proton ENDOR [7] measurements on PBQ have shown
that the molecule in the excited state is slightly distorted.
A further complication, when comparing theory and
experiments, arises from the fact that asymmetrie iso.

topic substitution in PBQ is known to affect slightly
the spin-density distribution in the lowest triplet state
[6] .In the present calculation we have ignored these
effects and assume that the molecule in the excited

state preserves the fuU D2h symmetry.

3. Experimental

The isotopically mixed crystals of PBQ were grown
in a Bridgeman furnace and cleaved or cut with a sharp

razorblade in the desired direction. 7)70-PBQ-h4 was
prepared through exchange of the 160-isotope with
oxygen-I7 enriched water (20%) in benzene, a procedure
described by Becker et al. [12]. The enrichment of 170
in PBQ obtained, was found to be ca. 16% and mixed

crystals with PBQ-d4 were grown containing ca. 0.6
mol % ofthe 170-PBQ isotope. The oxygen-I7 enriched
water was purchased from Stohler Isotopic Chemicals.

1,2,3,5, 6)3Cs-PBQ-h4 was synethesized through
oxidation of the corresponding aniline according to a
procedure described by Willstätter and Dorogi [13].

In fact UL)3C-analine (90 at%), also obtained from
Stohler Isotopic Chemicals, was used in the synthesis.
The ENDOR spectra of the oxidation product however
c1early showed that the phosphorescing species in a

PBQ-d4 mixed crystal was the 1,2,3,5, 6.13CçPBQ-h4
isotope. The UL)3C-PBQ-h4 species is either above or
too close to the PBQ-d4 host exciton band to act as a
trap.

For further details of the ENDOR set-up we refer
to previous reports of this laboratory on this subject
[7,8].



Table I
Fine-structure parameters and g-tensar principal values in the
lawest triplet state of 1,2,3,5,6-13Cs-PBQ-h4 and 7_170-PBQ-
h4 as guests ('" I mol %) in PBQ-d4 at 1.8 K as abtained from
high field aptically detected EPR measurements

- '----------.-.---.-----

1,2,3,5,6-13Cs-PBQ-h4 a) 7) 70-PBQ-h4
--.---

---~~--------_..._---_.------

a) Nate that also in th is PBQ isotope !he fine-structure tensor
is found to be ca. 5° rotated about the molecular z axes. In

the analysis of the EPR data it is further assumed that the
g- and fine-structure tensor spatially coincide.

4. Results

4.1. EPR and ENDOR data

Table I con tains the fine-structure parameters and
g-tensor principal values in the lowest triplet state of

PBQ of those isotopically substituted species whereof
we have obtained new ENDOR data. We will not com-

ment on these parameters in this paper but it is interest-
ing to note that the D fine-structure parameter of

7.170-PBQ is virtually identical [7] to that ofnormal

PBQ, while all other asymmetrically substituted PBQ's
have significant different D fine-structure parameters
[6-8]. The hyperfine interaction parameters of all
isotopes measured so far are displayed in table 2. The
proton and carbonyl-carbon-13 ENDOR data have been

previously reported but the non-carbonyl-carbon-13 and
oxygen-17 data are new. Table 2 shows that for 7.170-
PBQ we have only been able to determine the absOlute
value of the y-element of the oxygen hyperfine inter-
action constant.

The sign ambiguity in this case arises from the fact
that this hyperfine element was obtained from high field
EPR rather than ENDOR experiments. So far we have
not been able to detect any fine structure on the EPR
lines along !he x and z magnetic field directions and
therefore the x and z hyperfine elements are undeter-

mined. We have also failed to detect oxygen ENDOR
or CRENDOR transitions in 7.170-PBQ along any mag-

netic field direction. Further note that in 13C5-PBQ the
ortho non-carbonyl-carbon atoms (C2' C3) have dif-
ferent isotropic hyperfine interaction constants which
shows that !he spin-density distribution is sensitive to
isotopic substitution.

4.2. Ab-initio SCF hyperjine interaction constants

From the SCF triplet state wavefunction we have

Table 2

Measured and calculated hyperfine interaction parameters of p-benzoquinone in its lowest ll1T*triplet state. Note that all hyperfine

interaction constants are given in MHz and that 'Pz is the angle between the oxygen-axygen direction and the z-axis of the (locaI)
hyperfine tensor in the molecular plane

----------

a) The absolute numbering of C-2 or -3 is not known.

b) The proton-hyperfine interaction parameters of HI0 12 are slightly different,from th ase previausly reparted [7]. This is due ta
the fact that in the previaus analysis of the ENDOR'data, the sign of ane of !he off diaganal hyperfine tensor elements was chosen
wrongly. FulI report an these data wil! be given in a future publication [31].

c) In the calculations we have used the falIawing conversion factors far gei3~n~n; 79.063 MHz A3 far hydrogen, 19.890 MHz A3
far carbon and -10.716 MHz A3 for oxygen, where theg-values are assumed to be isotropic.
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D (MHz) - 2236(i 1.5) '" -2051

E(MHz) 116(i 1.0) '" 121

gxx 2.0053 (i 0.0010)

gyy 2.0043«i 0.0010)
gzz 2.01002(i 0.00015) '" 2.010

.----------..--.--------..---- -----..--..----------.-------.----.----------

Experimental Ab-initia calculated c)
---..--------

Axx Ayy Azz 'Pz Aiso Axx Ayy Azz 'Pz Aiso
-------------------.-----.---.----.-

Cl 9.0 -3.5 -5.5 0.0° -11.7 7.54 -3.55 -3.99 0.0° 0.00
C2a) 2.8 2.0 -4.7 -26° 17.4 2.93 1.55 -4.48 -25.0° 25.47
C3 2.8 2.0 -4.7 28° 19.3 2.93 1.55 -4.48 25.0° 25.47
07 154.51 '" 0° 2.61 -35.30 32.69 0.0° 0.00

H9,11 b) -3.1 4.7 -1.6 17.9° 9.6 -3.09 4.47 -1.38 14.5° 6.38

HIO,12 -3.1 4.7 -1.6 -12.4 ° 9.6 -3.09 4.47 -1.38 -14.5° 6.38
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Tabel 3

Deeomposition of the hyperfine interaction parameters into atomie contributions. Values in parentheses are interferenee eontribu-

tions and contributions of symmetry related atoms are taken together. AH hyperfine values are in MHz and <Pzis tbe angle between
tbe oxygen-oxygen direction and the z axis of tbe hyperfine tensor in tbe moleeular plane
-------------- ---.----.---. - - ---_---__n --------------------------_._-----

Axx Ayy Azz Azy Aiso

(a) - Cl hyperfine interaetions

C 2, 3, 5, 6 "Is" - 0.0 I ( 0.02) 0.01 (-0.02) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00) a)

H9,10,11,12 Is - 0.01 ( 0.02) 0.02 (-0.05) -0.01 ( 0.03) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

C 2, 3, 5, 6 "2s" - 0.30 (-0.14) 0.45 (0.29) -0.15 (-0.15) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00) a)

C 2, 3, 5, 6 2pz - 0.01 ( 0.06) 0.02 (-0.15) -0.01 ( 0.09) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

07, 8 2py - 1.76 (0.38) - 0.94 (-0.54) 2.70 ( 0.16) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

Cl, 4 2py - 1.18 (-0.13) 2.35 (0.34) -1.17 (-0.21) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

C2,3,5,6 2py - 0.25 (-0.26) 0.27 (0.43) -0.01 (-0.17) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

all n - 3.58 2.48 1.11 0.00 0.00

07, 8 2px - 0.46 (-0.77) - 0.96 (0.65) 1.42 ( 0.13) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

Cl,4 2px 11.62 (0.10) - 5.88 (0.26) -5.73 (-0.35) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

C 2, 3, 5, 6 2px - 0.10 ( 0.74) 0.22 (-0.30) -0.12 (-0.44) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

all 7T 11.12 - 6.02 -5.09 0.00 0.00

n+7T 7.54 - 3.54 -3.98 0.00 0.00

: + 7T

- 3.58 2.48 1.11 0.0° 0.00

diagonalised 11.12 - 6.02 -5.09 O.Oo(<pz) 0.00

7.54 - 3.54 -3.98 0.00 0.00

(b) - 07 hyperfine interactions

C2,3,5,6 "Is" 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00) a)

H9,10,11,12 Is 0.00 ( 0.01) 0.00 (-0.03) 0.00 ( 0.02) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

C 2, 3, 5, 6 "2s" 0.05 (--0.11) 0.00 (0.21) -0.05 (-0.10) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00) a)

C 2, 3, 5, 6 2pz 0.00 ( 0.04) 0.00 (-0.10) 0.00 ( 0.06) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

07, 8 2py 23.12 (-0.17) -46.19 (0.19) 23.07 (-0.02) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

Cl,4 2py 0.03 (-0.05) 0.02 (0.06) -0.05 (-0.01) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

C2,3,5,6 2py 0.03 (-0.04) 0.00 (0.11) -0.04 (-0.07) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

all n 22.92 -45.74 22.82 0.00 0.00

07, 8 2px -22.05 ( 0.79) 11.04 (-0.51) 11.01 (-0.28) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

Cl,4 2px 0.07 ( 0.74) 0.31 (-0.42) -0.38 (-0.32) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

C 2, 3, 5, 6 2px 0.05 ( 0.09) 0.02 ( 0.01) -0.07 (-0.10) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

all 7T -20.31 10.45 9.87 0.00 0.00

n+7T 2.61 -35.29 32.69 0.00 0.00

<Pz

(:+7T

22.92 -45.74 22.82 0.0° 0.00

diagonalised -20.31 10.45 9.87
O.Oo(<pz)

0.00
2.61 -35.29 32.69 0.0° 0.00
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Table 3 -(continued)

Axx Ayy Azz Azy Aiso
----------------

(c) - C2 hyperfine interactions

C2, 3, 5, 6 "Is"
-0.0 I ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.02 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.03) 37.87 (-6.81) a)

H9,10,11,12 Is -0.04 (-0.04) 0.04 ( 0.11) 0.00 (-0.07) 0.03 ( 0.03) 0.01 ( 0.53)

C 2, 3, 5, 6 "25" -0.04 ( 0.05) 0.00 (-0.09) 0.04 ( 0.04) 0.03 (-0.45) 2.01 (-9.16)a

C 2, 3, 5, 6 2pz -0.09 (-0.05) -0.09 (-0.03) 0.18 ( 0.07) 0.00 (-0.52) 0.03 ( 0.85)
07, 8 2py -0.40 (0.07) -0.14 ( 0.00) 0.54 (-0.07) -0.29 ( 0.08) 0.00 ( 0.03)

CI,4 2py -0.05 (-0.08) 0.04 ( 0.09) 0.01 (-0.02) -0.06 (-0.09) 0.00 (-0.05)

C 2, 3, 5, 6 2py -1.57 (-0.10) 2.98 (0.16) -1.41 (-0.06) 0.05 (-0.77)- 0.00 ( 0.16)

al1 n -2.40 3.06 -0.6f 1.89 25.4 7

07, 8 2px -0.18 (0.07) -0.06 ( 0.00) 0.24 (-0.07) -0.16 ( 0.08) 0.00 ( 0.00)

CI,4 2px -0.22 ( 0.31) 0.24 (-0.10) -0.02 (-0.21) -0.27 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00)

C 2, 3, 5, 6 2px 5.04 (0.26) -2.58 (-0.09) -2.46 (-0.17) 0.02 (-0.05) 0.00 ( 0.00)

al1 1T 5.29 -2.60 -2.69 - 0.38 0.00

n+1T 2.88 0.46 -3.35 1.51 25.47

<Pz

(+1T

-2.36 3.88 -1.52 -22.8° 25.4 7

diagonalised 5.29 -2.26 -3.03
-41.5° (<Pz) 0.00

2.93 1.55 -4.48 -25.0° 25.4 7

(d) - H9 hyperfine interactions

C 2, 3, 5, 6 "Is" -0.07 ( 0.05) 0.08 (-0.08) -0.0 I ( 0.02) 0.09 (-0.05) 0.00 ( 0.00) a)

H9,10,11,l2 Is -0.01 (-0.02) 0.00 (-0.17) 0.01 ( 0.19) 0.00 ( 0.10) 3.82 ( 1.12)
C 2, 3, 5, 6 "25" -0.86 ( 0.70) 1.38 (-0.59) -0.52 (-0.11) 0.89 (-1.03) 1.45 (-4.48) a)
C 2, 3, 5, 6 2pz -0.02 ( 0.04) 0.00 (-0.14) 0.02 ( 0.11) 0.00 (-0.04) 0.07 ( 0.59)
07, 8 2py -1.12 ( 0.11) 0.84 (-0.17) 0.29 (0.06) -1.11 ( 0.06) 0.00 ( 0.01)
CI,4

2py -0.06 (-0.04) 0.10 (0.08) -0.04 (-0.04) 0.00 ( 0.04) 0.00 ( 0.00)
C 2, 3, 5, 6

2py -0.97 ( 5>.24) 0.60 (-0.24) 0.37 ( 0.00) 1.59 (-0.50) 2.28 ( 1.54)

al1 n -2.04 1.69 0.35 0.07 6.38

07, 8 2px -0.50 ( 0.17) 0.43 (-0.23) 0.07 (0.06) -0.47 ( 0.12) 0.00 ( 0.00)
CI,4 2px -0.48 ( 0.01) 0.87 (0.17) -0.38 (-0.19) 0.05 ( 0.23) 0.00 ( 0.00)
C 2, 3, 5, 6 2px -0.15 (-0.10) 0.85 (0.32) -0.70 (-0.22) 1.26 ( 0.16) 0.00 ( 0.00)

all 1T -1.05 2.41 -1.36 1.35 0.00
n+1T -3.09 4.10 -1.01 1.42 6.38

<Pz

(+1T

-2.04 1.70 0.35 2.8° 6.38
diagona!ised -1.05 2.85 - 1. 80 17.8°(<Pz) 0.00

-3.09 4.47 - 1.38 14.5° 6.38

a) In the SCF wavefunction the carbon "2s" orbita! contains only the "outer" part of the atomic carbon 2s orbita!. For computationa!
convenience the "inner" part isjoined to the atomic Is orbita! to form the "Is" carbon SCF orbita!.



calculated the isotropic and anisotropic hyperfine in-
teraction constants and the results are also given in
table 2. The table shows that the overall agreement,
especially in the case of the anisotropic hyperfine in-

teraction constants (Aaniso)' between theory and ex-
periment is very good. The calculation of the orienta-
tion of the principal axes of the hyperfine tensors is
also in good agreement with experiment.

In order to be able to give more physical insight

into the "meaning" of the results of the theoretical
calculation we have unravelled the anisotropic hyper-
fine elements into atomic contributions. The results

of this decomposition are gathered in table 3, which

will form the basis for the following discussion.
A first conclusion we draw, from a look at table 3

is, that interference contributions (the sum of all atom-

ic non-diagonal hyperfine interaction terms) to Aaniso'
which in table 3 are within parentheses, are not negli-
gible. In a McConnel-Strathdee [14] and point-
dipole [15] calculation of the anisotropic hyperfine
interaction constants these terms are not fully taken
into account.

A second interesting conclusion is, that in a mole-
cule of the size of PBQ for a calculation of the aniso-

tropic hyperfine interaction constants, the complete
unpaired electron density distributión has to be taken

into account. This, of course, makes a purely semi-
empirical determination of the excited state spin-den-
sity distribution extremely difficult.

We now proceed by discussing in greater detail,
per atom, the highlights of table 3.

S. Discussion of the results

5.1. The carbonyl-carbon atom

Table 3a shows that the main contribution to

Aaniso'as exptected [8], is due to 2Px(1r) density at
carbon itself. From a net population analysis (vide

infra) it follows that the net 1r-"spin-density" re~iding
at this carbon atom is 0.156. We then calculate ï a

value of 150 MHz for the carbon-13 hyperfine interac-
tion constant per unit 1rspin-density. This number is

t In all calculations the nonnalization condition 'E.iPP+ 'E.;Pf
= I isused,notehoweverthat in table4 then and7T"spin-

densities" individually are normalized ('E.;pr='E.ti = 1).
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in good agreemen t with the value of 156 MHz reported
by Adam and Weissman [16] and some 15%higher
than the value reported by Smith et al. [17]. This
latter value was recently used by us in a preliminary
analysis ofthe carbon-13 ENDOR data [8].

Table 3a further shows that the contribution of

the 2py(n) spin-density is far from negligible. Especial-
Iy the contribution of the n spin-density residing at
oxygen and carbon itself is shown to be important.
Table 3a also shows that the contributions of the n

and 1rspin-density to A anisa are indeed of opposite
sign. This confirms one of our previous assumptions
made in the semi-empirical analysis of the carbon-13
ENDOR data [8] .

The isotropic hyperfine interaction constant is cal-
culated to be zero. lts finite values (-11.7 MHz) there-

fore must be due to mixing with excited configurations

in which open ag and b Iu orbitaIs are occupied. Semi-
empirically we can calculate Ais.. using the relation
derived by Broze and Luz [18,19] for the carbon-13 iso-

tropic hyperfine coupling. They obtain the following
relation: - -

A~(Cl)= 145.9PC, --38.9 (Pc, +PC)-68.0Po, MHz.

For the n-contribution the followingrelation then
seemsplausible:

A~o(Cl) = -68.0 p~, MHz.

For the lowest triplet state in PBQ we then calculate,

using the gross atomic population (GAP) spin-density
of table 4 (vide infra)

A~7T(Cl)= -9.5 MHz,

which is in reasonabie agreement with the experimental
value. The carbon-13 isotropic hyperfine coupling thus
is dominated by polarization effects mainly of the n
spin-density at oxygen.

5.2. The oxygen atom

Table 3b clearly shows that the oxygen hyperfine
interaction parameters are almost exclusively due to

n and 1rspin-density residing at the oxygen atom itself.
The implication of this result is that measurement of

these hyperfine parameters combined with knowledge
of the oxygen atomic hyperfine interaction constant

gives a precise determination ofthe 2Px(1r) and 2p/n)
density at oxygen.



Our measurements of the total (isotropie plus aniso-

tropic) hyperfine interaction constant IAyy + Aisol sug-
gests thatA. '" -19.2 MHz. The alternatJve choice ofLlO
Aiso '" 89.8 MHz is rejected as this would have certain-
Iy led to an observable hyperfine pattern for the mag-
netic field along the x and z molecular axes. The SCF

calculation thus predicts hyperfine splittings of -16.6
and 13.5 MHz of the EPR transitions along the x and
z molecular directions. Using the calculated n net atom-
ic population of 0.394 at oxygen (vide infra) we calcu-
late for the oxygen atomic interaction constant -235
MHz.

Morton [20] has calculated a value of -288 MHz

for this constant but from the EPR measurements by
Wong and Lunsford [21] on the 170- ion this constant

is found to be -231 MHz, in good agreement with our
calculation. We further note that from the 1fnet atomic

population density this constan t is calcula ted to be

-200 MHz. This result shows that one cannot expect
atomic hyperfine interaction constants to be identical
for 1fand n electrons. This fact introduces an extra un-

certainty in a semi-empirical analysis ofhyperfine in-
teraction constants.

5.3. The non-carbony/-carbon atom

The dominant contribution to Aaniso in trus case
arises from the 2px and 2p spin-density residing at
the ring-carbon itself. The interference contributions

however, especially from the unpaired n-density distri-
bution, are not negligible. Table 3d further shows that

the zz element of the hydrogen atom hyperfine tensor
is almost exc1usively determined by the 1fdensity at the
neighbouring carbon atom. Using the experimentally

obtained value Azz = -1.6 MHz we then calculate

[19,22] for the 1fdensity at C2' Pc, = 0.09 which is
in good agreement with the GAP spin-density ofLable
4. We have also analyzed the contributions of the dif-
ferent atomic orbitals to the isotropic hyperfine inter-
action constant of the ring-carbon atom. Table 3c shows

that this constant is mainly determined by the unpaired
spin-density in the s-orbitals of carbon. lnterference

effects in this case are also found to be very important.
In a semi-empirical treatment of the isotropic hyper-
fine coupling we would have assumed thatonly the

carbon 2s spin-density is responsible for A~o'
The 1f-contribution to the isotropic hyperfine inter-

action can be calculated using the semi-empirical rela-

tion derived by Karplus and Fraenkel [23] :

Aiso(C2)=99.7 PC, - 38.9 (p~, + P~3 )MHz.

Using the GAP spin-density of table 4 we ca1culate

A~(C2) = --0.4 MHz. We then "find", using the mean

experimental value of Aiso(C2,C3) of 18.3 MHz, for
A~o: 18.3 + 0.4 = 18.7 MHz. For unit spin-density in a
2s carbon orbital the isotropic hyperfine splitting is
known to be 3342 MHz [23]. We then calculat'e for the

2s spin-density of carbon (2) Pc = 0.0 II which com-
pares very nicely with the GAP ;pin-density displayed
in table 4.

5.4. The hydrogen atom

Table 3d shows that there are numerous contribu-

tions to the anisotropic hyperfine coupling tensor of
hydrogen. It therefore seems virtually impossible to cal-

culate these tensor elements semi-empirically with any
accuracy. The excellent agreement between the mea-

sured and calculated anisotropic hyperfine parameters
of this atom further supports the idea that the SCF de-

scription of the singly occupied 1fand n-orbitals is basic-
ally correct.

We have also decomposed the hydrogen isotropie
hyperfine coupling into atomic contributions and the
results are also given in table 3d. Note that the inter-

ference contribution from the carbon 2s orbital gives
the largest contribution to the isotropie hyperfine cou-
pling. In a previous semi-empirical treatment of the pro-
ton ENDOR [7], we assumed only the Is spin-density
at hydrogen itself to be responsible for the observed
isotropic hyperfine coupling constant. In that calcula-
tion we ignored the contributions from other atoms and
table 3d shows that this is c1early not warranted. The
previous calculated Is density at hydrogen thus must
be considered an upper limit.

Further note that the experimentally measured value

of the proton hyperfine coupling parameter also con-
tains a contribution of polarization due to the unpaired
1fdensity. Taking th is into account we calculate for

A~o = 12.7 MHz which is twice as large as the value of
6.39 MHz, obtained from an ab-initio calculation. This

large discrepancy is mainly due to the fact that the

wavefunction we use is known [24] to givea poor de-
script10n near the nucleus.
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6. The excited state spin-density distribution

In a semi-empirical analysis of hyperfine interaction
constants one calculates a spin-density distribution
rather than a wavefunction. Of course in the MO pic-
ture the wavefunction is spread out over the entire of

the molecule (atoms and bonds) and the usage of atom-
ic spin-densities can onIy be considered a first approxi-
mation. It is still very useful, especialIy when discussing
chemical reactivity, to construct a picture of the spin-
density distribution in a state.
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Fig. 2. The calculated gross atomic population (GAP) in the n
and 1T* orbitaIs of the lowest triplet state of p-benzoquinone.
Note that the size of the orbital is chosen to be proportional
to the square root of the GAP.
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From the SCF wavefunction we can calculate what

is known as the net atomic population (NAP) and the
gross atomic population (GAP) [25] distribution. The
NAP of an orbital at an atom is found by taking the
square of the coefficient of this AO in the SCFMO. In
the GAP the overlap contributions among different
atoms are also taken into account. They are divided
equally among the corresponding atoms and then added
to the NAP. The GAP "spin-density distribution"
should thus come closest to the spin-density distribu-

tion derived empirically. The semi-empirical calculations

of the 2px and 2s spin-density at the non-carbonyl-
carbon atom support this idea. Table 4 contains the
net and gross atomic populations as ca1culated from the
SCF triplet state wavefunction.

. Note that the overlap corrections introduce appre-
ciable shifts in the "spin-density distribution", which

illustrates that an atomic spin-density distribution onIy
gives a rough picture of the wavefunction. The GAP

spin-density distribution in both the singly occupied n
and 1T*orbital is pictured in fig. 2. These pictures show
that the unpaired 1T-electron is a1inost ~qually divided
among the carbonyl groups and the central ringsystem.
The unpaired n-electron density in contrast is largely
confined (75%) to the oxygen atoms.

We further no te that the 1T-electron spin-density dis-
tribution in the lowest triplet state of PBQ is very similar
to the one determined for the p-benzo-semiquinone
radical [26]. This c~nfirms a previous assumption made
[7] that the correlation effects between the n and 1T-
electron are small. As this was also shown to be the case

for the 1Tand 1T*-electron in the lowest triplet state of
naphthalene [27] it does not seem to be farfetched to
suggest that presumably in general for large molecules
correlation effects between the unpaired electrons are
small. This than seems a very useful rule of thumb in a
semi-empirical analysis of the spin-density distribution
in the lowest photo-excited triplet state of (hetero-)
aromatics.

7. Summary and conclusions

This paper contains the results of an ab-initio calcu-
lation of the hyperfine coupling parameters in the lowest
triplet state of p-benzoquinone.

A general conclusion is that interference effect con-

tributions to the hyperfine splittings cannot always be

Tab!e 4

Gross (GAP) and net (NAP) atomic population densities as cal-
culated from the ab-initia scr wavefunction of the lowest n1T

*

triplet state in p.benzoquinone

GAP NAP

C2, 3, 5, 6 "Is" < 0.001 0.004

H9,10,1l,12 Is 0.007 0.006

C2,3,5,6 "2s" 0.012 0.046

C2, 3, 5, 6 2pz 0.001 0.002

07, 8 2py
0.370 0.394

Cl, 4 2py 0.016 0.012

C2,3,5,6 2py
0.036 0.033

1.000 1.176

07, 8 2px 0.153 0.220

Cl, 4 2px 0.163 0.156

C2, 3, 5, 6 2px 0.092 0.066

1.000 1.016



ignored. Analysis of the calculations further shows that
only the oxygen hyperfine coupling parameters are
completely determined by the rr and n spin-density
residing at oxygen and full determination of these param-
eters still remainsdesirable. The excellent agreement be-
tween the experiments and calculations leads us to the
conclusion that the SCF description of the singly occu-

pied orbitals is basically correct.
The conclusion then is that the unpaired rr-electron

is delocalized over the molecule, while the n-electron is

largely confined to the oxygen atoms. The effect of the
delocalization of the n-electron however is clearly re-

cognizable and cannot be ignored in the analysis of the
ENDOR data. In this regard we find it very surprising
that Hutchison and KoWer [28] and Anderson and
KoWer [29], in an analysis of the proton-ENDOR data

of diphenylmethylene were able to consistently inter-
pret their results by assuming that the a spin-density
in this molecule is completely localized at the methyl-
ene carbon atom. This paper shows that in the case of
PBQ such an assumption would have completely failed.
The excited state electron spin-density distribution ob-
tained for PBQ also justifies one of our previous as-
sumptions [6], namely that the contribution of the
second-order spin-orbit coupling at oxygen completely
dominates the fine-structure parameter of PBQ.

Finally the ab initio SCF wavefunctions used in this
study should provide an excellent basis for vibronic
coupling calculations [30] on the lowest triplet state
of PBQ.
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CHAPTER 6

STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF TUE LOWEST TRIPLET STATE IN p-BENZOQUINONE.
IV. TUE EFFECT OF MILD SUBSTITUTION ON TUE PROTON ENDOR SPECTRA

Jan H. LICHTENBELT and Douwe A. WIERSMA

Laboratory for PhysicalChemistry. Universityof Groningen.Groningen. The Netherlands

The effect of mild (deuterium and methyl) substitution on the proton ENDOR spectra in the lowe,t fin * triplet state

of p-benzoquinone is reported and analyzed. The conclusion is that, as recently suggested by Merienne-lafore and
Trommsdorff, p-benzoquinone in its lowest triplet state is best described as a dimer.

1. Introduction

In the past couple of years several papers on the
optical [1-3] and magnetic resonance spectroscopy
[4] of the lowest triplet state in p.benzoquinone

(PBQ) have appeared. Weil established now is the fact

that the lowest fi1r* triplet state (Big) in PBQ is
strongly vibronically coupled to a nearby (340 cm-i)
Au fi1T*triplet state. The effect of this coupling mani-
fests itself most dramatically in the extreme
sensitivity of the optical and magnetic resonance
spectra towards iso topic substitution [5-7]. Our
understanding of this isotope effect, even on a qualita-
tive level, however, is still marginal. This motivated us
to a further study of the effect of mild (deuterium and

methyl) substitution on the proton ENDOR spectra
ofPBQ.

In this fmal report on proton ENDOR spectra of
PBQ we are specifically concerned with PBQ.h4,
PBQ-dh3 and PBQ-CU3 (toluquinone, TOL).
Additional (incomplete) data of2,6 PBQ-dzhz,
PBQ-d3h and mono deutero (ring) toluquinone are
also reported and used to support assignments made.
Analysis of the data shows that mono deutero.
and methyl-substitution in PBQ leaves the CZv
symmetry (approximately) of the unsubstituted half
of the molecule virtually intact. This finding lends

support to the hypothesis, recently forwarded by
Merienne-Lafore and Trommsdorff [8] that PBQ may
be considered as a dimer for its lowest n11*(singlet
and triplet) states.

2. Experimental details

All isotopically mixed crystals used were grown

from the Bridgman furnace with a guest concen-
tration of about I mole %. Ringdeuterated
toluquinone-d3 was obtained by an (acid) exchange
of the corresponding hydroquinone followed by an
oxidation with chromic acid as described by

Charney and Becker [9] . PBQ-d3h was found as an
"impurity" in pure PBQ-d4 and TOL-dhz as a by-
product in the formation of TOL-d3. The other
materials were obtained as described previously [5].

The setup used to detect the excited state mag-

netic resonance signals (EPR and ENDOR) has also
been described [5,6] and we emphasize that all

results reported here were obtained at about 2 K.
The 9 and D tensors of the species studied and given
in table I were determined through angular depen-

dent measurements of the magnetic field value at
which the optically detected !:>Ms=:t I EPR transi-

tions occurred. "Half field" (!:>Ms= :t 2), LAC and
CR magnetic field values we re also used to improve
the accuracy of the tensor elements. In all cases we
found that the 9 and D tensors coincide. In addition,

for toluquinone we find that the 9 and D tensors
coincide with a molecular axes system whereby the
z axis is the oxygen-oxygen axis, the y "in plane"
axis parallel to the c1eavage plane [10] and the
x axis perpendicular to both. For p-benzoquinone
we find instead, that while the z axis of the 9 and D

tensors coincides with the oxygen-oxygen direction
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Table I

g- and fine structure tensors in the lowest n7T' triplet state of p-benzoquinone and toluquinone

al From ref. [5].

b) From the position of the f>Ms = 2 transition of PBQ-2,6dzhz and PBQ-d3h measured in the same crystal it is concluded that

Edzhz < Ed3h.

cr Values given are obtained from one measurement whereby the magnetic field is parallel to each principal axis.

the y axis is rotated some -5 degrees from the
molecular plane. A recent low-temperature crystal
structure determination of p-benzoquinone shows
r 11] that the molecular plane is tilted 3.20 away

wu
z
wu'"w
co

~
I

"
'" 80 z:L "a.,.

IS '9 20 MHz
',,,oe

Fig. I. Optically detected ENDOR spectrum of PBQ-dh 3

as guest in PBQ-d4 at I.§ K with the permanent magnetic
field at an angle of -15 from the z axis in a (nearly)
molecular plane. Note that the approximate1: 2: 1:2
intensity ratio of the four ENDOR lines derives from six

possible inequivalent protons. The ENDOR spectrum is
from theMs = -1 electron spin state with a free proton

frequency Vp = 10.377 MHzand an EPR frequency
VEPR '" 9.04 GHz.
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from the cleavage (20Ï) plane. The proton ENDOR

data taken at the AMs = -1 transition were used to
determine the hyperfine tensors A. CRENDOR [6]
data were also obtained and used for additional

(sign) information.
In a primary fitting procedure only three hyper-

fine elements we re least-square fitted. For ENDOR
the first order frequency equation [5] was used and
for CRENDOR the fuU 6 x 6 hamiltonian matrix

(S= 1,1= 7i)was diagonalised [6]. At least three
(nearly) perpendicular rotation planes were used in
the total fit of aU six hyperfine elements. The signs of
the rotation angles, whieh determine the sign of the
nondiagonal hyperfine elements, we re obtained
from the ENDOR data of the two translational

inequivalent molecules (for the Axy and Axz
elements) or by the angular dependence of the
EPR for both these two molecules. As in toluquinone
the x.axes of the two translational inequivalent
molecules coincide, our ENDOR data were not

accurate enough to discriminate between two (very
similar) solutions of the hyperfine tensors. In aU

calculations we have further assumed the hyperfine
tensor to be symmetrie and ignored the nuclear
dipole-dipole interactions.

3. Results

Fig. I shows an example of an ENDOR spectrum
obtained for PBQ-dh3 in PBQ-d4at 2 K. Note that
the spectrum contains only four lines of alternating
intensity (approximately I : 2 : I : 2). The same was

PBQ-h4 a) PBQ-dh 3a) PBQ-2,6dzhz PBQ-d 3h TOL-h3 TOL-6dhz c)

X(MHz) -798.2 -915.5 -1317(5) -1392

Y(MHz) -569.1 -705.5 b) b) - 912(5) -1023
Z(MHz) 1376.3 1621.0 2282 2065 2229(1) 2415

gxx 2.0045 2.0045 2.0042(13) 2.0047

gyy 2.0035 2.0038 2.0038(12) 2.0040

gzz 2.00994 2.01038 2.0108 2.0107 2.01084(14) 2.01131

host PBQ-d4 TOL-d3
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Fig. 2. ENDOR spectrum of toluquinone-h3 in toluquinone-d3
of the Ms = -1 electron spin state and with the magnetic
field parallel to the y axis. Three of the methyl proton
ENDOR lines at about 23 MHz and the aromatic protons
are found at higher frequencies for this orientation.

vp = 15.670 MHz and VEPR = 9.095 GHz.

observed for aH orientations of the mixed crystal.

For PBQ-CH3 in ring deuterated PBQ-CH3 six
proton ENDOR lines were observed for aH crystal

orientations. A typical example of an ENDOR

0
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RNGLEOF ROTRTION IOEG.)

Fig. 3. Computer fitted (solid lines) and experimental proton
ENDOR frequencies versus angle of rotation in the (nearly)
molecular plane of PBQ-h4 in the lowest mr' triplet state,
as guest in PBQ-d4 crystal at 1.8 K. Note that zero degrees
is close to the z axis. Protons 9 and 11 are marked by a
cirele and protons 10 and 12 by a square. See fig. 6 for
numbering of protons.

,.:

-40 -30 -20 -10 0 la 20 30 40
RNGLEOF ROTRTIONIOEG.)

Fig. 4. Computer fits of PBQ-dh3 proton ENDOR
frequeneies. See also text to fig. 3. Experimental intensities
for the protons numbered 9 (0):10(+):11(6):12(0) is
approximately 1:2:2:1.

spectrum is shown in fig. 2. The triplet of lines (near
23 MHz) is assigned to the methyl-protons, while the

öther lines must be due to ring-protons.
Figs. 3,4 and 5 give an impression of the fit

obtained between the experiment al points and the
cUrves calculated by the computer from the spin-

hamiltonian (eq..4 of ref [5]) with the hyperfine
interactioIis inc1uded.

The final hyperfine tensors obtained for aH ring
prot ons in perproto, mono-deutero and methyl
p-benzoquinone are gathered in the appendix.
First note that the fin al results given here for
PBQ-h4 are somewhat different from the ones
reported previously [5]. This is due to the fact that
in the original fit a wrong choice was made in the
sign of one of the off-diagonal hyperfine tensor
elements.

Note also that for PBQ-CH3 we are left with two
solutions for the hyperfine coupling tensors.
Fortunately, the difference between the two solutions
is smaH and of no importance-in the context of the

present paper. The hyperfine coupling tensors of the
methyl protons have also been determined but they

will be reported and discussed in a forthcoming paper
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Fig. 5. Computer fits of the proton ENDOR frequencies
of TOL-h3 as guest in TOL-d3 crystal. See also text to fig. 3.

The three lowest lines show the angle dependences of
the methyl protons. Note that the two aromatic protons
of TOL-dhz give about the same angle dependences as the
protons of TOL-h 3 marked with <)and x (numbers 11 and
10, respectively) measured from -10' until +25'. The proton
with number 12 (+) is lacking in TOL-dhz.

[14] .Finally , we have summarized in table 2

the round off principal values of the hyperfine
coupling constants in a form more suitable for

discussion.Note that in the case of PBQ-h4 and

PBQ-dh 3 the average is given of the nearly equivalent
proton hyperfine coupling constants.

4. Discussion

The main problem of this paper is to assign the
different hyperfine interaction tensors to specific
protons.

In the parent compound, PBQ-h4 this is a trivial
problem. The molecule is at a center of inversion and

protons positioned para with respect to one another
are equivalent. The protons ortho to one another are
not related by a space group symmetry element and
may therefore be different. The slightly different
proton hyperfine coupling tensors observed are

therefore ascribed to protons being ortho to another
and the difference is caused by the crystal field.

The assignment in the case of PBQ-dh3 and
PBQ-CH3 is less trivial and will be given in the follow-
ing sections. In fig. 6 the axes and at om numbering in
p-benzoquinone is given whereby the substituent is
attached t~, unless stated otherwise, carbon at om 2.

4.1. Proton ENDOR assignment in mono deutero
p-benzoquinone

As stated before, in the proton END OR spectrum
of PBQ-dh3 in PBQ-d4 we observe four transitions, of
which two have (roughly) double the intensity of the

other ones. This observation surprised us, as six
separate transitions we re expected. The above observa-
tion however can, in principle, be explained in three

Table 2

Short review of the experimentaJ hyperfine tensors of PBQ-h4, PBQ-dh3 and TOL-h3 as given in the appendix. Given are
the diagonaJized tensor elements, the angle of rotation 'i'z between the molecular z axis and the projection of the hyperfine
z axis in the molecular plane and the isotropie hyperfine interaction in MHz. AH the hyperfine x axes are nearly perpendicu-
lar to the molecular plane
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Axx A)'Y Azz <Pz Aiso Notes

-3.06 4.66 :t15
0

9.60 inversion symmetryPBQ-h 4 -1.60

PBQ-dh 3 -3.34 4.63 -1.29 :t13° 8.92 protons 9 and 12 (int. 1)
-2.91 4.85 -1.94 :t19° 9.76 protons 10 and 11 (int. 2)

2.51
0

methyl protons AA = (Al + Az + A3)TOL-h3 -1.70 -0.81 50 5.10
-2.10 5.95 -3.85 -280 8.65 aromatic proton 10
-1.95 5.24 -3.29 250 8.80 aromatic proton 11
-3.85 4.42 -0.59 - 4 5.85 aromatic proton 12
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Fig. 6. The crystal structure of toluquinone (TOL) from
Trommsdorff et aL [10,15] and oflp-benzoquinone (PBQ)
as determined by van Bolhuis and Kiers [11] -Drawn are
the projections in the cleavage planes. In both crystals there
is a 21 screw axis parallel to the horizontal axis of the
figure. The TOL molecules are parallel to the (100)
crystal plane, while the PBQ molecules are 3.2' rotated
around the 0-0 direetion, from the (20Ï) plane.

different ways. The first possible explanation rests

on the assumption that protons 10 and 12 are
equivalent. The PBQ-dh3 molecule would thus still
have, interaction wise, a "center of symmetry". This
however is incompatible with the optical spectra of

the molecule [3].
A second possible explanation relies on the

assumption that substitution of the deuterium atom
on either the 2 or 3 position would result in identical
free molecule hyperfine interaction parameters for

protons 11 and 12. This assumption however, seems
in direct conflict with the proton ENDOR spectra of

1.13C-p-benzoquinone [6]. In this molecule four
proton ENDOR signals are observed arising from two
groups of nearly equivalent protons. While PBQ on
carbonyl.13C substitution, thus retains an approxi-
mate av(z) minor plane (only approximate through
the crystal field) the orthogonal minor plane av(Y) is
lost. This last minor plane av(y) is thus certainly not
expected to be present in PBQ-dh3'

The only explanation then consistent with all
other data (e.g. optical Stark effect) is that deuterium
substitution on either position 2 or 6 results in
identical free molecule hyperfine interaction para-

meters forprotons in positions 10 and 11. The small

absolute difference in hyperfine coupling of protons
10 and II is presumably only caused by the crystal
field.

The assignments of the different hyperfine coupl-
ing tensors to the different protons can now be made,
using only the predicted angle of rotation [7] of the
in-plane hyperfine tensor axes. The assignment made
is also included in table 2.

Note that the molecule on isotopic substitution

retains approximate C2v symmetry at the unsubstitu-
ted half.

b. 4.2. Proton ENDOR assignments in toluquinone

As table 2 shows in toluquinone, two of the

aroma tic protons have quite similar hyperfine inter-
action constants while the third proton exhibits a

rather different hyperfine splitting. Again, in
principle, there are three possible assignments for
the third (exceptional) proton. However in view of

the assignment made in mono-deutero p-berizo-
quinone we assign the third proton t,o position 12.
The other assignments are then easily made and
included in table 2.

The following additional measurements on a ring-
deuterated isotope of toluquinone support our
assignmen t. In isotopically mixed crystals of
toluquinone we have also measured proton ENDOR
spectra of a mono ring substituted deutero isotope
of toluquinone. In this isotope, as given in fig. 5, the
exceptional proton evidently was replaced by
deuterium. Moreover, measurement of the fine-
structure constants of this isotopic impurity revealed
this isotope to have a significantly larger fine
structure parameter D (see table I) than toluquinone
itself. As we have found that the fine-structure para-
meter Dof PBQ-2,6d2h2exceeds that of PBQ-dh3
(as shown in table I), this finding is only consistent
with the assumed deuterium substitution in position

12. Additional support for the assignments made may
be derived from the resulting relationship between the
fine-structure parameter D and the angle of rotation
(in the molecular plane) ~ of the proton hyperfine
tensor. In fig. 7 we have displayed all data available

on isotopes of p-benzoquinone and note that there
is a very consistent relationship between ~ and D.
Also note that the methyl perturbation nicely fits

into this picture.
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Fig. 7. The rotation angle "of the y-z proton hyperfine
submatrices (of the lowest n1T*triplet state) versus the
fine structure parameter D. The proton numbering is:
9(0), 10(0), 11(0), 12(.). Al! molecules are PBQ as

guest in PBQ.J4 except lt~e tGluquinones (Tq~) which
are guests In TOL.J3. Cs means 1,2,3,5,6 CS -PBQ [6J.
Note that Id"jdD I for protons 9 and 12 is about twice
as large as for protons 10 and 11.

We remark here that the assignment made seemsin
direct conflict with the one previously made in the
tolusemiquinone ion by Venkataraman et al. [12].
These authors, assuming"sum addition rules" to hold
for the isotropic hyperfine constant, concluded that
in the tolusemiquinone ion the isotropie hyperfine
constant of proton II and 12 are almost identical.
Prom oUr experiments we must conclude however,
that in the lowest n7r* triplet state of toluquinone the
hyperfine tensors of protons 10 and II are very
similar. It is hard to imagine [-7, 12] that the 11spin
density distribution in the lowest triplet state is so
dissimilar from that found in the tolusemiquinone
and we therefore conclude that the previous assign-
ments made for the hyperfine couplings in toluse-
miquinone are erroneous.

S. Conclusions

The main conclusion ofthis paper is that the hypo-
thesis,put forward by Merienne-Lafore and Tromms-
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dorff [8] , thatp-benzoquinone in its lowest n11*singlet
and triplet statesmay be considered asadim er, is correct.

The isotope effect on the fine structure and
hyperfine structure constants in p-benzoquinone then
basically derives from two effects. The first one is
that "isotopic" (deuterium, methyl) substitution
changesthe zero-order excitation energy of the
substituted fragment. The second one is that isotopic
substitution in general wil! also effect the vibronic
mixing between the monomer excited n11*states.

It seemsworthwhile then to comment here on our

observation [7] that isotopic substitution of
oxygen-16 by oxygen-17 or -18 hardly affects the
fine-structure parameter Din PBQ. In view of our
present understanding of the isotopic effect we can
only interpret this asevidence for the fact that the
oxygen atom is at rest in the modes that vibronically
mix the near degeneraten11*triplet states.

Finally our EPR and proton ENDOR measure-
ments show that there is a very distinct correlation
between the increase in D, gzz (tabIe I) and the
change ofthe hyperfine tensor elements (tabIe 2)
on isotopic substitution. In mono deutero
p-benzoquinone we seef,om the hyperfine data in
table 2 that the absolute value ofAxx becomes
larger at the substituted site of the molecule.

Results of previously reported [7] calculations of
the proton anisotropic hyperfine elements show that
the increaseof IAxx I, in a substituted "dimer" , can
be explained by assuming a slight "localization" of
the n11*excitation, on the oxygen of the substituted
fragment. This idea is also confirmed by semi-
empirical calculations of the Derbyshire type [13].
The importance of charge transfer in the n11*excita-
tion is not assessedby the experiments presented.
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Appendix

Experimental proton hyperfine tensor elements
(in MHz) of the lowest n11*triplet state of



p-benzoquinone and toluquinone, given in the
molecular axes system. The relation between the
molecular and crystal axes system is given in fig. 6.
In parentheses are given the errors by the ENDOR

experiments.

PBQ-h4:
proton 10 and 12:

6.664(20)
-0.757(42) 13.732(34)

0.165(12) -1.797(7) 8.536(5)
proton 9 and 11:

6.814(17)
1.389(33) 13.477(28)

0.108(11) 1.555(5) 8.416(4)

PBQ-dh3 (with the excitation "localized" on the
9-12 side)
proton 9:

5.705(41)
-0.885(80) 13.211(65)
-0.258(18) 1.194(11) 7.894(5)
proton 10:

6.884(24)
-0.396(67) 14.045(46)

0.059(10) -2.126(8) 8.515(4)
proton 11:

6.956(32)
-0.783(96) 13.724(72)
-0.338(24) 1.924(13) 8.461(6)

proton 12:
5.601(30)

-0.381(115) 13.181(63)
-0.023(20) -1.384(9) 7.981(5)

TOL-h3
Given are two indistinguishable (by experimental

errors) solutions.
Solu tion one:

aromatic proton 10:
6.594(86)
0.221(54) 12.470(40)

-0.051(45) -4.027(48) 6.906(25)
aromatic proton 11:

6.831(95)
-0.091(59) 12.497(39)

0.061(47) 3.295(49) 7.080(25)

aromatic proton 12:
2.022(23)
0.098(10) 10.288(8)
0.005(1 I) -0.391(11) 5.288(6)

Solution two:
aromatic proton JU:

6.515(77)
-0.296(46) 12.527(35)

-0.002(38) -4.005(40) 6.910(21)
aromatic proton 11:

6.865(88)
0.172(45) 12.474(36)

-0.030(42) 3.303(44) 7.080(23)
aromatic proton 12:

2.019(30)
-0.084(12) 10.242(9)
-0.002(14) -0.379(14) 5.290(7)

TOL-6dh2:
One measurement in the molecular plane gaveus the
following elements:
proton 10:

12.24(26)
-4.15(2)

proton 11:
6.89(1)

- 12.09(39)
- 3.40(7) 6.90(2)
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CHAPTER 7

STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL LINEWIDTH OF THE LEVEL-ANTI-CROSSING

SIGNAL IN p-BENZOQUINONE

Lambertus BENTHEM, Jan H. LICHTENBELT and Douwe A. WIERSMA

Laborator)'for Ph)'sicalChemistr)'. Uni!'ersit)'of Groningen, Groningen.The Nether/ands

The linewidth of the level-anti-crossing (LAC) signa] in p-benzoquinone has been examincd using optical detection of
magnetic resonance between statcs in the avoided crossing region. The rcsults are uscd to separate the homogeneous (due
to hyperfine coupling) from the inhomógcneous (due to disorder) contribution to thc LAC linewidth.

]. Introduction

In recent years the phenomenon oflevel-anti-crossing
(LAC) in excited triplet states of organic molecules has
received considerable attention. This is not so surpris-
ing as the effect not only causes a high degree of nu-
dear spin polarisation in the groundstate [I] but also
gives rise to intensity changes in the phosphorescence
which can be exploited to determine molecular zero-
field splitting parameters [2]. Especially since the

pioneering work ofVeeman and co-workers [2,3], the
nature and consequences of the LAC effect in phos-
phorescent organic crystals is well understood.

One aspect of the LAC effect in excited triplet
states, namely the observed linewidth, however has
not been dealt with in detail t. This motivated us to a

profound study of the LAC linewidth in the lowest

mt * triplet state of p-benzoquinone (PBQ) in an iso-
topically mixed crystaI. This system was chosen as
intense LAC signals are observable [4] and as impor-
tant, the fine structure and hyperfine structure con-
stants of the excited triplet state are known [4,5]. An
additional advantage is that the crystal structure of
PBQ is ideally suitable for obtaining perfect alignment
of the molecular z axis (oxygen-oxygen direction)
with the external magnetic field.

The width of the LAC signal was examined by
analyzing optically detected radio-frequency induced

t See note added.

EPR transitions among the spin sublevels in the anti-
crossing region. Such signals were previously detected
by Veeman in benzophenone [3] but no detailed
analysis was reported.

The conclusion of the paper presented here is th at
the residual line-width of the LAC effect is determined

by hyperfine coupling and molecular disorder in the
mixed crystal as suggested by Veeman [3] . Finally
we want to emphasize the quantitative aspect of the
work presented in this paper. Using the previously

reported fine-structure and proton hyperfine-structure
constants of PBQ [4] we employ exact caIculations of
the LAC phenomenon to separate the homogeneous
(due to hyperfine coupling) from the inhomogeneous
(molecular disorder) contribution to the LAC linewidth.

2. Experimental

The experimental set up for the observation of low-

frequency EPR signals is basically identical to the one
described earlier [4] . The same coil as previously used
in the ENDOR experiments was now employed in the
optical detection of the low frequency EPR transitions.
The only difference with the ENDOR experiments was
that instead of 3 W for the ENDOR in the present ex-
periments only 30 mW power was needed. We further

resorted to 30% amplitude modulation at I kHz to
phase sensitive detect the EPR transitions in the anti-

crossing region. The oscillating H] field could be
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oriented either parallel or perpendicular to the per-

manent magnetie field.
The I % mixed crystal of p-benzoquinone-h4 in p-

benzoquinone-d4 was grown using a Bridgman furnace
and oriented such that the long molecular axis was
parallel to the external magnetic field direction.

3. Computational procedures

In order to calculate the energies of and the transi-
tion probabilities in a system consisting of electron
spins interacting with a set nuclei a computer program
was written that diagonalized the complete spin-
hamiltonian of the system. The hamiltonian that des-

cribes the triplet spin system of a molecule is of the
following well-known form:

Çx=13H.g.sd'D'S

IZ n

+ "'B S . Ai . ji ~ "'B 13N H . g~. ji ,i=l i=l

where the symbols have the usual meaning [6].
The hermitian matrix H, for basis functions of the

"strong field" type 1'1')= IMs,MI]' ...MI)' is then
calculated in the computer program by direct product
multiplication of the unit- and spin submatrices as
described by Poole and Farach [7] . The spin subma-
trices itself are calculated using a general expression
as e.g. given by Rose [8]. The only input parameters
that the program needs are the magnetic field vector,
the g- and (hyper )fine matrices and the spin multi-
plicities. In the actual calculations the non-collinearity
of the principal axes system of the g, D and A tensors
in PBQ [4] is taken into account and the only assump-
tion made is th at the A tensor is symmetrie. As the

matrix H is of order (2S + I) TIr=l (2Ii + I) we can
only calculate, with the available computer space, the
eigenvectors and energies of a triplet spin system con.
taining no more than five hydrogen atoms. The transi-
tion probability (Pkl) for an induced transition be-
tween the stat es I/;k and I/;lis calculated using the
following expression:

211

1

-
Pkl=- (l/;kl13Hl 'g'S

h2

..t 13NHI . g~' hl/;z)
!

2'O(Wkl- w).
1=1
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Hereby Hl is the oscillating r.f. field.

Using the decomposition of 11/;k) in terms of the

high-field functions l<Pi);II/;k) = L:7=1CikI<Pi)eq. (2) is
transformed to:

I

n n

1

2

PkZ=211 "B"B CikH,JeemanCjZ o(wkl-w), (3)
h2 1=1/=1

(1)

whereby HZeeman is the hamiltonian matrix for the

r.f. perturbation Hl' w~ich is calculated analogous to
the total hamiltonian (9{).

The resolution in this calculation was varied between

steps of 0.1 G near the avoided crossing region and up
to 5 G far off resonance. Care was taken that further

refinement of the calculation did not change~he out-
come. Between the calculated energies other ones,

which matched the driving frequency of the Hl field,
were interpolated. The corresponding eigenvectors ob-
tained were used for the calculation of the transition

moment at the driving frequency. The computer pro-
gram further sums all the transition probabilities for
a fixed energy separation and plots a spectrum as a
function of the applied magnetic field.

4. Level-anti-crossing in a two-Ievel system

Fig. I shows in a simple picture the ideas of the
experiments we have performed on PBQ. For a mag-

netic field along the z axis of one of the molecules in
the unit cell, anti-crossing occurs between the 10)and
11)electron spin sublevels at a field of ca. 731 G. Note
that in PBQ the molecular z axis coincides with the

z principal axis of the fine-structure tensor [4] . The
lower part of the figure shows that this effect is ob-
served as a modulation of the phosphorescence. With

a radio.frequency field, transitions may be induced
between the anti-crossing levels as indicated by the
heavy arrows. These transitions may be optically
detected as is shown here. The real situation in PBQ

of course is far more complex than shown in fig. I,
but from the two-Ievel model we mayalso calculate

the lineshape of the LAC signa!. In the following we

denote the populating rate constants by Pi' the radia-
tive rate constants by k; and the total decay rate
constants by ki'

In a two-Ievel system the hamiltonian matrix is
(2)
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fitting is not used in the analysis.
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The eigenvalues are:

Ei =~(Hll +H22):!:~[(Hll-H22)2+4HL)]1/2,
(4)

and for the eigenvectors the following relation holds:

~~=~~~ m

= {H22-Hll + [(Hll-H22)2+4HI2]1/2}/2H12'

The phosphorescence intensity of the anti-crossing
system then becomes:

Ia [~ [Plcf(cD* +P2c~(c~)*1
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Fig. 2. Calculation of the energies of the spin-levels in the
level-anti-crossing region of p-benzoquinone. Only one of the
four (almast equivalent) protons is included in the calculation-
Note that there are only anti-crossings in the LAC region.

This expression can be re-arranged to become of the
following form:

IaPlkilkl +P2k~/k2

kl k2

[PI P2] [ki k~
J- kl +k2 ~ -k;'J~ -JZ;L (7)

where L is Lorentz line shape function:

L =~a2/aa2 + !::J-I2),

with !::J-I= H - HLAC and

a=hl3l2H12lá(kl +k2)(klk2)-1/2. (8)

The first two terms in eq- (7) we recognize as arising
from the unperturbed two-level system and the LAC

signal thus only results from the last term. The LAC
signal is expected to show a lorentzian line shape with
a width determined by the interaction strength and
the total molecular decay constants. In a system
where numerous anti-crossings occur at different field
values the observed linewidth of course is determined

by a convolution of all the LAC signals occurring.
We note here that the above kinetic derivation of

the lineshape ofrhe LAC signa! can also be obtained
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from the more genera! quantum-mechanical deriva-
tion as given by Wieder and Eck [9]. In case the rela-

tion IWl21 ;;>(klk2)1/2 holds the linewidths expres-
sions are identical. As a simple example we give here

the results of the expected lineshape function for
PBQ considering only one proton. With the magnetic
field parallel to the molecular z axis anti-crossings

occur as shown in fig. 2 between the IMSMj> states
10, ~>and 11, -~> and aJso between I0, -~> and 11,~>.
The former anti-crossing has the largest interaction

element IHl21 = ~2-1/2 (Axx + Ayy) = 7.2 MHz and

realizing that for PBQ kolk+ I =30 [10] we calcuJate
for the full width at half maximum (a) 16.8 G with

the LAC occurring, at H = HLAC + ~Azz = HLAC
+ 1.5 G. Thereby is HLAC the field where LAC occurs
in the absence of hyperfine interactions. Note that the

relation 12Hl2I;;> (kj k2)1/2 holds' The other LAC sig-
nal is calcuJated at H=HLAC - ~Azz =HLAC - 1.5 G
and for this case a is calculated to be 5.8 G.

Experimentally we ob serve for PBQ a Jineshape for
the LAC signal close to Jorentzian with a linewidth
of 22 G as shown in fig. I. The simple two-Ievel model
thus gives already a very satisfactory picture of the
LAC phenomenon in PBQ. In the following section
we will show that a closer look at the LAC region

reveals that for a quantitative description of the LAC
effect in PBQ all four protons should be incJuded.

S. Results and discussion

Fig. 3 shows an example of the EPR signals ob-
tained when the magnetic field is scanned through the
anti-crossing region while the sample is irradiated at
60 MHz.

The isotopically mixed crystal of PBQ is at 1.8 K

and the magnetic field is parallel to the molecular z
axis. The smooth curve is caJculated by the computer

taking into account the hyperfine interaction terms
of all four protons. The calculation procedure is ex-

plained in section 3. In order to obtain agreement
between experiment and theory the calcuJated stick
spectrum need be broadened with a gaussian line
shape function with a linewidth of 8.5 G. The inter-
pretation of this gaussian broadening will be given

later (vide infra).
In fig. 4 we have plotted the observed magnetic

field values for the peak positions of the signaIs, as
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Fig. 3. Experimenta! and computer caleulated optieally de-
teeted EPR signal ofp-benzoqulnone (PBQ) at 1.8 K. The ob-
tained stick spectrum was broadened by a gaussian line profile
with halfwidth of 8.5 gauss. The experimental spectrum was
obtained far parallel polarized RF radiatian. The result ob-
tained using perpendicular polarized radiation was very similar.

shown in fig. 3, versus the fixed frequency of the os-
cillator. The smooth curve is the computer calculated
one whereby the hyperfine interactions with all four
protons are included, the dotted curve is the computer
prediction if only one proton interacts with the triplet
spin system. The figure clearly shows that inclusion of
all protons in the calculation gives superior agreement
between theory and experiment which in essence con-
firms the complexity ofthe Jevel structure. The im-
portant conclusion that we may draw now is that the
homogeneous component of the residualJinewidth of

the LAC signal can be completely explained by the
excited state hyperfine interactions. The observed
linewidth of the LAC signal however cannot be ex-
clusively determined by these interactions as the EPR

signa Is were shown to be gaussian broadened. We
suggest this to be due to statistical disorder in the
mixed crystal. In order to calculate the amount of

disorder needed to explain the observed linewidth we
calcuJated the sensitivity of the peak position of the
EPR transitions to small rotations of the moJecule

around the y axis. Rotation around the x axis should

give similar resu!ts.
Fig. 5 shows the results of such a calculation and
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fig. 4. Plot of the observed peak position (J)of the optically
detected EPR signals for a fixed frequency versus magnetic
field. Perfect alignment of the molecular z axis along the ex-
ternal magnet!c field is assumed. The solid line is the com-
puter calclIlated relationship whereby the full spin-hamiltonian
of the molecule is used. The dotted curve represents the result
of a calculation if only one proton is taken int 0 account.

we see that rotation of only 0.50 gives a shift in the
calculated curve of 4.5 G. Our concJusion therefore

is that molecular disorder, amounting to at most
rotations of 0.90 either around the x or y axis or both

explains the gaussian component of the EPR linewidth.
The residuallinewidth of the LAC signal thus is not
only determined by hyperfine coupling effects but
also contains a sizeable component from molecular
disorder. The lineshape of the observed LAC signals

in general thus should be described neither as a simple
lorentzian or gaussian but rather as a sum of Voigt

[11] lineshape profiles.
Finally it seems interesting to define the param-

eters that would describe the LAC effect in PBQ in

terms of a pseudo two-Ievel system. From the results

displayed in fig. 4 we calculate an effective interaction
constant (Veff) of 12 MHz (IHI21). A two-Ievel des-
cription for the case of PBQ however is far from realis-
tic and shown in fig. 6 where the exact level structure in
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fig. 5. Calculated curves of the peak positions of the optlcally
detected EPR signa]s for a fixed frequency versus magnetlc
field for imperfect alignment of the molecular z axis with the
external magnctic field.
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Fig. 6. Calculated level structure of the electron~nuc1car spin
levels in the level-anti-crossing region of p-benzoquinone. Per-
fect alignment of the molecular z axis along the external mag-
netic field is assumed.
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the anti-crossing region is given. The figure shows that
there are numerous crossings and anti-crossings in the
avoided crossing region and the effective interaction

strength constant is difficult to interpret. In PBQ the
constant may be determined by the largest off-diagonal
hyperfine element, being 7.2 MHz as calculated in
section 4. Such an assignment however is not unam-
biguous and we therefore conclude that a pseudo two-
level approach of the LAC effect, as was done by
Mucha and Pratt [12] for 13C-benzophenone, is not
justified.

6. Conclusion and suggestion

Detailed study of the level-anti-crossing effect in
p-benzoquinone shows that the residuallinewidth of
the LAC signal in a perfectly oriented crystal (with

regard to alignment of the magnetic field and a princi-
pal axis of the fine-structure tensor) is determined by
the excited state hyperfine interaction and molecular
disorder. The disorder in p-benzoquinone amounts

to at most a tilt of 0.90 of the molecular plane. We
further suggest the possibility of observing quantum
beats from molecules undergoing level-anti-crossing. In
the avoided crossing region the electron-nuclear spin
states of different parentage are heavily mixed by the
hyperfine coupling as fig. 6 shows. Ground state nuclear
spin-levels will therefore be connected with several

excited state levels introducing the possibility of

quantum beat spectroscopy. With a nitrogen laser
pumped dye laser such experiments easily could be
done using photon counting techniques. Observation
of the beat-structure would not only be useful as a
check on the calculated level-structure but also yield
information on the relaxation of the spin-levels in
the avoided crossing region.
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Note added

After this manuscript was written a paper by
Kothandaraman, Brode and Pratt appeared (Chem.
Phys. Letters 51 (1977) 137) in which an analogous
study of the LAC phenomenon in benzophenone
was reported. They arrive at the same conclusion as
we with regards the role of the hyperfine coupling in
the LAC phenomenon; the contribution of molecular
disorder to the LAC linewidth was also considered but

not quantitatively determined.
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CHAPTER 8

METHYL GROUP TUNNELING ROTATION IN THE LOWEST n1T* TRIPLET STATE

OF TOLUQUINONE. AN OPTICALL Y DETECTED ENDOR, LAC AND CR STUDY

Jan H. LICHTENBELT and Douwe A. WIERSMA

Laboratory for PhysicalChemistry, Universityof Groningen,
9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands

In this paper we report and discuss the effects of methyl group tunneling rotation on the methyl proton ENDOR, LAC
and CR spectra in the lowest triplet state of toluquinone at 1.8 K. From a detailed analysis of the ENDOR spectra in the
lowest rotational state (A) we obtain for the methyl protons the following iso tropie hyperfine interaction constants:
Al =A2 = 34.4 MHzand A 3 = -53.7 MHz.The tunneling frequency (3f) is calculated to be 2.9 GHz.The most likely
equilibrium configuration of the torsional oscillator is found to be the one whereby !he molecular plane is a mirror plane

and the out-of-plane methyl protons point towards the closest oxygen atom. We also show that cross-relaxation between
lA>.nd IE>states of translational equivalent toluquinone molecules is responsible for the observed sidebands in the level-
anti-crossing spectra of toluquinone.

1. Introduction

In a recent series of papers [I -5] we have reported
on the EPR, ENDOR, level-anti-cross (LAC) and
cross-relaxation (CR) spectra of the lowest n1T*triplet

state in p-benzoquinone (PBQ) and toluquinone (TQ)
at 1.8 K. While analyzing the recorded spectra we
encountered some puzzling features in the proton-
ENDOR and LAC spectra of TQ. First, the proton
ENDOR spectrum of the methyl protons in the

ms = -I state showed a triplet oflines with very
similar angular dependence [5]. Second, the LAC sig-
nal consisted of a triplet of lines instead of one as ob-
served for PBQ. These features intrigued us and in this
paper we will show that the observed "anomalies"
are due to tunneling rotation of the methyl group in

TQ. Methyl group tunneling rotation has been previ-
ously observed in molecular radicals and its effect
on the methyl proton spin levels, as observed in the
EPR and ENDOR spectra, has been studied in great
detail by Clough et al. [6-8]. Also detailed NMR

studies of methyl group tunneling rotation have been
performed [9,10].

Briefly, the methyl group tunneling rotation creates

a triple weU potential wherein the lowest rotational

state has A spatial symmetry. The lowest excited
rotational state in this weU has spatial symmetry E

and is 31 in energy above the ground state. Pauli's ex-
clusion principle further requires that the total wave-
function (spa ce 0 spin) is anti-symmetrie with respect
to the exchange of spin and space coordinates of any

pair of protons. This prerequisite can only be fulfilled
by combining the lowest rotational A state with a
quartet A nuclear spin state and the lowest excited
rotational E state with a doublet E nuclear spin state.

At temperatures where 31"" kT, ENDOR transi-
tions in both A and E rotational states have been ob-

served in molecular radicals [6]. In the lowest triplet
state of toluquinone we have only observed ENDOR
transitions in the A rotational ground state. The
presence of the nearby E states however is clearly ex-
posed in the methyl proton ENDOR spectra of this
state.

The tripling of the LAC spectrum can be understood

by assuming that the outer lines are caused by cross-
relaxation between the lA) and fE) rotational state of

translational equivalent molecules.
The final conclusion is that aU experimental results
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are consistent with predictions made, on basis of

tunneling rotation of the methylgroup in TQ.

2. Theory

2.1. First order treatment

The hamiltonian for a hindered rotating methyl

group in a triplet state may, using the local C3 sym-
metry of the methyl group, be written in the follow-
ing form [6]:

9(fh = veSz +8' D' 8 - vN1!'

+18' (AA. JA +AE.. JEb +AEb. JEa)

-J(JA. JA -~) +1(QA . pA

+ QEa. pEb + QEb . pE').

I:

I
I

The superscripts A, Ea' Eo refer to symmetry adapted
combinations of operators or tensors according to
the following prescription:

RA=Rl +RZ +R3'

RE. =Rl + €RZ + €*R3'

REb=Rl +€*RZ +€R3'

where € = exp(21Tif3).
Nuclear spin states of A and E symmetry are also

formed using this prescription and expression (1)
shows that the quartet (I = ~) A state is lower in ener-
gy, by the tunneling frequency 3J, than the doublet

(J=~) E state. The other symbols in expression (1)
have the usual meaning, whereby we note that 0
stands for the fine-structure tensor in the lowest

triplet state, Q for the nuclear dipole-dipole inter-
action and P is a product of nuclear spin operators.

It turns out that, with the basis set chosen, the

IE~I) and IE~I) states remain, in first order, degenerate.
This unsatisfactory situation, with regards to a per-
turbational treatment of the problem, can be over-
come by exploiting the fact that, most likely, the

lowest triplet in TQ retains a mirror plane. In fact our
proton ENDOR measurements show (section 3.1) that
this supposition is probably correct. In this case

A;z = A;z "" A;z' where I, 2 and 3 are methyl proton
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indices. New E states of the following form can then
be formed:

IE' ?= 1 'l (€ IE' ) + €*IEb »)m 2V'- mI m[ ,

IE;;"[)= !V2(€IE~[)-€*IE~[»). (3)

Using this A, E' and E" basis set, the fitst order ener-
gies, for the magnetic field parallel to the fine.struc-
ture z-axis, are found to be:

E(ms,m[)= msve -m[vN -(tm; -1)Z:t tJ

+~msm[A~ +~f1msmIA~. (4)

(1)

Where the plus sign applies for the E states and the
minus sign for the A state. Also f1 = 0 for lA), +1 for
IE")and -I for IE'>,whileA~ = A;z - ~(A;z + A;z).
The principal fine-structure value is: Z = -Dzz. Note
that for the ms = 0 state the degeneracy among the E
states persists. Even in second order perturbation theory
this degeneracy remains. From eq. (4) we now easily
calculate the first order ENDOR frequencies:

(1) - 1.1 A 2 .1LJ.VENDOR - vN - }ms"zz +'}f1ms"zz' (5)

(2)

In fitst order one therefore expects to observe in e.g.
the lower A state, for every electron spin level, only
one ENDOR transition. Experimentally we ob serve
in the lowest triplet state of TQ a close Iying triplet
of lines, for every electron spin level, which shows

that a first order treatment of the methyl group tunnel-
ing rotation is not sufficient.

As we have failed to ob serve ENDOR transitions

which could be assigned to the doublet E state, we will
concentrate on theENDOR frequencies on the 1:tI,A)
and IO,A) states in the following sections. At this
point we no te that the results of the analysis show
that for methyl group tunneling in the lowest triplet
state of TQ the following conditions hold:

3J,ve> IZI?> IAfto/31

?>I(At)anl,IAtl,IAijl,vN' (6)

withA'1= A 1- AZ and A~o =O.The index "an" is
given to the anisotropic elements by themselves, and
i = x, y, or z. We further assume that the second order

correction of the pure "high field" Im) states is small
compared to the tunneling and electronic Zeeman



frequencies. In this case the second order ENDOR

frequencies are easily calculated for the magnetic field
along principal directions of the fine-structure tensor.

2.2. Second order ENDOR [requencies in the l:t I, A>
state

For a magnetic field parallel to the z-axis of the
fine-structure tensor (H 11 z) the second order mean

- (V) and difference (L:;v) ENDOR frequencies are

found to be:

fi= vN - ~m,A;; +ms(A~)2 /9(msve- ~Z - 3J),

L:;v= 2(A~)2(3J :t m,A~)/ [81 J2 - (A~Y]

+ (A~i/9(msve - ~Z - 3J) + vNN'

where the plus sign applies for L:;v==v2 - vI and the
minus sign for L:;v==v3 - v2 with

hVI = IEI>I,A3!z>- EI>I,Al!Z>I,

hV2 = IEII,Al!Z> - EII,A_l!z>l,

hV3 = IEI>l,A_I!Z> - EI>I,A_3!z>l,
and

vNN = Hg~{3~/hr3)(1- hin2\jJ),

with \jJthe angle between the magnetic field vector

and the C3 methyl rotation axis. Note that vNN is the
most important nuclear point dipole-dipole term as
derived by Allen [10].

FIOm eq. (7b) we derive the following useful rela-
tion: '

(v3 - v2) - h - vI)= -4I11s(A~)3/[81J-(A~)2].

This expression shows that measurement of the asym-

metry pattern of the ENDOR frequencies yields direct-

Iy the sign of A tso !

2.3. Second order ENDOR [requencies in the 10,A)
state

For the 10,A) state the second order methyl proton
energies are also easily calculated for Hllz from which

the following ENDOR frequencies are obtained:

vI =vN + 2(A~i/9(ve + ~Z - 3J) + vNN

(7a)

=(EIO,A-3!Z> - EIO,A-l!Z»/h,

v3= vN+ 2(A~i/9(ve - ~Z + 3J) - vNN

=(EIO,Al!Z> - EIO,A3!z)/h,

and v2 =! (vI + v3)'
By measuring the frequency difference L:;vi==vi

- VN for H Ilzand by calculating the term vNN [see

eq. (8)], the tunneling frequency (3J) and A tso can be
calculated as follows:

(lOa)

(I Ob)

(7b)

3J = [(L:;vl - L:;v})/(L:;vI + L:;v3)] ve + ~ z,

IA~I = 3 {[L:;vflV}/(L:;vI + L:;v3)1ve}, 1!2 (11b)

(11a)

where L:;vl==L:;vI- vNN and L:;v}==L:;v3+ vNN' 1t is
interesting to note here that L:;v3will always be posi-
tive but L:;vI may be either negative or positive depend-
ing on the magnitude of the tunneling frequency com-
pared to ve + ~z.

3. Results

(8) 3.1. The I-I, A) state

(9)

All ENDOR experiments on the methyl proton
transitions in the I-I, A) state were performed on the

(-I, Al <+10,A) EPR transition in the lowest triplet
state to TQ at 1.8 K. FIOm angular dependent ENDOR
measurements on the I-I, A) state [5], hyperfine data
were collected which are given in table ]. Note that

these constants were obtained by averaging over the
constants derived for the three separate transitions.

We first remark that the measured orientation of

the hyperfine tensor with respect to the molecular

plane is in agreement with our earlier (section 2.1) as-
sumption of the molecular mirror plane. The measure-
ments however, do not discriminate between the two

possible equilibrium positions of the methyl torsional
oscillator which are shown in fig. ].

We have tried to discriminate between these two

possibilities by calculating the anisotropic hyperfine
interaction of the methyl protons by using the cal-
culated gross atomic spin densities of PBQ [3] and
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Table 1

Hyperfine data from ENDOR transitions in the 1-1, A:Jstate.

The isotropic hyperfine interaction is: ~A~o = 5.08 (0.27)
MHz. <I>is tbe ang1e between tbe molecular z-axis and the pro-
jeetion of tbe hyperfme principal axis in the molecular plane.
8 is the angle between tbe molecular x-axis and the hyperfme
principal axis------------------------

Principal hyperfme axis
-----------------------
x' y' z'--------------

~(A~)an
(MHz)

<I>

e

-1. 70 (0.03) 2.51 (0.02)
94.90 (0.70)
90.00 (0.40)

-0.82 (0.05)
4.90 (0.80)

90.00 (1.ZO)-1.20 (1.00)
--------.---

using further aSlater orbital model as given by Derby-
shire [I 1]. We find considerable better agreement
between our calculation of the anisotropic tensor A A
and experiment for configuration A than B. We note

that this "preferred" A configuration was also suggest-

ed by Trommsdorff et al. [12] for TQ in the ground-
state.

We have also tried to calculate [eqs. (7a) and (7b)]

from the measured ENDOR frequencies in the I-I, A)

state the tunneling constants 3J and Afto. This how-
ever failed for reasons presently not known. It is in-
deed true that in the 1-1, A) state the second order
shifts are smaIl, which makes determination of the con-

stants 3 J and A tso difficult. In retrospect it is quite
clear that the ENDOR measurements should have

been done on the 1+1,A) state where the second order

corrections [eqs. (7)] are much larger. However, the
analysis of the experiments was performed years af ter
the measurements and it did not seem worthwhile to

rebuild the experimental setup.
The only definite information obtainable from the

0,«
Fig. 1. Two possible equilibrium positions of the methyl
group in to1uquinone. Note that the short methyl C-H bond
is tbe projection in the mo1ecu1ar p1ane of the two out-of-
p1ane C-H bondings.
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observed asymmetry in the ENDOR transitions of

the I-I, A) state is that Afto is negative.

3.2. The 10, A) state

Eq. (10) shows that ENDOR transitions in the

ms = 0 state are expected close to the free proton

frequency. Fig. 2 shows that there are numerous
ENDOR transitions which occur near the free proton
energy and our first task is to decide which ones are
due to other protons than the guest methyl ones.
First we no te that there are three ENDO R transitions

due to the three aromatic ring protons. They are

easily assigned as, for H lIy the ENDOR frequencies
should equal zero, whiie rapidly varying for off-axis
fields. The dotted lines numbered I, 2 and 3 are as-
signed to these obtained on basis of computer calcula-
tions [I] using the known hyperfine tensors of these
protons [5].

Second we have to realize that the host toluquinone
molecules are only ring-deuterated and therefore the
methyl protons of the host molecules may couple,
mainly through magnetic dipole-dipole coupling
with the guest triplet state. We therefore caIcuiated
[11], using the gross atomic distribution of spin dens-
ity in PBQ, the anisotropic hype rf me interaction of
aH neighbouring methyl protons due to coupling with
the guest triplet state. Using these data we subsequent-

Iy calculated [I] the first order ENDOR frequencies
of the 1+1, A) state. The results of these calculations,

insofar the calculated ENDOR frequencies differed
from the free proton frequency, are given by broken
Iines in fig. 2.

The remaining ENDOR transit ion (vN +570 kHz for
H lIy) therefore must be due to a transition in the
10,A) state of the guest hindered rotating methyl
group. It is gratifying to note that three transitions
[obeying eq. (10)] may be identified whereby indeed

v2 = ~(vI + v3)'

From the ENDOR frequencies at H lIy and using

eqs. (11) we calculated IAftol = 88:t 5 MHz and 3J =
2.9 :t 0.4 GHz. Using the fact that Atso = 15.3 MHz

(tabie 1) and A tso < 0 (section 3.1) the methyl proton
isotropic hyperfine interactions are calculated to be

Al =A2 = 34.4 MHz and A3 = -53.7MHz. With this
set of data and including aH nuclear-nuclear inter-

actions, we have exactly calculated [using eq. (1)] [4],
the angular dependenee of these transitions which in
fig. 2 are marked by the solid Iines.
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Fig. 2. ENDOR frequencies in the neighbourhood of the free proton frequency "p, are givenas "ENDOR - "p for an EPR transi-
tion between the 10, A) and 11, A) levels and for a rotation of the magnetic field in a nearly molecular zy-plane. The experimental
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We finally note that when the calculated values of

Afso and 3 Jare used to predict IJand Llv for ENDOR
transitions in the 1-1, A) state, the experimentally ob-
served asymmetry is too large. A reason for trus dis-
crepancy, as mentioned earlier, may be that the

equilibrium position of the methyl torsional oscillator
is not coincident with the molecular plane. The results
displayed in table I would be consistent with a small
out-of-plane rotation.

We conclude however that the overall picture is
clearly consistent with the assumption that, in the
lowest triplet state of TQ, the methyl group undergoes
a tunneling rotation.

In conclusion of this section it seems appropriate
to brief1y comment on the hyperfine interaction param-

eters found for the methyl group in the lowest il7T*
triplet state of TQ as compared with those obtained
in the doublet state of mo1ecular radicals [6-8]. In the
case of molecular radicals the most important hyper-
fine interaction is that between the methyl proton

and the 7T-orbitalon the adjacent carbon atom which
leads for the isotropic hyperfine interaction to an ex-

pression ofthe well-known formAiso ""BO +Bz cosze
[6-8]. Thisrelationsrup in effect enables one to expli-
citly formulate functions of the type used in eq. (3).

For the hyperfine interaction of the methyl group
prot ons with unpaired electron spin density in TQ no
such a simple relationship exists. This is due to the fact
that in this case a methyl proton interacts with the un-

paired spin-density of the n-type (mainly localized at
oxygen [3]) and also with the unpaired spin-density of
the 7T-typewhich is delocalized [3]. Note that in the
case of TQ this leads to a significant contribution of
the isotropic and anisotropic hyperfine interaction
to AA, in contradistinction with the case of a mo1ec-

ular radical, where the isotropic hyperfine interaction
contribution to AA is dominant.

In the next section we will show that a tunneling
rotation also explains the observed sidebands in the
LAC spectrum of TQ.
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4. Level-anti-crossing

When the hyperfine and nuclear interaction terms
are disregarded one can easily show that for a mag-
netic field parallel to the z-axis of the fine-structure
tensor the following level-anti-crossings (LAC) and

level-crossing (LC) (assuming local C3-symmetry
[13]) occur for a tunneling rotating methyl group in
the triplet state:

II,A)-I-I,E)LC :

IA)-IA)LAC

}IE)-IE)LAC

lA) -IE)LAC

-}[9J2 - (X - Y)2] 1/2,

H9Z2 - (X - Y)2] 1/2,

H(3Z:t 6J)2 - (X - Y)2] 1/2

For the IA) - IE) LAC to occur at the lowest field the

extra condition: 3J> IX - ZI needs to be fulfilled.

In our LAC experiments, the results of which are

shown in figs. 3 and 4 we have only observed changes
of the phosphorescence in the region where the

LW
W=
LW
W
U"?
LW=
<=>
:x:
0-
U"?
<=>
:x:
0-
-d~

HIIZ

1 '~'-'-

°T-

,
1000 1100 1200

~H
MAGN. FIELD(GAUSS)

Fig. 3. Level-anti-crossing and cross-relaxation signals of tolu-

quinone for the magnetic field parallel to the fine structure
tensor z-axis.
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Fig. 4. Level-anti-crossing and cross-relaxation signals of tolu-

quinone for the magnetic field parallel to the fine structure
tensor x-axis.

IA) - IA) and IE) - IE) LAC's are expected.

When the hyperfine and nuclear Zeeman terms are
incorporated in a calculation of the expected LAC's
we obtain the following for Hllz:

For the IA) - IA) LAC:

ve =-tm[A~ + [(tz HVN)2 - i (X - y)2] 1/2,
(13a)

where À=:tl depending on whether the anNcrossing

is ofthe flop-flop (Ams =:tI,Am[=:tI)orofthe
flip-flop type (Ams =:tl, Am[ = +1). The m[ values in
eq. (13a) are those ofthe 1+1)state.

For IE) -IE)LAC the result is for Hllz:

ve =Jl(HAfso - iA~)

+ [(tz + JlVN)2 - ~(X - Y)2] 1/2, (13b)

where for the ms = +1 (or -I) state and a flip-flop
LAC Jl = -I (or +1), while for a flop-flop LAC
Jl = +1 (or -I). ~= +1 for the IE') state and -I for the
IEn) state.

In fig. 5 we have drawn the corresponding energy
levels and one can ob serve that on this energy scale

the hyperfine splitting in the A states is negligible.

The (0, Am[1 <+11,Amj) LAC's are therefore all ex-
pected to occur within the inhomogeneously broaden-
ed center line of figs. 3 and 4 which is assigned to
these LAC's. The observed sidebands may then be

caused by IE) - IE) type LAC's. This possibility how-
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the magnetic field region outside the crossing region. For
further details consult the text.

ever must be rejected when a quantitative ca1culation
is made,

Experimentally we extract, by computer simula-
tion ofthe observed lineshape for Hllz, that the splitt-
ing between the sidebands (where the derivative is
zero) is "" ISO MHz- From eq, (l3b) we ca1culate for

Hli z the splitting between the (I, E'-1/21 <>10, El/2)
and (],E':.1/21<>10,EÏ/2) LAC'sto be ~IAftol, We then
find lA tsoI = 225 :!:IS MHz. From the LAC lineshape
obtained for H IIx (fig, 4) we extract along similar lines

for IAfte I a value of 290 :t 20 MHz.
As both values of IA~o I obtained are far too large in

comparison with the one (88 :t 5) MHz obtained from
ENDOR data we conc1ude that LAC is not responsible

for the sidebands in the "LAC"-signal.
In the following section we will investigate the pos-

sibility of CR as the cause of these extra lines.

5. Cross-relaxation

When two energy splittings in different spin systems
match, efficient exchange of population may occur
which in triplet excited states of organics quite of ten
may be detected as a change in the phosphorescence
ofthe sample [13].

In TQ, CR may occur between molecules where
one is in an A-rotational and the other in the E-rota-

tional state, A quick ca1culation shows that CR be-
tween translational inequivalent TQ molecules for
H I1z occur ne ar 650 G, while experimentally a signaI is
observed ne ar 1200 G.

In the following we therefore only deal with CR
bet ween transhtional equivalent TQ molecules, We
further note that, in principle, there are several pos-
sible IA) ~ IE) CR's depending on whether the nuc1ear

spins are flipped (flip-flop and flop-flop) or not.
AU possibilities were investigated and for H 11 z the

following resuIts, obtainable from analytical expres-
sions, we re derived:

Llvgirflop = 31A tsoI,

Llvgj'f-flop = ~IAftel,

Llv8R=t(N - 1)IAtsol;t(N + 1)IAftel;

!IAfteland~ lAtsol. (14)

Llv8R symbolizes the CR processes whereby the nuc1ear
spins are not flipped. The outermost cross-relaxations

are shown in fig, 5 at H8R =HtAC :t t lA fte I between

11,Elj,2) <>11/;')at one side and between 11,EÏ/2)
<>I1/;') at the other side. At the CR magnetic field

strengths the 1/;'smay be written as follows:

11/;')= %V2II, E'-1/2) +tIO, EV2),

11/;")= h,l2ll, E':.1/2) + ~IO, EÏ/2)'

The CR induced phosphorescence intensity change will

be proportional to the square of the coefficients of the
states with identical nuc1ear parentage.

Our experiments exc1ude CR processes whereby

the nuc1earspins are flipped, as otherwise lAtsoImust
be 50 MHz (flip-flop) or 450 MHz (flop-flop). Both

values of Afto are again in disagreement with the mag-

nitude of A tso (88 MHz) derived from the ENDOR
data.
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The results however are not inconsistent with the

assumption that the observed signals are due to cross-
relaxation without nuclear spin-flips. Indeed, for such

CR processes, the outermost signals are predicted to

be split by ~IAftol = 147 MHz. Experimentally a
splitting between the lines (at zero-derivative points)
of ISO:!: 15 MHz is observed.

For H 11x the agreement between theory and experi-
ment is less satisfactory. The calculations [4] for this
orientation are also more complex and only numerical

solutions may be derived.
The following results were obtained:

..:lvgif-floP "'05.2IAftol,

..:lvgW-flop "'0 1.81Afto I.

For the CR process whereby no nuclear spin-flips

occur (..:lv~R) no definite relationship was found

bet ween ..:lvgR and IAftol. For several values of
lAf", I, the possible CR fjelds and relative intensities
were exactly calculated [4] af ter which the "stick"
spectra were gaussian broadened and added. Ih~

values of ..:lv~R were then determined from the deriv-
ative zero points.

From these computer simulated spectra [4] how-
ever it was clear that in aU cases the "high" field
CR signal should be more intense than the "Iow"
field signa!. Fig. 4 shows that this prediction is in

agreement with the experiment.
A second important fin ding was that a slight mis-

orientation ("'OIO!)is enough to obtain quantitative
agreement between theory and experiment. A mis-
alignment of this order cannot be excluded in our ex-

periments [4] and we therefore conclude that the
interpretation of the spectra, as due to CR between
translational equivalent IQ molecules, is basicaUy
correct.

The absence of CR processes whereby nuclear spin-
flips occur must be interpreted as a consequence of
the fact that intermolecular electron spin-electron
spin interaction instead of the electron spin-nuclear
spin interaction, is responsible for the observed CR ef-
fects.

6. Conclusion

ENDOR experiments on the methyl prot ons in the
lowest mr* triplet state of toluquinone show that at
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low temperature (ca. 1.8 K) the methyl group under-
goes a tunneling rotation. From the ENDOR data a
tunneling frequency (3 J) of 2.9 GHz was derived,
which corresponds [14] to a torsional oscillator bar-
rier of 2.77 kj/Mol. This shows that rotation of the
methyl group is strongly hindered at low temperature.
Ihe effect of this tunneling rotation on the level-anti-
cross and cross-relaxation spectra of IQ was examined
and it was concluded that the observed side-bands are

due to cross-relaxation between the IA) and IE) rota-

tional states of translational equivalent molecules.
It was also concluded from the absence of CR sig-

nals whereby nuclear spin-flips occur, that the cross-

relaxation process is mainly induced by the intermolec-
ular electron spin -electron spin interaction .
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CHAPTER 9

THE NMR COIL IMPEDANCE MATCHING CONDITIONS IN ENDOR EXPERIMENTS.

1. INTRODUCTION

In an Endor experiment the NMR frequency must be varied while the

permanent magnetic field strength is kept constant to fulfil the EPR condition.

The NMR equipment further has to give, over a wide frequency range, an

optimum strength of the oscillating NMR field HZ' which will be necessary to

get an ENDOR signal. Because the impedance of the NMR coil is frequency

dependent, it is necessary to change the matching of the coil to the oscil-

lator (and amplifier) during a frequency change, even if the NMR coil consists

of only one turn. The frequency range available without rematching the NMR coil,

should be as wide as possible.

Because it is not possible to combine an optimum NMR field strength with a

wide frequency range (vide infra) there are two practical solutions to the

matching conditions, depending on whether or not the optimum HZ-field should

be equal to the maximum available HZ-field (delivered by the NMR oscillator

and amplifier).

The easiest way is to reduce the reflection of the NMR coil by an external

load resistance to the desired level (determined by the amplifier requirements

and/or the minimum HZ-field for an ENDOR experiment). This is described in

detail in section 4. The result is that a wide N~1Rfrequency range is obtained

for a chosen coil, resistance and coaxial line length for all NMR oscillator

frequencies.

The optimum HZ-field is reached when the NMR coil forms a resonant loop with

a variabIe capacitor which is connected to it by a coaxial line. This is neces-

sary because the coil is placed inside and the capacitor outside the liquid

helium dewar. The frequency range will be small (l-Z MHz) and this solution is

only acceptable for NMR frequencies between 8-30 MHz as described in section 5.

In section Z the dissipationless coaxial line theory and the Smith chart are

briefly discussed. The Smith chart will be shown to be very useful for graphi-

cal solutions of the problems. In section 3 some experimental details are given.
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2. THE IMPEDANCE THEORY AND THE SMITH CHART

To understand the matching conditions of the NMR coil in more detail,

we will give in this chapter the impedance theory of coaxial lines [1] and

the graphical solutions with the aid of the Smith chart [2].

In calculations on transmission lines it is very useful to work with the

reflection coefficient Pr

which is defined as: Pr =

Pr will depend in magnitude

= lp \eHr
-+V Iv. =-1 11.

r 3. r 3.

and phase on the

(r=reflected and i=incident)

load impedance Zr as:

where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line, zr = Zr/ZO the

normalized impedance and Yr= Yr/YO the normalized admittance.

Assuming that the transmission line, which we use, is dissipationless (see

table i, section3) for ENDORfrequenciesbetween0 ~ v ~ 30 MHz, lp I will
be a constant over the coaxial line while only $ changes with -2Sd (with d the

length from the load impedance towards the generator and the phase factor S

the rotation angle per unit length). A repetition of $ occurs after a distance

of ~À (halfthe wave lengthin the coaxialline).

The reciprocal values of the normalized impedance (=admittance) is found by
o. 2n+l

a 180 rotat3.on, because z(d~À) = y(d) = l/z(d).

To determine an unknown load impedance, one only has to measure the voltage

maximum Vmax and the voltage minimum Vmin along the line and also the di stance

from the load impedanceto the (first)voltageminimumdV . 1. The ratio

V Iv. is called the voltage-Standing-Wave-Ratio VSWR ~hg is related to
max ffiJ.n

lpI as:

S = VSWR = V max = 1 + IP r I

Vmin 1 -lp Ir

S - 1

or IPr I = ~
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The VSWR = Zr for zr real and ~1. The reflection angle ~r is found from the

equation:

~r = -~ + 2BdV . 1 = (1-2n)~ + 2BdV . n
m~n m~n

The phase fact~r B is the phase rotation angle per unit length:

B = w~ = wZOc' = 2~/À = w/up with C' and L' per unit length.
u is the phase velocity: u = w/B = l/(Z C').
P P 0

The graphicaZ display of the reflection coefficient p with ~ for different
r r

lp I values is given in the Smith chart in figure 1. Because the distancer
towards the generator is proportional to -~/4~ (outer circle in figure lb)

the circles in figure la give the reflection coefficient along a dissipation-

less coaxial line.

f
-90'

, , ,-
.6 4 2

<-11'1

Fig. la.

~
,

1 ,-0'

r
.8

r
.6
IPI- 011" lij I '~- VSWR

TTT1
10 00

Fig' lb.

Fig. la and lb. The Smith chart of the reflectioncoeffiecientp = Iplej~.With the amplitude Ipl,
whichis givenin figurelaas equi-distantcirclesandin figurelbbelowthechartjustas the

correspondingVSWR values.The reflectionangle ~is given in an extra circle around the figures

and the proportionaldistant values (in À-units),towardsthe generator,are given in the outer

circle around figure lb. In this last figureonly the equi-realand equi-imaginairylines of the

correspondingnormalizedimpedancesand admittancesof the reflectioncoefficientp are drawn.

Figure lb is the normal Smi th chart.
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The corresponding normalized impedance and admittance are given in

figure lb, where the equi-real circles and the equi-imaginary (part of)

circles are drawn. The horizontal axis is the real axis and the outer

circle with Ipl=l is valid for purely imaginary impedances (admittances)

with the upper half for positive- and the lower half for negative imaginary

values. For simplicity the !p!-circles are not drawn in the Smith chart but

its scale is given below the chart together with the corresponding VSWR-values.

A reciprocal (normalized) value is found by an inversion.

In the next sections the question arises when the optimum and/or maximum

power is reached. When an external impedance Zu is connected to a constant

voltage power supply with internal impedance ZO' the power dissipated is maximal

when Zu matches Zo as closely as possible. This means that the imaginary part

of Zu should be zero and the real part of Zu should be equal to ZO'

3. EXPERIMENTAL

In an ENDOR experiment both oscillating fields Hl (EPR) and H2(NMR) often

need to be optimal to be able to saturate the EPR- and NMR transitions. This

depends not only on the quality factors Q of the EPR cavity and the NMR coil,

but also on the connection between the two re sonant loops. The Hl- and the H2-

field will be disturbed and diminished by placing the NMR coil inside the

cavity [3]. The actual size of the Hl and the H2-fields depends on the specific

experiment (eg. sample, temperature, steady state, etc) and on the experimental

setup, eg. available powers, number of turns of the NMR coil, external dimen-

sions, etc.

In the case of p-benzoquinone and toluquinone we used the cold finger liquid

helium dewar of Hyde [4] to obtain the low temperature of 1.8 K. The NMR coil

of three turns [5] is placed inside the dewar and thus inside the cavity (with

the TE
l mode). The wires inside the cavity are placed perpendicular to the02

oscillating EPR-El-field in order to affect the high Q-factor of the cavity

as little as possible. The oscillating NMR field H2 can be adjusted in direc-

tion from outside and can be oriented either parallel or perpendicualar to the

permanent magnetic field H, but always perpendicualar to Hl'
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To obtain the best values for the real and imaginary parts of the impe-

dance of the coil and of a variable capacitor (which will be used to produce

a re sonant loop, see section 5) it is best to measure these impedances in the

range of the NMR frequencies used. This is in the range of 0-30 MHz. As seen

from section 2 the impedances can be calculated from the VSWR and the di stance

from the load impedance to the voltage minimum on the connected coaxial line.

This was done with a resolution of 0.25 meter at 16 MHz. The coil impedance

(three turns) was found to be:

ZL = 9 + 2.375vj ~ (v in MHz)

where the re al part of ZL is assumed

dent of the frequency over the given

tance is calculated to be 0.38VH.

to be in series with the coil and indepen-

range. From the imaginary part the induc-

The (variable) capacitor impedance was found to be:

Zc = 1102 II 1/jwC Q

Here the resistance of 1102Q is assumed to be independent of the frequency and

parallel to the variable capacitor C. The capacitance was set on a mean value

of 175 pF during this measurement and it is aSSl1med that the real part will be

independent of the capacitance value.For the validity of these assumptions see

section 6.

Table 1.

The data of the two coaxial lines used.

"miniature"coaxial line "regular"coaxial line

capaci tance C'

inductance L'

RG/U 174

96.785 pF/m

0.2420 jlH/m

2.0662xl08mis

0.03041 rad/m

RG/U 58h

98.425pF/m

0.2461 jlH/m

2.0320xl08mis

0.03092 rad/m

number

phase velocityup
phase constant ~ at 1 MHz

dissipation 0.128 db/m at 10 MHz

0.217 db/m at 50 MHz

0.197 db/m at 100 MHz

OlJter diamete r 2.5 mm 5.0 mm

In table 1 the data of the two coaxial lines used are given. In the liquid

helium dewar the coaxial line with the smallest diameter was used.
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4. THE MAXIMUM NMR FREQUENCY RANGE

When the load impedance (of which the NMR coil will be a part) will be

matched at one frequency Vo to a coaxial line with the oscillator/amplifier,

all power will be dissipated in the load impedance and there will be no

reflections. However, when the NMR frequency varies during an ENDOR experimen1

the load impedance is no longer matched to the line and power starts to be

reflected. The broad band power amplifier IFI M5000 used, functions without

hazard for damage as long as the reflection coefficient Ipl ~ 0.6 or the

VSWR ~ 4. Thus the transformed impedance at the amplifier must be within the

area of the circle S=4 in the Smith chart of the figures 2.

The NMR coil impedance for all the generator (HP 8601A) frequencies are giver

Ji
11

in figure 2a on the equi-real circle ZL = (0.18 + 0.0475xv j)XZO Q from A

(v=O MHz) with marks at every 10 MHz until B (v=110 MHz). It is seen directly

that for all frequencies the VSWR caused by the load impedance ZL itself will

be > 4. The easiest way to reduce this reflection is to introduce a resistancE

RU' just outside the dewar for dissipation reasons, in series with this coil

and connected to a coaxial line as shown in figure 3.

~
~

~
~

ZL,

~)- - --
I
z,

I
ZL,

f

Fig. 3. The experimentalsetup of the NMR-coil in serieswith a load resistanceRu connectedby

coaxial line with length '\and the corresponding impedanees .

The total impedance Zt can then be changed to such a value as to obey the

relation VSWR ~ 4. This is accomplished by the addition of the resistance Ru

to the real part of the impedance ZL ' so that the imaginary part will not

change. Here Z is the impedance of2z transformed by the coaxial lineL L

between the coif and the resistance. Ho~ever the impedance Z is not allowedL

to have a value in the hatched area* in figure 2, because in this area an

* note: The hatched area is formed by the line HGDC in figure 2 which is part

of the VSWR=4 circle and two equi-imaginary circles which touche the VSWR=4

ci2cle. The absolute imaginary value of these last two circles will be:

(S -1)/2SxZO j Q and for S=4 this will be: 1.875xZO j Q.
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1 j 01, j
Ifl <-- --> VSWR

r
10

I'"

Fig. 2a. The impedanceof the NMR-coil is given

on the equi-real line from A (\)~O MHz) with

Fig, 2b. The same as figure 2a except for the

circle Ip I=0.745, which gives the transformation

marks at every 10 MHz until B (\)=110 MHz). The

load impedance of the NMR-amplifier should be

of the NMR-coil impedance at 10 MHz along a

dissipationless coaxial line. The load impedance

in the area inside the circle S=4, where the is given by F. The total impedance of the coil

and the load resistance is given by D and G,VSWR is less than four. A (transformed) impe-

dance in the hatched area can never be changed to

the VSWR~4 area by a load resistance in series

when the (transformed) coil impedance is respec-

tivily in point E and K, dependinq on the fre-

wi th i t. quency. For a coil impedance E' a load impedance

F' or F" is necessary to give a total impedance

D' or respectivily D".

extra resistance will never make the VSWR less than four (the equi-imaginary

lines in this area do not cross the VSWR ~ 4 area). However by a proper choice

of the length of the coaxial line dL' the impedance ZL can always be placed

somewhere outside the hatched area and it is possible ~y introducing

a series resistance Ru' to reduce the VSWR below the value of four. This may be

done for each frequency.

We have to choose the resistance Ru and the coaxial line length dL such, that

the VSWR stays less then four for a maximum range of frequencies ~ithout chang-

ing these two parameters. We give an 'example for a frequency range extending
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from a lower limit of 10 MHz. The coil impedance is given in figure 2b at

point ZL = (0.18 + 0.475 jjxZo ~. The transformation of ZL along the coaxial

line is ~iven by the circle Ipl = 0.745 throughZ ,becausJ the reflectionL
coefficientwill not changein this dissipationles~line.The coaxialline

length dL' given in the Smith chart in À-units, will increase when the

frequency is changed to higher values. We further have to remember that ZL
lie2in

(the transformed impedance of ZL through the coaxial line dL) may not

the hatched area. Therefore Z Àas to start for v . = 10 MHz at point E on thEL m1n

border of the hatched area, wh~re the imaginary part will be negative. This

impedance ZL will change clockwise over a curve close to the constant reflec-

tion circle 21pl = 0.745, when the frequency increases. The change of the

reflection coefficient with the frequency can be determined from figure 2a for

ZL and will be equal for ZL . Por simplicity we assume here that the reflec-

ti6n coefficient will be con~tant, 50 Z changes clockwise with increasingL

frequencies until point K is reached at the other side of the forbidden area.

This point determines the maximum frequency vmax of the range.

By connecting the resistance Ru with the impedance of point P (at vmin= 10 MH.

the impedance of Z (pdint E) is changed to Z at point D, where the VSWR isL t

just four. By incre&sing the frequency, the VSWR becomes less then four and

the total impedance ends for v just at point G, when Z arrives at point K.
max L2

Por frequencies outside this range the VSWR will become greater than four. The

increase of the reflection coefficient of ZL with the frequency makes the tota

impedance Z to lie outside the VSWR=4 area &t a frequency v' ~ v .t max max

This combination of series resistance, NMR coil and coaxial line will give

the maximum possible frequency range within the limitations of a permissible

power reflection. This will be the best solution when the power in the coil

will be sufficient to give ENDOR intensity. In this case that the power ampli-

fier can dissipate more reflected power, the NMR frequency range will not be

much larger, because for higher VSWR values than four, the power in the NMR

coil will decrease rapidly and will soon be to small to observe an ENDOR tran-

sition.

By taking the coaxial line length dL such that at the minimum frequency the

impedance of ZL will be on the CD'D" equi-imaginary line, the resistance Ru

can be chosen ifia range from point p' to P". The total impedance Z will thent
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Fig. 4a. The eoaxial line length of the eoil with

se rial resistanee of SOl< versus the NMR frequeney

for different VSWR values. This plot is for a

eoaxial line with phase veloeity up of
2.0662x108 mIs. The minimum eoaxial length is the

hight of the liquid helium dewar and is 1.3 meter.

The line is the equi-VSWR=2 line and the

hatehed areas have VSWR values ;,4. The 1,2,3 and

4 lines give the frequeney dependenees of four

eoaxial lines whieh are neeessary to satisfy the

eondition VSWR,;4 for frequeneies up to 100 MHz.
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Fig. 4b. A general plot of figure 4a, exeept that

this is a double logarithmie plot and that the

eoaxial line length is now in À-units, whieh will

be independent of the phase velocity. The equi-

eoaxial-length lines (in meters) are parallel to

the hatehing of the area with a VSWR greater than

four.

be between point D' and D". The advantage is that, although the frequency range

is only slightly smaller for this coaxial line length, the power in the NMR

coil will be larger for smaller values of the resistance. The choice of

Ru = Zo = 50 Q will give satisfactory results and in figure 4a and 4b the

coaxial line length as function of the frequency for VSWR values of two and

four are drawn. In figure 4a the specific solution is given for the coaxial

line RG/U 174 with phase velocity u of 2.0662x108 m/sec. With a minimum
p

coaxial line length (inside the dewar) of 1.3 meter possible combinations of

frequency ranges and coaxial line lengths are given in table 2 and by the

dashed lines in figure 4a. A general solution, independent of the line used,

is given in figure 4b. Because the length is here in À-units*, the equi-

Mnote:d (in À) = v/u .d (in meters).
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coaxial-length-lines (in meters) will in a double logarithmic plot versus

the frequencie have a direction coefficient of one. Therefore the hatching

in the figure 4b is drawn with the same drrection coefficient of one.

Table 2.

The frequencyrangeof thecoaxiallines(RG/U 174) betweentheNMR-coilandthe

series resistancefor a VSWR~4 as shown in figure 4a.

numbers in

figure 4a

4

S. THE OPTIMUM NMR MAGNETIC FIELD

The optimum NMR H2-field is reached when the coil L forms with a capa-

citor Caresonant circuit with low losses (high Q-factor). Therefore, for an

optimal field, the value of the capacitor must change when the NMR frequency

varies. This must be done outside the dewar and the problem then is that the

impedance change of the coil by the coaxial line between this coil and the

capacitor changes the resonance condition completely. In the case that the

coil impedance is transformed to an impedance with a capacitive character by

this line, no resonance condition can be created at allo

The solution is, for a given frequency vO' to make the coaxial line length dt

equal to nX~À, so the coil impedance Z has the same value at the capacitor- 0L

end Z = Z of the dissipationless coa~ial line ( see figure Sa) and the sameL L

resonarice cbndition of C ~ 1/w2L can be maintained.

A smal 1 deviation of the length d will change the impedance Z by a smal 1
to L3

amount and therefore the capacitance has to change a little to tne new resonanc~

condition C' ~ 1/w2L', with wL' = Img(Z ). \L

If there is a real part in the coil imp~dance and/or in the capacitor impedance

it is possible, by varying the total coaxial line length dt' tofind two places
somewhere on this line where Z = Z //Z = Z

O as shown in figure Sb. Each
t L2 C2

solution has a different value of dt. For these values of dt the re sonant
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frequency range coaxial length

< 13.0 MHz 1. 30 m

13.0 - 29.5 MHz 3.60 m

29.5 - 72.0 MHz 1. 30 m

72.0 -106.5 MHz 1. 85 m
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Fig. 5. The resonantloop formedby a coil L and a capacitorC connectedby a coaxial line.Given

are the differentimpedancesat the end and somewhereon the line. The equivalentcircuitsare
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Fig. 6a and 6b. The two l'esonant loop solutionsfor a NMR frequency\10of 20 MHz..Drawn are the

impedanceswith the conditionthat the total impedanceZt will give a VSWR less than two.

The impedance numbering is the same as in figure 5 except the symbol T for Zt. The reciprocal
values of ZL and Z are foundby a 1800 rotationand have the valuesof y and y respectivily.

2 C2 L2 C2
The crosses are the 1mpedancesfor VSWR=I. The circles give the impedancesfor the lowest frequency

at which the VSWR=2 and the squares for the highest frequency with the same condition. The values

and 7b.

of thase freq)lenciesand the correspondingcapacitorvalues are respectivilygiven in figure 7a
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loop is matched to the coaxial line and the power amplifier such that the

maximum power is dissipated in this loop. This gives an optimum current through

the NMR coil and therefore an optimum NMR H2-field, for the given frequency VO°

One of the two solutions is given in figure 6b for Vo = 20 MHz. The coil impe-

dance ZL (given by a cross) is transformed by the coaxial line (with length dL)

to Z wlth an inductive character. Z forms a re sonant loop with Z (the
L L C

transtormed impedance of Z by the co~xial line with length d ), whi~h mustC C

have a capacitive character~ The second solution is given in figure 6a. Here

ZL has a capacitive- and Zc an inductive character, which together form a

re~onant loop with total imp~dance ZO'

If the NMR frequency is varied around

changed, the condition of the maximum

Vo and the coaxial

power dissipated Zt

reached, by varying

line lengths are not

= Zo cannot be main-

the capacitance,tained. The optimum power will now be

when the imaginary part of Zt will be zero (see section 2). Because not too

much power may reflect to the amplifier, the real part of Zt may only vary

between ZO/VSWRmax < Zt < ZOxVSWRmax' given by points A and B in figure 6a,

where the VSWRmax will be four for the amplifier used. At the extreme values

of Zt however the H2- field will be far from the optimum value and it is

better to change the coaxial line lengths to make Zt equal to Zo again for the

new NMR frequency vOo In practice it is found that, with a set coaxial lines

and without too much H2-field losses, a reasonable frequency range can be

obtained when we fulfil the condition VSWR ~ 2 (see too figure 7a and 7b).

This will always be a compromise between a large frequency range and a large

H2-field.

The frequency dependence of the impedances of the two solutions with a VSWR~2

for the total impedance Zt is given in figure 6a and 6b, for a central frequen-

cy of Vo = 20 t1Hz. At this frequency the capacitance is chosen to be C = 1/w2L

and d and d are so long that Z = ZO*and thus the VSWR = 1. In addition to
L C t

the coil and capacitor impedances, the transformed impedances Z and Z and
L C

their corresponding admittances Y = l/Z and Y = l/Z are ~iven in2the
L2 L2 C2 C2

figures.

Hnote: In the text the impedances and admittances are used, while in the Smith

chart the normalized ones are drawn. They differ a factor Zo and respectively YO.
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The only variabie parameter is the capacitance, which has to vary in such

a way that the imaginary part of Y cancels the imaginary part of Y .

L2 C2
Thus by varying the capacitor we can make the total impedance real, which

gives US the optimum power in the "resonant" loop.

The two solutions of figure 6a and 6b are given for other frequencies in the

figures 7a and 7b. In these figures 7 the coaxial line length to the NMR coil

dL (in À-units) is given as function of the frequency for different VSWR values

in a double logarithmic plot. The reason that dL is in À-units is that this

solution is independent of the phase velocity u of the used coaxial line and
p

the log-log plot was chosen to make the equi-coaxial-length lines (in meters)

parallel to the hatching. In the same ficrures are also given the total coaxial

line length dL+dc for the re sonant conditions (VSWR=l) and the capacitance

values for different VSWR, where one of the two equal VSWR solutions is primed

to make an unique correspondence possible between the dL and the capacitance

values.

A possible combination of coaxial lines (numbered by 1,2,etc) is given in

figure 7a with the limitation that the VSWR ~ 2. Areasonabie frequency range

of 1-2 MHz with one set of coaxial lines (parallel to the hatching) is only

possible for NMR frequencies of 8-30 MHz. The number of changes of the coaxial

lengths is here much more then when the coil is only connected to aserial

load impedance.

The NMR coil is inside the liquid helium dewar and the capacitor will be

placed outside at room temperature. At this end a current probe (HP 1110A)

was connected to the capacitor to optimise the resonant condition by tuning

the capacitor just by hand or by aservo system described by van Ormondt [6].

In this section we described the resonant loop to get an optimum NMR

H2-field. The considerations in this section were based on the assumption that

the real part of the coil- and capacitor impedances are negligible with respect

to the imgaginary parts. For the coil and the capacitor we used, this was not

always the case and therfore there was a slight deviation of the resonance

frequencies and the coil current for the calculated line lengths. The gain of

current in this case of a resonant loop with respect to the case of a coil with

load resistance is only a factor two, because the Q-factor of the resonant loop

was low. Coils of better quality might give better results for the resonant loop.
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Fig. 7a and 7b. Two genera~ double logari thmie plots for two possible resonanee solutions wi th the

total impedanee Zt equal to ZO= 50Q for a combination of eoaxial lines with lengthes '\. to the eoil

and de to the eapaei tor. These are logari thm-logari thm plots of the eoaxial line length '\.' the

total eoaxial length dL +de (both in À-units) and the eorresponding capacitor values versus the

NMR frequeney. The hatehed areas have VSWR values greater than four and the equi-eoaxial-length

lines (in meters) are parallel to the hatehing.

Drawn are the frequeney dependences of the eoaxial line numbered in the figure by 1,2,3 ete, when

ehanging the frequency with the condition that the VSWR must be less than two to warrant an

optimum NMR-H2-field. As lowest frequeney was ehosen here" 1=10 MHz, but gene rally eaeh frequency

on the VSWR=1 line ean be ehosen as a s tarting frequeney.
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6. CONCLUSION

In this'chapter the matching condition of the NMR coil to the NMR-ampli-

fier and coaxial lines was described. The experimental condition of a maximum

frequency range without changing anything to the setup, can be reached by an

extra load impedance of 50 Q just outside the liquid helium dewar in series

with the NMR coil inside the dewar and connected by a coaxial line with each

other. Over the range of 0-110 MHz the coaxial line length needs to be changed

only four times.

This setup does not give us an optimum NMR H2-field when this is necessary in

an ENDOR experiment. AD optimum NMR field is obtained by making a re sonant loop

of the combination of NMR coil and variabie capacitor. This capacitor must be

outside the dewar and will be connected to the coil by a coaxial line with

length of ~ ~À. This setup will give satisfactory results in the frequency

range of 8-30 I~z, where the coaxial line length has to be changed at each

1-2 MHz interval.
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"Een proefschrift over PBQ?

Geschreven ook voor U!"
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INLEIDING

Dit promotieonderzoek richtte zich op een stof die een sterk afwijkend

karakter vertoont t.o.v. andere stoffen. Het doel was een beter inzicht

te verkrijgen waarom dit zo is. In de scheikunde kunnen we de eigenschappen

van de stoffen vaak voorspellen door een aantal onafhankelijke eenvoudige

modellen. Voor onze stof blijkt dat dit niet meer mogelijk is en moeten we

een koppeling tussen twee eenvoudige modellen veronderstellen. Dit houdt

in dat als we het ene model gebruiken, we ook rekening moeten houden met

een ander model. Maar daarover later meer.

MOLEKULEN

Enkele begrippen zal ik hier nader proberen te verklaren. Als vergelijk

gebruiken we aldoor Lego blokjes. We hebben daarvan een hele berg. We heb-

ben ooit eens een aantal gelijke auto's gemaakt van het merk PBQ en op een

grote hoop gegooid. Na verloop van tijd gaan we de hoop opruimen en sorte-

ren en houden we tenslotte één auto over, van het merk PBQ.

ZO ook met zuivere stoffen. B.v. water of para-benzochinon, wat we af-

korten tot PBQ (een merknaam dus). Een druppel water bevat een hoop deel-

tjes water. We zouden na sorteren tenslotte één deeltje water over kunnen

houden. Dit noemen we een molekuul. Vergelijk met een auto. In praktijk

is dit water molekuul erg klein en we kunnen hem ook niet echt los in

onze handen krijgen, maar hij bestaat wel.

ATOMEN

We zien direkt dat we nog verder kunnen gaan met het afbreken van de

auto. We houden dan alleen losse steentjes over en elk steentje apart

kunnen we niet meer "auto" noemen. Ze hebben wel ieder hun eigen vorm en

kleur.

Ook molekulen bestaan uit bouwstenen, die we atomen noemen. Zo bestaat

water uit een atoom zuurstof en twee atomen waterstof. PBQ bestaat uit zes

atomen koolstof, vier atomen waterstof en twee atomen zuurstof, zoals

in een figuur op de volgende bladzijde is aangegeven.
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We gebruiken daar ook bepaalde letters voor, net zoals elk steentje zijn

eigen vorm heeft, n.l. C voor koolstof, H voor waterstof en 0 voor zuur-

stof.

In de auto zijn de blokjes op een bepaalde manier gerangschikt en ver-

bonden met elkaar.

Zo ook bij ons molekuul PBQ. De atomen zijn gerangschikt zoals in een

figuur hiernaast is aangegeven en de verbindingen door streepjes.

Hoe ontstaat nu zo'n verbinding? Bij Lego blokjes erg eenvoudig door

nopjes in gaatjes te plaatsen. Doordat dit strak in elkaar zit, vormt

het een goede verbinding.

De verbinding tussen de atomen is ingewikkelder. Daarvoor zullen we

eerst moeten kijken hoe een atoom is opgebouwd.

KERNEN EN ELEKTRONEN

Een atoom bestaat uit een kleine kern, een klein bolletje en daarom

heen hele kleine en snel bewegende elektronen.

Vergelijk de zon als kern en de planeten bewegen daarom heen. En niet

alleen dat, maar ze hebben elk een eigen baan. Stel nu dat we een planeet

een andere baan willen geven, dan kan dat maar het kost wel (veel) energie.

Voor het atoom geldt hetzelfde. Dit is opgebouwd uit een kleine kern

en daarom heen in verschillende banen de snel bewegende elektronen. De

banen van de elektronen zijn verschillend van vorm. B.v. rond, maar ook

acht-vormig en nog andere vormen zijn mogelijk. Echter er is een groot

verschil, n.l. niet alle banen zijn mogelijk, slechts bepaalde. We kunnen

wel een elektron in een andere baan brengen.

Brengen we een elektron van een kleinere, dichtbij de kern gelegen baan

in een grotere, verder van de kern verwijderde baan, dan kost dat energie.

We kunnen dat in bepaalde gevallen met licht doen. Licht bezit energie

(lekker warm dat zonlicht he!) . Als het elektron terugkeert, terugvalt

in een lagere baan, dan komt er energie vrij. Dit kan o.a. ook in de vorm

van licht gebeuren. Denk aan het lichtgevende knopje in het trappenhuis

van een flat, maar ook de geel-oranje natriumlampen boven de autowegen.
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Terug naar de verschillende atomen. We kunnen nu het verschil aangeven.

N.l. het zuurstofatoom, het koolstofatoom en het waterstofatoom verschil-

len o.a. in de groootte van de kern en het aantal elektronen.

BINDINGEN IN EEN MOLEKUUL

Hoe onstaat nu de binding tussen die atomen, zodat er een molekuul gevormd

kan worden? Want meerdere atomen samen met bindingen ertussen vormen een

molekuul. Het blijkt dat de banen van de elektronen vervormen en zo kan het

zijn dat een elektron niet om één atoom beweegt, maar om twee. We hebben

dan een binding gekregen, die stabiel is omdat het blijkt dat dit elektron

liever zit in zo'n baan om twee atomen i.p.v. een. Een ander elektron kan

dan weer een ander atoom erbij binden, enz., zodat een geheel molekuul

wordt gevormd.

Andere banen zijn echter ook mogelijk, b.v. waarbij het elektron zich

over het gehele molekuul beweegt. Niet door de kernen, maar er boven en er

onder. Deze laatste baan heeft een naam gekregen, die we aangeven m.b.v.

een Griekse letter TI (spreek uit "pi"). Er blijven echter ook elektronen

in de oorspronkelijke atoombanen zitten. Ze doen dus niet mee aan de

verbindingen van het molekuul. Zo zitten er op het zuurstofatoom in PBQ

twee elektronen in een achtvormige baan. Zo'n elektron noemen we een

n-elektron en het zit in een n-baan.

Ook voor molekulen geldt dat niet alle banen zijn toegstaan en dat elke

baan meer of minder energie bezit.

Meestal vinden we het molekuul met zijn atomen en elektronen in banen

met de minste energie (lekker lui!). Maar wel verschillende elektronen

in verschillende banen. Om de een of andere reden kunnen ze niet allemaal

in de baan met de laagste energie. Er kunnen slechts twee elektronen in

een baan.
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KERN BE,VEGINGEN

Zo dit is de start van de chemie. We moeten nog even terug naar de ver-

bindingen. Bij Lego zijn die lekker strak en star. Ze bewegen niet. Bij

molekulen is dat niet het geval. Alle atomen bewegen t.o.v. elkaar. Je

kunt je dat voorstellen door bolletjes met veertjes er tussen. De bolle-

tjes zijn dan de kernen en de veertjes de verbindingen. De veertjes kunnen

ingedrukt worden, uitgerekt, maar ook gebogen, opzij en naar boven en naar

onderen. Alles is mogelijk. Als we er wat extra energie in stoppen, gaan

ze harder bewegen. Maar ook hier geldt dat niet alles is toegestaan.

Stoppen we er meer energie in dan zullen ze niet steeds sneller gaan be-

wegen, maar alleen als we er meer in stoppen dan een bepaald minimum,

een bepaalde drempel, enz. Net zoals op een trap. Het kost energie om een

been omhoog te krijgen, maar we kunnen de energie pas gebruiken als het

been de volgende trede bereikt heeft.

WEL OF GEEN KOPPELING?

In de scheikunde worden in het algemeen molekulen beschreven met de

beweging van de kernen en de elektronen onafhankelijk van elkaar. De

gemeten energieên blijken goed overeen te komen met de boven beschreven

modellen.

Het molekuul PBQ echter niet. Het blijkt dat als we een elektron uit

de n-baan van het zuurstofatoom in een andere baan (IT-baan van het mole-

kuul) brengen, dat de atomen dan opeens anders t.o.v. elkaar gaan bewe-

gen. We hebben dus een koppeling gekregen. Als we het elektron in een

andere baan stoppen, dan heeft dat invloed op de beweging van de atomen.

Om nu te kontroleren of dat echt zo is doen we het volgende proefje.

We vervangen een atoom door een zwaardere broeder. Je kunt je dan voor-

stellen dat de beweging van dat atoom t.o.v. de andere anders zal worden.

Normaal heeft dat geen invloed op de elektronen, maar door de koppeling

blijkt dat voor de door ons onderzochte stof PBQ wel het geval te zijn.

N.l. de energie van de elektronen verandert als we de beweging van de

kernen veranderen.
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KONKLUSIE

Het model van aparte elektron banen met hun eigen energieên en de kernen

met hun aparte kernbewegingen blijkt voor het molekuul PBQ (para-benzo-

chinon) niet altijd op te gaan. Erg interessant en de vraag is waarom?

Daar heeft ons promotie onderzoek zich op gericht. Het lijkt er op dat

we een tipje van de sluier hebben opgelicht.

uit ons promotie onderzoek bleek dat een mogelijke oorzaak van dit af-

wijkende gedrag van PBQ is dat sommige elektronen zich zeer thuis voelen

bij het zuurstofatoom. Ga je deze elektronen naar een.andere baan brengen,

dan probeert het zuurstofatoom met alle middelen elders een elektron weg

te willen halen. Dit resulteert in grote beroering onder de atomen, die

daardoor anders gaan bewegen.

Wilt U het onderzoek nu voortzetten?
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"Wetenschap beoefenen is net zo iets als een

n-dimensionale kruiswoordpuzzel oplossen.

Het lukt je niet hem geheel op te lossen,

of als je denkt dat het je wel gelukt is

blijken er nog meer dimensies te bestaan."

JHL.
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